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Under the watchful eye of second-year head coach Gor-
don Henderson, the University of Arkansas Lady Razorback
soccer team continues to show improvement.  Using a tough
fitness program, each of the returning Lady Razorbacks con-
tinues to reach her full athletic potential, and with a full
year utilizing Henderson’s tactics, Arkansas should be ready
for most situations that arise on the field.  Next on the agenda
is working one of the best recruiting classes in Arkansas his-
tory into a veteran lineup.
FORWARD
Perhaps the most wide-open position on the field for
the Lady Razorbacks since all-time leading scorer Julie
Williford left in 2003, Arkansas is looking for consistency
during the 2005 season.  Sophomores Sarah Gwisdala and
Alison Harter each showed moments of brilliance at the
striker position as freshmen, but were unable to maintain
their play throughout the 19-game schedule.
Enter the Lady Razorback freshmen; three of Arkansas’
nine recruits play forward with each adding some punch.
Conway, Ark., native Whitney Allison played through pain
in the Arkansas All-Star Game, scoring the golden goal off
her broken left toe from outside the penalty area.  Lindsay
Patterson is big, athletic and strong, and could be a great
target for Arkansas’ midfielders on crosses from the out-
side.  Sophomore transfer Tara Sageser was the Mid-Conti-
nent Conference Newcomer of the Year
as she led Centenary in scoring.
MIDFIELD
Arkansas’ coaches feel good about the
central midfield as two of the rising stars
in Southeastern Conference women’s soc-
cer patrol the field.  Senior Megan
McCool is a four-year starter for the
Lady’Backs and gives Arkansas its swag-
ger on the field.  Coupled with junior
Christina Burger, the Lady Razorbacks’
leading returning scorer in each of the past two seasons,
Arkansas has a fire and ice combination that is tough to
overcome.
Junior Katie Stauffer backs up the
middle with a powerful shot that is
particularly valuable from outside
the penalty box.  Sophomores Becca
Davis and Jessica Ingram each saw
limited time as freshmen, and after
a good off-season, could step into the
central midfield at a moment’s no-
tice.
Arkansas’ outside midfielders
were much improved in 2004 as then
junior Morgan McCord and sopho-
more Katie Hamilton took over the
positions.  Hamilton emerged as a
scoring threat thanks to runs at the post and an improved
cross, while McCord has consistently found herself in the
starting 11 thanks to hard work.
The Lady Razorbacks add a pair of midfielders to the
mix this fall, Texans Leah Collison and Abbey Wilburn.
Both are versatile, and while they are slated for midfield
duty now, could play forward if they show a knack for the
goal.
DEFENSE
The deepest part of the Lady
Razorback lineup, Arkansas boasts
four returning starters that com-
bined have started 144 games.  Led
by senior captain Andrea Sparks,
senior Katie Taylor and juniors De-
von Burger and Allison Harris have
shown that they work well to-
gether over the past two seasons.
In 2004 the quartet added a new phase to their game show-
ing offensive striking ability, an attribute that could make
the Lady Razorbacks dangerous from
every position on the field.
While the Lady Razorbacks feel
that they have a solid group of start-
ers, one of the first players off the
bench is senior Holly Rosen.  Fresh-
man Megan Fawley and junior trans-
fer Kate Venable have the daunting
task of attempting to find playing
time with the veteran crew, but each
have played multiple positions and
should be able to get ample time on
the pitch this fall.
GOALKEEPERS
Arkansas’ rock in goal for the past two seasons, senior
Carrie Dillsaver shows no signs of slowing down.  On her
way to the top of the Arkansas career goalkeeping charts,
Dillsaver dropped her goals against average by a half point
between her first two seasons,
and another effort like last
season could place her in elite
company among Lady Razor-
back goalkeepers.
Joining Arkansas’ corp of
goalkeepers is Bentonville,
Ark., native Michelle Hunter,
one of the best goalkeepers














At Arkansas – With two seasons between the posts for the
Lady Razorbacks, Carrie Dillsaver has the potential to end her Lady
Razorback career as one of the best goalkeepers in Arkansas his-
tory.  Setting five sophomore class records in 2004 and a freshman
class record in 2003, Dillsaver enters her final season of competi-
tion ranked among Arkansas’ all-time
top six in nearly every statistical cat-
egory and is second on the goals
against average list with a 1.66 GAA.
As a redshirt freshman, Dillsaver
earned the starting goalkeeper’s role
over a senior and did not disappoint
as she made acrobatic saves time and
again.  That season she played more
than 1,500 minutes and posted a
modest 1.92 GAA.  Perhaps Dillsaver’s
best game came on the road when the
Lady’Backs faced George Mason.  In that contest, she made nine
saves over 90 minutes and picked up the first of three consecutive
shutouts.
To say that Dillsaver had a good freshman year would only
mean that she had a tremendous sophomore campaign.  She set
five class records, posting five shutouts including one in confer-
ence play, and allowed just 28 goals, the fewest by any Lady Ra-
zorback squad since 1991.  Her 1.44 goals against average ranks as
the sixth best by an individual and fifth best team mark all-time.
As a Sophomore (2004) – UA sophomore records for min-
utes played in goal (1752:44), shots faced (234), goals against av-
erage (1.44), shutouts (5) and games started (19)  1.44 GAA  104
saves  6-11-2 record  five shutouts  19 games played  19 games
started.
As a Freshman (2003) – UA record for freshman minutes
played in goal (1,549)  1.92 GAA  69 saves  6-9-2 record  three
shutouts  17 games played  17 games started.
Pre-Arkansas - A standout all-state performer for the
Claremore High School Zebras, she helped her team to a district
title as well as two runner-up finishes and one state semifinal.  For
her club squad, the Tulsa Soccer Club ‘84, she was a part of eight
Oklahoma state titles and
a pair of regional runners-
up.  With Dillsaver as the
anchor, the TSC gave up
just 55 points in 134
games over three seasons.
As a field player, she tal-
lied 66 points off 25 goals
and 16 assists, scoring
three hat tricks.
Personal - Born on
Nov. 28, 1983, Dillsaver
is the daughter of Joe and
Jackie Dillsaver.  She has







Shots Faced ............. 22
Mississippi – 10/3/04








SE Missouri - 9/6/02
Points ........................ 3
George Mason – 9/21/03
At Arkansas – Entering her senior season, Megan McCool worked
hard over the off-season to report in the best shape possible.  During
her first two years, she was a serious scoring threat with eight goals
and seven assists.  As a junior, her role changed slightly in coach
Henderson’s system, but the focus on defense for the Bethany, Okla.,
native showed as she became one of the
Southeastern Conference’s best all-
around midfielders.
With a knack for scoring the key
goal, McCool may not be Arkansas’ first
option to score, but she gets the job
done.   She tallied one game-winner
and two game-tying scores.  The win-
ner came this past season against Tulsa.
Her freshman season she tied the Lady
Razorback school record for game-ty-
ing goals in SEC play when she picked
up scores against Auburn and
Vanderbilt.
For her career she has missed only one start, senior day of her
freshman season, and since that time has rattled off 35 consecutive
matches as a starter.  Her 4,520 minutes played exceed all current
Lady Razorbacks, except Katie Taylor, making her a solid choice as a
captain during her junior season.
As a Junior (2004) – Played center midfield  one goal  three
assists  five points  16 games played  16 games started.
As a Sophomore (2003) – Played center midfield  third-lead-
ing scorer  four goals  four assists  12 points  19 games played 
19 games started.
As a Freshman (2002) - Played center midfield  leading fresh-
man scorer  tied Lady’Back record for game-tying goals in a season
in SEC play (2)  four goals  three assists  11 points.
Pre-Arkansas - McCool was an all-conference and all-district
player for Putnum City West High School in Oklahoma City.  A four-
year letterwinner and starter, she led her team in assists and tied for
the lead in goals as a junior.  She was named all-district four times,
all-conference three times and took all-state honors as a senior.
McCool set school records for goals (25) and assists (11) as a senior.
She played her club soccer for
the Fury ’83 Red, but as a jun-
ior played for the Royals ’82
and led that squad to a state
championship for the U-19 age
group.  Individually, McCool
earned the Fury ’83 Orange
Classic most valuable player
award.  She also has ODP ex-
perience, playing on the state
team between 1997-2000 and
entering the region pool in
1997.
Personal - Born on Dec.
6, 1983, McCool is the daugh-
ter of Barry and Tina McCool.
She has two sisters, Christina













At Arkansas – For three seasons Morgan McCord worked hard
in practice, and the commitment paid off as she earned her way
into the starting lineup each year.  As a freshman and sophomore,
McCord began the season off the bench, but quickly found her way
into the starting 11 thanks to her productivity with the ball on the
flank.  Her junior season was no dif-
ferent.  Starting every game, she scored
once and added a pair of assists.  She
picked up the third game-winning goal
of her career in Arkansas’ win over
Southern.
As a sophomore, McCord assisted
on three scores as she started 10 of 18
games.  Her service from the outside
and spark to the Arkansas lineup made
her a fixture to the starting 11.  She
was especially active in Arkansas’ vic-
tory over Drury as she assisted on a pair
of scores on crosses from the left side.
As a freshman, McCord made her first start against Kansas in
game six.  Versus Louisiana-Monroe, she put together her best match
as she scored once and assisted on another for three points.  Along
with her Louisiana-Monroe game, McCord also picked up a pair of
game winners, the first of her career coming against SE Missouri
State off the bench and the second a massive strike against Alabama.
As a Junior (2004) – Started at outside midfield  one goal 
two assists  four points  one game winner  19 games played  19
games started.
As a Sophomore (2003) – Started at outside midfield  three
assists  three points  18 games played  10 games started.
As a Freshman (2002) - Started at outside midfield  three goals
 two assists  eight points  two game-winning goals  20 games
played  14 games started.
Pre-Arkansas - A member of the three-time state champions,
McCord was a key player in Jenks High School’s title run.  A two-
year starter and four-year letterwinner for the Trojans, McCord also
helped her squad win three conference and district titles during that
time.  Her junior year, Jenks was ranked #11 in the country.  Playing
her club soccer with the Tulsa Soccer Club ’84, McCord won even
more team championships with three Oklahoma state titles, the fifth,
sixth and seventh of the TSC ‘84’s career.  The team was also a Re-
gion III finalist twice and
semifinalist once during
that time.  McCord
played on the Oklahoma
state ODP team between
1997-2000.
Personal - Born on
Oct. 19, 1983, McCord is
the daughter of Mark and
Cheryl McCord.  She has








At Arkansas – A walk-on to the Lady Razorbacks, Holly Rosen
stuck with the program throughout three tough seasons and is
prepared to leave it all on the pitch for her final year.  Working
her way onto the travel squad her freshman year, Rosen made a
splash against the U.S. Navel Academy as she put together a
solid contest at midfielder.  She saw
action in five matches that fall and
was vital in key situations where her
left foot and defensive skills were
needed.
As a sophomore, Rosen did not
see any action as the Lady’Backs
planned to save her a year of eligi-
bility, but with her degree coming
in May of ’05, Rosen decided to
forego that season.
In 2004, Rosen was again back
on the pitch for four contests, playing significant minutes against
Southern University where she was used as a defender and
midfielder.
As a Junior (2004) – Saw time at midfield  four games
played.
As a Freshman (2002) - Saw time at defense  five games
played.
Pre-Arkansas - Playing in one of the toughest 5A high school
districts in the state of Texas, Rosen was a standout for Richardson
High School.  All over the field, Rosen led her team in assists
two of her four years and was the offensive most valuable player
as a sophomore.  A two-year captain for the Eagles, Rosen led
her team in goals and assists as a senior.  While away from
Richardson, she played for the Dallas Texans and led that squad
to numerous team championships over her four years.  As a
sophomore, Rosen helped the Texans reach the state cup
quarterfinals.  Over the course of her high school and club ca-
reer, she played in more than 280 games, scoring 33 goals and
adding 65 assists.  She was also a
member of the Texas state ODP team.
Personal - Born on April 22,
1984, Rosen is the daughter of Steve
and Donna Rosen.  She has one sis-
ter, Jillian, and is majoring in mar-










At Arkansas – The captain of the Lady Razorbacks since her
sophomore year, Andrea Sparks’ abilities and commitment have
never been questioned by Arkansas’ coaches or players.  A solid
leader both on and off the pitch, Sparks’ presence has made the
Lady Razorbacks a stronger team for the past three seasons.
A fabulous freshman season saw
Sparks become just the second Lady
Razorback ever to earn SoccerBuzz all-
Central Region freshman team hon-
ors despite battling an ankle injury
throughout the season.  That year
she started in all 19 games the Lady
Razorbacks played and was one of
the key ingredients to Arkansas’ de-
fensive improvement in 2002.
Coming off the bench for most
of her sophomore season, Sparks
made the most of her opportunities to prove why she was fit for
captaincy in her second year.  Returning to the starting 11 as a
junior, Sparks earned her spot in Arkansas’ four-back defense as
a central defender and is slated to see the majority of playing
time again as a senior.
As a Junior (2004) – started at center back  18 games played
 18 games started.
As a Sophomore (2003) – 15 games played  three games
started.
As a Freshman (2002) - SoccerBuzz all-central region fresh-
man team  started at center back  19 games played  18 games
started.
Pre-Arkansas - Sparks was a three-time all-district performer
and team captain for Nolan Catholic High School in Fort Worth,
Texas.  As a junior she was named all-state, repeating the feat as
a senior.  During Sparks’ last two seasons, the Vikings won a
district championship, two regional championships and took
second place in the district and second and third in the state.
Her club team, the Sting out of Plano, Texas, was also a force,
taking several team titles and going to the state cup quarters her
junior year and semis when she was a sophomore.  Her senior
year saw the Sting finish
second in the state.
Personal - Born on
July 9, 1984, Sparks is the
daughter of Jim and Linda
Sparks.  She has one












At Arkansas – In terms of offense, 2004 was a breakout year for
Katie Taylor.  One of the backbones of the Lady Razorback defense,
Taylor showed the ability to score from the back line in Arkansas’
match against Alabama on Oct. 17, as she knocked in a header from
a corner kick.  Taylor also added a pair of assists on the season giving
her six points over her three years of
service.  A three-year starter for the
Lady Razorbacks, Taylor played both
outside defender and center midfield,
but spent the majority of her time in
the back.
Playing exclusively outside de-
fender as a junior, Taylor’s sophomore
season saw her start the year at center
mid.  Adjusting to her new surround-
ings, she continued to play with the in-
tensity that made her a sterling back
and picked up the first assists of her
career early in the season.
During her freshman season, Taylor came off the bench for the
first four games before solidifying a starting position.  A mainstay at
right back, Taylor’s phenomenal work ethic provided the Lady’Backs
with a tough defender who could rattle opposing defenses as she
streaked down the sideline.
As a Junior (2004) – Starter at defender  one goal  two assists
 four points  19 games played  19 games started.
As a Sophomore (2003) – Starter at midfield  two assists  two
points  19 games played  18 games started.
As a Freshman (2002) - Starter at defense  20 games played 
17 games started.
Pre-Arkansas - The only four-year starter on the Edison Prepa-
ratory roster in 2001, Taylor proved she could play defense against
some of the best competition.  A four-time team most valuable player
and defensive leader, she helped her squad to two district champion-
ships and a state semifinal during her first three seasons.  Not only a
four-year team MVP, Taylor was named all-state, all-conference and
all-district four times.  During her career at Edison, Taylor broke school
records for career goals, assists and goals in a game.  Playing her club
soccer with the Tulsa Soccer Club ’84, Taylor was part of a defense
that surrendered just 55 points in 134 games over three seasons.  That
same squad won numerous tournament titles including eight state
championships and two re-
gional finals.  During her ca-
reer, she tallied 53 goals and 51
assists, including 29 during her
senior season.
Personal - Born on Sept.
23, 1983, Taylor is the daugh-
ter of David and Christina Tay-
lor.  She has three siblings,
Bryan, Kelly and Lauren, a
brother-in-law, Travis, and two
nieces, Leah and Hailey, and is
majoring in marketing man-













At Arkansas – Christina Burger is one of Arkansas’ top offen-
sive threats and enters her junior season as the Lady’Backs’ top
returning scorer for the second straight season.  A versatile player,
Arkansas’ coaching staff felt that she would excel at center midfield,
a position she would play all 19 games as a sophomore.  While
moving to forward sparingly, Burger
was a fixture on the center of the
pitch, and despite the new spot, still
managed to put together a five-goal,
two-assist season for 12 points.  Her
11 career scores and 26 points are the
most by any current Lady Razorback,
and also give her a chance to crack
into Arkansas’ top 10 list for both cat-
egories with another solid season.
As a freshman, Burger played in
19 games and started 15, scoring six
goals and adding another two assists.  She made history on Oct. 5,
2003, against the Kentucky Wildcats when she scored two times
in 17 seconds to bring Arkansas back from a 2-0 deficit.  The two-
goal spurt was the fastest back-to-back goals by a Lady Razorback
in team history and ranks tied for 18th in NCAA history for a
team and 11th by an individual.
As a Sophomore (2004) – Started at center midfield  five
goals  two assists  12 points  one game-tying goal  19 games
played  18 games started.
As a Freshman (2003) – Started at outside midfield and for-
ward  six goals  two assists  14 points  one game-tying goal 
19 games played  15 games started.
Pre-Arkansas - Along with her twin sister, Devon, Burger was
a four-year starter for Carroll High School, helping her team to the
state finals as a freshman and semifinals as a sophomore and jun-
ior.  Playing more of an offensive roll for the Dragons, Burger set a
single-season record with 31 goals and 20 assists as a junior for 82
points.  The numbers were enough to name her the district’s of-
fensive MVP.  That season, Burger also took first-team all-North
East Tarrant County and second-team all-area honors.  Burger took
first-team all-district as both a freshman and sophomore.  Burger
was a member of the
Dallas, Texas, based
D’Feeters ‘85 team and
assisted with her team’s
efforts to reach several
tournament finals and
championships.
Personal - Born on
Feb. 24, 1985, Burger is
the daughter of James
Burger and Linda Parker.
She has two siblings, her
twin, Devon, and a











At Arkansas – Devon Burger is a mainstay in Arkansas’ start-
ing lineup.  The Lady Razorback’s left outside back, Burger has
the versatility to fill in at all the defenders positions or move up
the field.  Quick both on and off the ball, Burger’s experience on
the pitch is one of her greatest assets.
Starting all 38 games of her ca-
reer, Burger scored one goal.  That
finish came in the second match of
her career and on the only shot of
her two-year career as she fired a shot
from 30 yards that snuck in under
the crossbar.
Burger should remain in Arkan-
sas’ starting 11 as a junior as she con-
tinues to work with teammates An-
drea Sparks, Katie Taylor and Allison
Harris to form one of the most ex-
perienced back lines in the nation.
As a Sophomore (2004) – Started at outside defender  19
games played  19 games started.
As a Freshman (2003) – Started at outside defender  one
goal  two points  one game-tying goal  19 games played  19
games started.
Pre-Arkansas - A four-year starter for Carroll High School
in Southlake, Texas, Burger was an integral part of the Dragons’
run to regional finals her first three seasons.  She was named the
district and all-North East Tarrant County newcomer of the year
as a freshman, then took more all-district honors, was named
the district’s defensive MVP, placed on the all-state tournament
team and dubbed first-team all-North East Tarrant County.  As a
club player, she played for the D’Feeters ‘85 squad out of Dallas,
Texas, and helped that squad to several team finals and champi-
onships.
Personal - Born on Feb. 24, 1985, Burger is the daughter of
James Burger and Linda Parker.  She has two siblings, her twin
and fellow
















At Arkansas – Katie Hamilton is the epitome of the saying,
“good things come to those who wait.”  Seeing limited action as a
freshman, she had a breakout sophomore year in 2004 as she scored
a pair of goals, assisted on four others, tied an Arkansas school record
and tallied eight points, the most by a Lady Razorback outside
midfielder since 2002.
Hamilton’s speed and field sense
should keep her on the pitch for a ma-
jority of the 2005 season.  Her new-
found knack for the net also helps in
that capacity as she returns this fall as
one of Arkansas’ most experienced out-
side midfielders.
Starting in all 19 Lady Razorback
contests as a sophomore, Hamilton
was key to a pair of Lady Razorback vic-
tories. Against Mississippi State, her
diving header in extra time gave the
Lady Razorbacks their second conference victory.  Just two weeks
prior to the game-winning tally, Hamilton placed herself in Arkan-
sas’ record books when she tied the UA mark for assists in a game
with three against Southern University.  Hamilton also picked up a
goal in the Southern match for a five-point contest, the most by a
Lady’Back since all-time leading scorer Julie Williford.
As a Sophomore (2004) – Played outside midfield  two goals 
four assists  eight points  one game-winning goal  19 games played
 19 games started.
As a Freshman (2003) – Played outside midfield  16 games
played  one game started.
Pre-Arkansas - A member of the back-to-back-to-back state
champion Plano West Lady Wolves, Hamilton was a standout on
the squad taking second-team all-district honors as a junior and serv-
ing as the Wolves’ captain for three seasons.  Heading into her se-
nior season with 20 goals and 19 assists, Hamilton was on pace to
break her season bests as a senior when she netted five goals and six
assists in just half a season.  Her Plano West squad held a #1 na-
tional ranking her sophomore and junior years.  A member of the
D’Feeters ‘85 club team, Hamilton took several tournament titles,
and was named all-tourna-
ment team in nearly every
event.  Her skills on the pitch
placed her in the ODP state
pool and on the regional pool
teams between 1997-99.  An
honor roll student, Hamilton
was named to the Who’s Who
Among American High School
Students and also played var-
sity volleyball for one season.
Personal - Born on
June 25, 1985, Hamilton is the
daughter of Jim and Mary
Hamilton.  She has one sister,










SE Missouri – 8/27/04
At Arkansas – Starting the 2004 season on a hot streak,
Allison Harris was Arkansas’ leading scorer through its first five
matches.  Scoring her first career goal in Arkansas’ first match of
the season, Harris struck a long ball that carried over the oppos-
ing goalkeeper to tie that contest at one.  Harris contributed in
game five as well when she assisted
on Katie Stauffer’s goal in Arkansas’
crushing 2-1 loss to Oklahoma.
With one of the strongest legs
on the field, Harris is an offensive
threat from the midline in.  Very
good at getting the ball into the air
to give her forwards a chance, Har-
ris took a majority of Arkansas’ free
kicks for the past two seasons.  Also
one of the tallest players on the field,
Harris is a threat in the box on cor-
ner kicks.
While Harris is continuing to develop as an offensive power
and as a playmaker, her best weapon is certainly in her defen-
sive prowess.  Strong with the ball and able to anticipate the
opposition’s moves, Harris has been able to thwart many threats
in the Arkansas zone.
As a Sophomore (2004) – Started at center defender  one
goal  two assists  one game-tying goal  19 games played  19
games started.
As a Freshman (2003) – Started at center defender  one
assist  one point  19 games played  19 games started.
Pre-Arkansas - As is the nature of the defender, Harris’ skills
on the pitch did not translate to numerous accolades or points.
Harris was a first-team all-Gwinnett County selection as a junior
when she helped her team reach the final 16 of the state play-
offs for the second straight season.  It was her play with the GSA
‘85 Phoenix Red that drew attention from Arkansas’ coaches as
she won a national championship in 2001 as a sophomore and
the first of two Region III and Georgia state championships for
her teams.  Harris was also a Georgia Select ODP player for a
number of years and
played three years of var-
sity and one year of AAU
basketball.
Personal - Born on
Sept. 20, 1984, Harris is
the daughter of Brian
and Robyn Harris.  She
has one sister, Amber,













At Arkansas – Playing in just one game as a true freshman,
Katie Stauffer was determined to become a key role player for
the Lady Razorbacks in 2004.  Scoring her first career goal in
Arkansas’ loss to Oklahoma early in the season, Stauffer took a
feed from Allison Harris at the top of the penalty area and rifled
a shot into the net.  The tactic was a
welcome sight to Arkansas’ coach-
ing staff as they saw in Stauffer a se-
rious threat from outside the box.
Stauffer notched her second goal
of the season in the 11-0 drubbing
of Southern University as she un-
corked another long shot that sailed
past a stunned goalkeeper.  Playing
her best soccer down the stretch, she
was sidelined due to a broken wrist
and was only allowed to play spar-
ingly over the last few matches.
As a Sophomore (2004) – Played central midfield  two
goals  four points  one game-tying goal  15 games played 
two games started.
As a Freshman (2003) – Played central midfield  one game
played.
Pre-Arkansas - Stauffer is no stranger to success on the pitch
as the Bishop Kelley High School grad won four state and three
district championships.  The Comets held a 46-match winning
streak and were ranked in the top 10 nationally her senior sea-
son.  Not a major scoring threat her first two seasons, Stauffer
came in to her own as a junior, scoring more goals (16) and
assists (11) that year than her previous two combined.  She re-
turned her senior year to put up another 15 goals and 13 assists
to bring her career totals to 42 goals and 33 assists.  A two-year
team captain for Bishop Kelley, she was a two-time all-state and
all-district performer.  Her freshman year, she was honorable
mention all-district and tallied the game-winning goal in the
state semifinal.  As a member of the Norman Fury ‘85 out of
Norman, Okla., Stauffer helped her squad to a pair of tourna-
ment titles and the state championship.  Prior to that she was a
member of the Tulsa Soccer Club ‘85 and twice went to the state
semifinals.
Personal - Born on Jan.
25, 1985, Stauffer is the
daughter of Neal and Kathy
Stauffer.  She has two sis-
ters, Shelby and JoAnna,










At Arkansas – Playing four matches as a freshman, Becca
Davis made the most of her opportunities with one assist.  A
central midfielder, Davis saw considerable action in Arkansas’
victory over Southern University, the match in which she picked
up her helper when she fed a ball to Tina Burger for one of the
Lady’Backs’ 11 goals.
Davis came back for spring prac-
tice in top shape and looked sharp
throughout the off-season which
should bode well for her come fall
training camp.
As a Freshman (2004) – Played
central midfield  one assist  one
point  four games played.
Pre-Arkansas – Between her
high school and club soccer, Becca
Davis  earned multiple state cham-
pionship and finalist performances as a tough defender and
playmaker.  Playing her high school soccer at Marcus High, she
helped the Marauders to two district championships in her first
two seasons, then won a Region I championship as a junior.  For
her individual efforts, Davis was awarded second-team all-dis-
trict as a sophomore and first-team all-district honors as a jun-
ior.  Her club program, the D’Feeters ’86, made three consecu-
tive state finals.  The D’Feeters also took Surf Cup finalist and
championship honors her freshman and sophomore years, re-
spectively.  During her high school days, Davis was a National
Honor Society member and officer and a member of the English
and Spanish Honor Societies.
Personal – Born on
May 11, 1986, Davis is the
daughter of Robert and
Susan Davis.  She has two
older siblings, Steven and












At Arkansas – One of Arkansas’ top scorers in 2004, Sarah
Gwisdala’s six goals as a true freshman rank fourth all-time for
first-year players with the Lady Razorbacks.  Her 12 points are also
among Arkansas’ all-time best for freshmen.  As a result, the Plano,
Texas, native was named Southeastern Conference Offensive Player
of the Week on Sept. 28.  The honor
came following Gwisdala’s role in the
best start in Arkansas’ history in SEC
play as she nabbed two goals on the
weekend including the game winner
against Vanderbilt and the first goal
in Arkansas’ 1-1 tie with Kentucky.
Stellar during the middle of the
season, Gwisdala was nearly unstop-
pable for a five-game stretch in late
September.  She notched a pair and
the game winner against Grambling,
then returned for another pair against Southern.
Using the great speed and swagger needed for top goal scor-
ers, Gwisdala could well be on her way to another solid offensive
season in 2005.
As a Freshman (2004) – Played forward and outside midfield
 six goals scored  12 points  two game-winning goals  18
games played  16 games started.
Pre-Arkansas – Gwisdala’s credentials are among the best to
enter Arkansas.  A  National Soccer Coaches’ Association all-re-
gion performer in 2003, she set the Plano West record for assists in
a season with 22 while also garnering first-team all-district, area
and region honors.  Gwisdala added all-state and 5A district co-
MVP honors to go along with another all-county selection, a
TSACO all-Region II honor, all-tournament state team, two Dallas
Morning News Athlete of the Week honors and Plano West offen-
sive MVP.  During her career, the Plano West Wolves competed in
the state semifinals, and won regional, area and bi-district cham-
pionships.  While her high school accolades are astounding,
Gwisdala was also a key contributor of the Dallas Texans ’86 club
team which ranked as the number one club program in the nation
in 2004.  The Texans won the Premier League title and took first at
the WAGS Cup in 2004.  With Gwisdala at the helm in 2003, they
won the state cup and the Raleigh Shootout.  While not playing
soccer, Gwisdala found time
to be a part of the National
Honor Society, National
Charity League and student
congress president.
Personal – Born on
Dec. 25, 1985, Gwisdala is
the daughter of Jim and Bar-
bara Gwisdala.  She has three
older brothers, Jim, Andy










At Arkansas – Seeing decent playing time in 2004, Ali Harter
scored a pair of goals in her 400-plus minutes of action making
her one of the most productive Lady’Backs.  Tallying her first
career score against Southern University, Harter proved that she
could get the job done in Southeastern Conference action as
well when she scored to bring Ar-
kansas within one late against SEC
foe and 25th-ranked Florida.
Starting one match and coming
off the bench in 14 others, Harter’s
exceptional speed-whether playing
forward or outside midfield is ever
persistent.  Continued nurturing of
this raw talent could make her a solid
contributor over the next three sea-
sons.
As a Freshman (2004) – Played
forward and outside midfield  two goals  four points  15
games played  one game started.
Pre-Arkansas – Just the third Fayetteville, Ark., native to be
recruited at Arkansas, Harter is the most decorated of her prede-
cessors.  A member of the state champions and the 17th-ranked
team in the nation her freshman year at Fayetteville, Harter led
her squad back to the state championship game two of the next
three seasons, finishing runner-up both times.  For her efforts,
Harter was named the FHS rookie of the year as a freshman,
then took all-state honors the next three seasons and was awarded
the Bulldogs’ team MVP award in 2004.  As a member of the
Comets club program, Harter won three state championships
and a pair of prestigious Ozark Cup Classic titles her final two
seasons.  Harter graduated from Fayetteville with high honors
and was active in the Fellowship of Christian Athletes.
Personal – Born on Jan. 26, 1986, Harter is the daughter of
Lance and Kim Harter of Fayetteville and Liz Harter of Springdale.




Year GP-GS Min G A Pts GW GTG
Christina Burger  #6  Midfielder
2004 19-18 1455 5 2 12 0 1
2003 19-15 1550 6 3 15 0 1
Totals 38-33 3005 11 5 27 0 2
Devon Burger  #2  Defender
2004 19-19 1622 0 0 0 0 0
2003 19-19 1665 1 0 2 0 0
Totals 38-38 3287 1 0 2 0 0
Becca Davis  #3  Midfielder
2004 4-0 124 0 1 1 0 0
Totals 4-0 124 0 1 1 0 0
Carrie Dillsaver  #1  Goalkeeper
2004 19-20 1753 0 1 1 0 0
2003 17-17 1549 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 37-37 3302 0 1 1 0 0
Sarah Gwisdala  #4  Forward
2004 18-16 1284 6 0 12 2 0
Totals 18-16 1284 6 0 12 20
Katie Hamilton  #11  Midfielder
2004 19-19 1484 2 4 8 1 0
2003 16-1 326 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 35-20 1810 2 4 8 1 0
Allison Harris  #16  Defender
2004 19-19 1669 1 2 4 0 1
2003 19-19 1709 0 1 1 0 0
Totals 38-38 3378 1 3 5 0 1
Alison Harter  #9  Forward
2004 15-1 439 2 0 4 0 0
Totals 15-1 439 2 0 4 0 0
Jessica Ingram  #15  Midfielder
2004 3-0 112 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 3-0 112 0 0 0 0 0
Megan McCool  #7  Midfielder
2004 16-16 1382 1 3 5 1 0
2003 19-19 1506 4 4 12 0 0
2002 20-19 1632 4 3 11 0 2
Totals 55-54 4520 9 10 28 1 2
Morgan McCord  #13  Midfielder
2004 19-19 1191 1 2 4 1 0
2003 18-10 773 0 3 3 0 0
2002 20-14 1374 3 2 8 2 0
Totals 57-43 3338 4 7 15 3 0
Holly Rosen  #17  Defender
2004 4-0 85 0 0 0 0 0
2003 0-0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2002 5-0 71 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 9-0 156 0 0 0 0 0
Andrea Sparks  #21  Defender
2004 18-18 1525 0 0 0 0 0
2003 15-3 366 0 0 0 0 0
2002 19-18 1678 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 52-39 3569 0 0 0 0 0
Katie Stauffer  #12  Midfielder
2004 15-2 476 2 0 4 0 1
2003 1-0 14 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 16-2 490 2 0 4 0 1
Katie Taylor  #20  Defender/Midfielder
2004 19-19 1687 1 2 4 0 0
2003 19-18 1466 0 2 2 0 0
2002 20-17 1553 0 0 0 0 0
Totals 58-44 4706 1 4 6 0 0
Goalkeepers
Year GP-GS Minutes GA Avg Saves Pct W L T Sho
Carrie Dillsaver  #1  Goalkeeper
2004 19-19 1752:44 28 1.44 104 .788 6 11 2 5
2003 17-17 1548:27 33 1.92 69 .676 6 9 2 3






At Arkansas – Jessica Ingram’s time on the field as a true
freshman was limited in large part to Arkansas’ depth at central
midfield.  Despite that problem, she did manage to participate
in three matches, including Arkansas’ victory over Southern
where she saw 71 minutes on the pitch as a defensive midfielder.
A year of conditioning under coach
Henderson should have Ingram
primed and ready to see significant
time this fall as she works her way
into the Lady Razorback system.
As a Freshman (2004) – Played
central midfield   three games
played.
Pre-Arkansas – A leader both on
and off the field, Ingram spent four
years as a captain both on her club
team, Dallas Sting ’86, and her high
school, Duncanville.  An outstanding goal scorer as a freshman,
Ingram tallied 15 goals and 12 assists in just 11 games.  The feat
earned her offensive MVP honors and an all-district selection.
Missing her sophomore campaign due to injury, Ingram’s role
changed in her final two seasons as she focused more on the
defensive aspects of the sport.  She still managed to knock home
three goals and eight assists over her final two seasons.  Ingram
was named defensive MVP as a junior and earned her second
all-district selection.  When not on the soccer pitch, Ingram found
time to be a part of Peer
Mediation and Ready-Set-
Teach Internships.
Personal – Born on
Aug. 24, 1985, Ingram is the
daughter of Darrell and
Sharon Ingram.  She has




The Lady Razorback Newcomers
From Coach Henderson -
“Whitney Allison will be an important
part of the puzzle for us.  She bleeds
Arkansas red and you can’t coach that.
I think that the trait will be infectious
to the team.  On top of that, she brings
an athletic ability that we look for in
all our players.  In Britain, we would
call her a grafter: a player that is no
nonsense, hard-nosed and has an in-
credible work ethic; a player that will
do anything to get the ball and put it
in the back of the net.  She could de-
velop into a flank defender and her
potential is unlimited.”
Pre-Arkansas - One of the best
goal scorers in Arkansas state history,
Allison netted more than 40 goals in
her four years with Conway High
School, including 21 her junior sea-
son when she set her school’s record
for goals in a season.  A four-year
letterwinner and three-time all-state
selection, Allison led her team in scor-
ing three of her four seasons.  She
capped off her Conway career with the
game-winning golden goal in the Ar-
kansas All-Star Game, giving her East
squad a 1-0 victory.  As a club player
for the Little Rock Futbol ’87s,
Allison’s team won the state champi-
onship three times, advancing to
regionals in each of her first three sea-
sons.  She took four CASA and Capi-
tal City Cup titles and again led her
teams in scoring.  An honor roll stu-
dent, Allison was also active in stu-
dent government, FBLA, debate,
speech composition and the creative
writing club.
Personal - Born on Oct. 13, 1986,
Allison is the daughter of John and
Jennifer Allison.  She has one brother,
John, and is majoring in political sci-
ence and English.
From Coach Henderson - “It is
important any time you have a legacy
returning to the University.  Leah
Collison’s parents Bill and Terie both
graduated from Arkansas.  She is a
versatile player that is predominantly
left-sided and can play a flank
midfielder role or forward.  She’ll prob-
ably play one of those positions for
us, since she is very quick and serves
a magnificent ball.  She’s strong with
a good eye for the goal, has a terrific
work rate and a commitment to learn.
She’ll be a very good player; the only
question is when.  She definitely has
the potential to see significant min-
utes.”
Pre-Arkansas - Collison’s Cinco
Ranch squad from Katy, Texas, is one
of the best AAAAA teams in the state
of Texas.  In her four years, Cinco
Ranch took three district champion-
ships and made the regional finals her
first two seasons.  Beginning her se-
nior year, the Cougars were ranked
third in the Greater Houston area.  As
a sophomore Collison was named
honorable mention all-district, as she
ranked third in the area in scoring,
and followed it up with a second-team
all-district award as a junior.  Playing
for Texas Premier, Collison won a pair
of state titles as well as numerous tour-
nament championships.  As a senior
her team was first in the south of the
Texas Premier League.  Collison was
also a member of the ODP pool team
throughout her years as a prep.
Collison was a member of the Na-
tional Honor Society and student
council and was ranked in the top
quarter of her graduating class.
Personal - Born on Feb. 10, 1987,
Collison is the daughter of Bill and
Terie Collison.  She has two siblings,
Kristy and Eric, and is majoring in
engineering.
From Coach Henderson - “Megan
Fawley is fast, intelligent, crafty and
technically very sound with the ability
to play multiple roles.  She is probably
more of a defensive player than Abbey
Wilburn which indicates to me that she
could be a very good flank or central
defender.  She is very good in the air for
her size and is tough to beat 1-v-1.  She
is another player that is dedicated to the
game and would run through a brick
wall while playing for Arkansas.”
Pre-Arkansas - No stranger to win-
ning, Fawley has been a part of numer-
ous championships throughout her prep
career.  Captain of the J.J. Pearce fresh-
man team, she impressed her coaches
so much her first season that she was
moved to the varsity squad to aid in
their pursuit of a Bi-District Champion-
ship and Regional crown.  That season,
Fawley tallied seven goals and seven as-
sists for 21 points.  Her sophomore sea-
son as a Mustang saw Fawley take sec-
ond-team all-district honors at forward
as she won another district title and
reached the regional finals.  As a junior,
Fawley continued to improve and this
time took first-team all-district honors
as well as being named to the second-
team all-Dallas/Fort Worth team despite
moving to defense.  Proving her versa-
tility, Fawley earned first-team all-district
honors for a third time her senior year,
but this time as a midfielder. During her
career she tallied 22 goals and 15 assists
for 59 points.
As a club player with the Sting, she
was team captain as her team ranked
49th in the country and 11th in the US
Youth Soccer’s Region 3.  Not just active
on the pitch, Fawley was a member of
the National Honor Society, Who’s Who
Among American High School Students
and Young Life.
Personal - Born on Feb. 10, 1987,
Fawley is the daughter of Ty and Stacey
Fawley.  She has one brother, Matt, and
is majoring in elementary education.
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From Coach Henderson -
“Michelle Hunter is someone that we
have been keeping an eye on for quite
some time.  She was outstanding in
the Arkansas All-Star game, and is a
local product which should be excit-
ing for the community.  She is just
another piece of evidence that local
players can play at the Southeastern
Conference level.  She should provide
excellent cover for us at the goalkeeper
position.”
Pre-Arkansas - A four-year starter
for Springdale High School, Hunter is
a local product whose upside poten-
tial is very high.  Her time in goal with
the perennial state tournament rep-
resentatives earned her the experience
needed to compete at the highest lev-
els.  As a freshman, Hunter was named
defensive MVP and Newcomer of the
Year for Springdale, then repeated the
defensive honor as a sophomore.  Her
sophomore season saw her record a
career-high 18 shutouts as she led the
Bulldogs to the state tournament.  As
a senior, she was named to the West
Plains all-tournament team and took
all-region team MVP honors.  On the
club level, Hunter began with the Ar-
kansas Comets, then was one of the
founding members of the Ingram FC
when it began her senior season.
Personal - Born on Jan. 6, 1987,
Hunter is the daughter of Jim and
Dodie Hunter.  She has one brother,
Arlo Evans, and is majoring in jour-
nalism.
From Coach Henderson - “Lind-
say Patterson will do well in the SEC.
She is incredibly strong in the air with
pretty good pace for a tall woman.  She
has a very good shot and sense of fin-
ishing with exceptional strength to
shield the ball and hold off defenders.
She is an Abby Wambach type of
player, and if she can develop into half
the player that Wambach is, then she’ll
be in good shape.  We are excited about
her potential and bringing her to the
team.  She is different from other for-
wards in the SEC and it will be inter-
esting to see what other teams do.
She’ll be very tough to defend because
of her strength and ability in the air.”
Pre-Arkansas - In just two years
at Lewisville High School, Patterson
tallied 26 goals and 11 assists heading
into her final season.  As a freshman
she scored 17 of those and was named
the Dallas Morning News’ all-area as
well as the District 6-5A Newcomer of
the Year.  Patterson led the squad to a
Bi-District title that season before miss-
ing her sophomore year to a knee in-
jury.  Returning as a junior, Patterson
returned to the starting lineup at cen-
ter midfield and was named first-team
all district and the Fightin’ Farmers’
offensive MVP.  Playing her club ball
as a junior and senior with Dallas In-
ter, Patterson helped her squad to a
state cup semifinalist spot as a senior.
Prior to playing with the Inter, she was
a member of the Sting and won a Re-
gion III title during the 2001-02 cam-
paign and went to the finals a year
before.
Personal - Born on Jan. 23, 1987,
Patterson is the daughter of Jim
Patterson and Lisa Burns.  She has two
siblings, Jennifer and Jansen, and is
majoring in criminal justice.  Her
grandfather played football for the
University of Texas.
From Coach Henderson - “Tara
Sageser comes in with an impressive
resume.  She was the Newcomer of the
Year and leading scorer for the Mid-
Continent Conference and her team.
She is a proven goal scorer and is rel-
ishing the opportunity to prove her-
self against the SEC.”
Pre-Arkansas - Sageser had a tre-
mendous year for the Centenary Col-
lege Ladies as a true freshman in 2004,
leading the team in scoring with 10
goals and three assists for 23 points.
A first-team all-Mid-Continent Con-
ference performer, Sageser was also
named the Mid-Con Newcomer of the
Year.  Her five game-winning goals also
led the Ladies and rank fifth on
Centenary’s all-time list.  For her ef-
forts against Northwestern State and
Stephen F. Austin, Sageser was named
the Mid-Con Offensive Player of the
Week on Sept. 13, 2004.
Pre-College - Sageser was an inte-
gral part of the success of Bowie High
School in her four years while earn-
ing second-team all-district honors.
She also earned three academic all-dis-
trict honors three times in her four
years.  Playing for the Austin Capitals
Soccer Club in Austin, Texas, Sageser
was named the team’s most valuable
player in 2002.  She was a member of
the National Honors Society and
Who’s Who Among American High
School Students.
Personal - Born on Oct. 28, 1985,
Sageser is the daughter of Wesley and
Genette Sageser.  She has three sib-
lings, Lindsey, Jonathan and Riley, and
is majoring in kinesiology.
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From Coach Henderson - “Kate
Venable should have a big impact for
us this year.  She is a junior transfer
with two years of Division I experi-
ence in a very good conference.  She
provides instant leadership both on
and off the field.  The challenge for
Kate will be establishing a regular po-
sition because she has played every-
where.”
Pre-Arkansas - Transferring to Ar-
kansas from the United States Military
Academy, Venable was known as one
of the most versatile players on the
Black Knights’ roster.  Playing nearly
every position on the field in her two
years at West Point, Venable was a two-
year starter, tallying three goals and
one assist in 38 career games.  As a
freshman, she scored all her points
including two game-winning efforts.
Her sophomore season saw Venable
play predominantly defense, tallying
15 starts in 19 contests.  That season
Army went 8-8-4 overall and 3-1-3 in
Patriot League play.
Pre-College - A native of The
Woodlands, Texas, Venable was a
leader for The Woodlands High School
team where she was named the team’s
Outstanding Defensive Player in 2001.
On the club level, Venable was a key
member of the Challenge ’85.
Venable was also the valedictorian of
her graduating class.
Personal - Born on Nov. 21, 1985,
Venable is the daughter of Alan and
Brenda Venable.  She has a sister, Jen-
nifer, and is majoring in criminal jus-
tice.
From Coach Henderson - “Abbey
Wilburn comes from the same club
team as Lindsay Patterson which is
one of the top clubs in Texas.  She has
good speed and is a crafty, intelligent
player.  She is a true utility player and
can be effective at central midfield,
outside midfield or forward for us.  She
is very intelligent with strong techni-
cal abilities and a magnificent work
rate.  She will be an important player
for us because of her versatility, and
will make us a better team at many
places, so it will be fun to see where
she plays for us.”
Pre-Arkansas - Not just a quality
goal scorer, Wilburn is even better
when it comes to the assist.  As a jun-
ior she assisted on 15 goals, and for
her career had 30 with 80 total points.
A four-year starter at MacArthur High
School, Wilburn was named her
team’s MVP as a junior and senior and
was the Cardinal’s captain for two sea-
sons.  Not just recognized by her high
school, Wilburn was also the MVP for
her district at midfield in 2004 and
then took the utility MVP honor in
2005.  Along with her years of experi-
ence with her club team Inter,
Wilburn spent five years with the
North Texas ODP state team.  Her In-
ter club won numerous champion-
ships during her time and went to the
state semi-finals for three consecutive
seasons.  In the classroom, Wilburn
was ranked sixth in her graduating
class of 380 and was both the science
student and female athlete of the year
in 2005.  She was a member of the
National Honor Society and named its
most valuable member.
Personal - Born on March 10,
1987, Wilburn is the daughter of Cary
and Linda Wilburn.  She has one
brother, Brett, and is majoring in busi-
ness.
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When looking for a head soccer coach, University of Arkansas officials knew that they
wanted someone with the passion and drive to take the Lady Razorbacks to the next level.
They found that when they plucked Gordon Henderson away from a very successful Idaho
State program that had won numerous league and league championship titles and had just
completed a stellar run that took it to the second round of the NCAA Tournament.
Knowing that Lady Razorbacks have been around since the mid-’80s, the first thing on
Henderson’s agenda was the restoration of the traditions that made the University of Arkan-
sas soccer program one of the most unique places to play.  In six months on the job, Henderson
embraced what it means to be a Lady Razorback, and took it a step further by introducing new
avenues to express Arkansas pride.
When hired on December 16, 2003, Henderson was already set to begin the transforma-
tion.  “I’m genuinely excited about the possibilities at Arkansas.  When you start talking
about institutions that are in a league of their own, the University of Arkansas is one of those.
It is a pleasure, a thrill and an honor to be a part of the coaching staff.”
“Gordon has been very successful at every step in his career,” Arkansas’ Director of Women’s Athletics Bev Lewis
said.  “He’s very competitive and he has a tremendous reputation as a developer of players.  He was a fit with our
program and with our staff, and I think he’ll insure that our athletes have a quality experience at Arkansas.”
The changes instilled by Henderson in his first year were evident in game one as the Lady Razorbacks went out
with fire in their eyes.  The game one momentum led the Lady Razorbacks to one of their best nonconference seasons
ever.  Heading into the Southeastern Conference schedule with momentum, Arkansas got off to a fast start by going
undefeated in its first three contests for its best league start in 12 years.
While Henderson knows that he has taken over a program in one of the strongest
conferences in the country, he also knows that it is no time to rest.  One of the first
things on his agenda was to start a fitness program that was  better than most soccer
teams in the country.  In its first two weeks of training, Arkansas’ athletes were pushed
to their limits, but the pain and pressure quickly paid off.  In just five spring games, the
Lady Razorbacks were much improved both on the field and in their level of fitness.
The culmination of all the hard work came when Arkansas forced a 1-1 tie with Big 12
runner-up and NCAA second-round participant Missouri in Columbia, Mo.
“Part of what I want to bring to Arkansas is a culture of success,” Henderson said.  “I
have tremendous respect for the former coaches at Arkansas and the work that has
been done here.  I hope to bring the program on to even bigger and better things.”
With the current squad on the right track, Henderson and his staff focused on the
recruiting trail where he left no stone unturned in searching for the best players not
just in the country but in the world.  The result was arguably the best recruiting class in
Arkansas history and a group of eight women that were ranked by SoccerBuzz as one of
the top classes in the nation and in the central region.  Consisting of six players from Arkansas and Texas, and a pair
of transfers, Arkansas should have a new look in 2005.
Prior to his arrival in Fayetteville, Henderson was the head coach at Idaho State in Pocatello, where in six seasons
he amassed an impressive 56-51-11 record.  While just over .500 in that span, it is what Henderson’s teams did in the
final four years of his tenure that made Arkansas’
search committee investigate the possibilities of bring-
ing him to Fayetteville.  In that span, the Bengals
won at least 10 games, made three NCAA tournament
appearances, won three Big Sky tournament titles as
well as a Big Sky regular-season championship.  Those
final four years saw Idaho State pick up 47 wins to
just 28 losses and seven ties for an outstanding .616
winning percentage.
For his efforts on the field with Idaho State,
Henderson was named Big Sky Coach of the Year three
times over the last four seasons.  His players were not
without their accolades as well.  Henderson produced
37 all-conference selections since 1998 including 14
first and second teamers.  His players earned three
Big Sky Tournament most valuable player awards, six
offensive player of the week and 12 defensive player
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of the week honors, two Golden Boots for being the league’s top scorer, two Big Sky
defensive MVPs and a Big Sky Freshman of the Year award.  Henderson is most
proud of the two National Soccer Coaches Association all-region players he pro-
duced while at Idaho State.
As a team, Idaho State also broke numerous records including those for wins
and shutouts in a season.
Henderson spent the first nine years of his career building programs from their
inception into formidable foes, and is excited about the challenge of taking an
established team to the next level.  One of his main focuses at each stop has been to
build a culture of success to which subsequent teams aspire to continue.  That
challenge is not lost upon his team at Arkansas.  Through a short spring, the Lady
Razorbacks have already shown significant improvement in their attitudes on the
pitch and should continue to improve as their success is shown on the scoreboard.
Not just focusing all his attention on the pitch, Henderson is also a stickler for
academics and pushes his athletes to achieve both on the field and in the class-
room.  Over his last two seasons at Idaho State, Henderson’s teams earned two
National Soccer Coaches Association of
America National Team Academic Honors.
His attention to the classroom should go
hand-in-hand with the Lady Razorbacks’
success in academia.  Over the past eight semesters, the Lady Razorbacks have
earned a cumulative grade point average over 3.0 and have taken three NSCAA
Team Academic Honors of their own.
Henderson’s head coaching career began at North Dakota State, where he
started the program and spent three seasons in Fargo, N.D., between 1995-98.
During that time he earned a 27-24-0 record at the NCAA Division II univer-
sity, and began a reputation as a developer of young players as his squad was
one of the best in the North Central Conference.  He coached two players to
NSCAA all-Region honors and produced the NCC Freshman of the Year in
1996 and 1997.
Upon leaving his native Scotland in 1991, Henderson came to the United
States and worked before attending Sonoma State University to get his master’s
in education.  While at Sonoma, he also served as an assistant coach for the
women’s soccer program for two seasons.
Henderson is a United States Soccer Federation State Instructor and has
earned his U.S.S.F. National ‘A’ License.  In addition he has attained his Scot-
tish National Coaching Badge.
Henderson was a talented player in his own right.  A forward for Heriot
Watt University in Edinburgh, Scotland, he was one of his club’s leading scor-
ers.  Henderson also spent three seasons with the Scottish National Collegiate
Team before graduating in
1991 with a degree in physi-
cal education.
Henderson and his wife
Lisa have two children,
Cameron (8) and Ailee (6).
The family resides in
Fayetteville.
Gordon Henderson’s File
Coaching History: .. Arkansas, 2004-pres.
Idaho St., 1998-03
North Dakota St., 1995-98
Career Record: ........................... 89-86-13
D-I Record: ................................ 62-62-13
D-II Record: ................................. 27-24-0
NCAA Tournament: ............. Three times
Team Honors
Big Sky Championship
Three Big Sky Tourney Championships
Three Big Sky MVPs
37 all-Big Sky selections
Two Defensive Players of the Year
Two NSCAA Team Academic Awards
Two NSCAA all-region selections
Individual Honors
Three-time Big Sky Coach of the Year
Coaching Record
North Dakota State
Year Record Pct. Postseason
Totals 27-24-0 .529 —
Idaho State
Year Record Pct. Postseason
Totals 56-51-11 .521 Three Times
Arkansas
Year Record Pct. Postseason
Totals 6-11-2 .368 —
Builder of Programs
Year Record Pct. Postseason
2000 12-5-2 .684 —
2001 12-7-2 .619 NCAA (1st)
2002 13-7-1 .643 NCAA (1st)
2003 10-9-2 .524 NCAA (2nd)
Totals 47-28-7 .616 Three Times
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When searching for the best coaches to fill his Arkansas staff, Gordon Henderson did
not need to look any further than the office across the hall.  One of the nation’s top goalkeeper
coaches, Steve Oliver, was already on staff, and keeping the England native soon became a
priority.  Starting his seventh year at the University of Arkansas, Oliver has professional play-
ing credentials to back up his teaching ability.
Since joining the Lady Razorbacks in the winter of 1999, Oliver has been instrumental
in the success of Arkansas’ back line and goalkeepers.  In the spring of 2002, Oliver added
recruiter to his list of duties when he took over Arkansas’ recruiting efforts, and the level of
athlete entering the University has increased in each year.
In Oliver’s six years with the Lady Razorbacks’ keepers, his pupils have almost com-
pletely rewritten the Arkansas record book.  From 2000-2003 Lindsay Haywood played more
minutes in net than any other freshman or sophomore in Arkansas history.  In 1999, Megan
Bals was superb between the posts, setting freshman records for shots faced, saves, shutouts,
games played and games started.  While their records were lofty, the Lady’Backs turned the program over to Carrie
Dillsaver in the fall of 2003 and have seen the next goalkeeping star break nearly every class record Arkansas keeps in
two seasons.
Oliver’s mark on the Arkansas defense was immediate as he coached the Lady Razorbacks into a cohesive unit that
cut down by a fourth the number of goals that were scored against them.  Several years later, the Lady’Backs still keep
their opponents off the scoreboard at the same margin.
In 2002, Oliver was faced with a new challenge when he was forced to replace two
four-year starters on defense.  Using a freshman and sophomore to fill the void, Arkan-
sas matured into a unit that over the final 13 matches was involved in four one-goal
games, three overtimes and three shutouts.
Prior to Arkansas, Oliver spent two years at the University of Maryland assisting
the team to two NCAA tournament appearances going as far as the quarterfinals in
1997. Oliver’s work helped produced 23 wins to just 16 losses in one of the toughest
conferences for women’s soccer, the Atlantic Coast Conference.
With coaching experience at many levels and in several countries, Oliver brings an
international flavor to the Arkansas system. He has been the head man or an assistant
in the United States, England and Ireland.  He has worked at the professional, colle-
giate and Olympic development levels.  A student of the game, he has earned a pair of
international coaching licenses, the UEFA ‘A’ license and IFA Goalkeeping Diploma.
During the summer, Oliver works as a camp instructor for both the University of
Arkansas Soccer Camps and the Terry Venables Soccer Schools. He has been the director of goalkeepers for Terry
Venables for the past five summers. Oliver still found time to work with the Arkansas Comets club soccer team from
1999 to 2004, recently accepting the Director of Coaching job for the Ingram FC in Northwest Arkansas.
A native of England, Oliver has been coaching in the United States since 1989, when he split time between
England and the States. One of his first U.S. coaching jobs was the director of the Soccer Concepts Schools in 1990,
and he eventually took the director’s job of the World Class Soccer School.
Some of Oliver’s overseas coaching positions have included a stint with the Queens
Park Rangers, a very successful Division I team in England, goalkeeper’s coach at the
Brentwood Private School from 1991-95 and goalkeeper’s coach for the Southend United
Football Club. He also assisted with the National Schools Squad in Belfast, Northern
Ireland, between 1994 and 1995.
Oliver was a standout player during his playing career. In 1982 he signed with Southend
United where he played for four seasons. Oliver then moved on to play one season with
the Colchester United before halting his professional career. He returned to the field in
1995 as the back-up goalkeeper for Southend United, while also serving as keeper’s coach.
     Oliver and his wife, Katie, have four children: Jessica, 10; Harry, 9; and the twins Abby
and Lizzy, 5.
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Assistant Coach Anna Sanders
Joining the Lady Razorbacks in the fall of 2004, Anna Sanders begins her second year as
an assistant coach with the Arkansas soccer team.  A Fayetteville, Ark., native, Sanders was a
standout soccer player for the Fayetteville High School Bulldogs before heading to the Univer-
sity of Mississippi to pursue her bachelor’s degree in exercise science.
Sanders’ responsibilities include recruiting efforts, fitness, film exchange and participat-
ing in practice when needed.  Her appointment with the Lady Razorbacks is her first collegiate
coaching position, but certainly not the first time she has been on the sidelines.  Following her
graduation from the University of Mississippi, Sanders went to Cascia Hall Preparatory school
in Tulsa, Okla., where she was the head women’s varsity coach for one season.  In that capac-
ity, she led her squad to one of its best seasons ever and was named the Oklahoma High School
District Soccer Coach of the Year.
Sanders has also worked with numerous summer camps including the Oklahoma Outrage
Soccer Camps, University of Arkansas Soccer Camps and the Terry Venables Soccer School.
Prior to her stint as a coach, Sanders was a four-year starter at outside midfield and one of the Southeastern
Conference’s most tenacious players for the University of Mississippi Lady Rebels.  During her four seasons, the Lady
Rebels won two SEC Western Division Championships and made their first-ever appearance in the NCAA Champion-
ship Tournament.  Sanders accumulated 13 goals and 20 assists for 46 points at Mississippi, all of which rank among
the Lady Rebels’ all-time best.  Upon her graduation from Ole Miss, Sanders ranked eighth on the career points and
goals charts and still sits tied for fourth on the career assists list.  She also ranks
second all-time for assists in a game when she helped four Lady Rebel goals in an
11-0 drubbing of Alabama A&M in 2001.
While playing at one of Arkansas’ Southeastern Conference rivals, Sanders was
able to make a pair of trips to her hometown and was always excited to see the
Lady Razorbacks.  In fact, Sanders became somewhat of an Arkansas killer as she
acquired one goal and two assists in four matches against the Lady’Backs.  As a
sophomore she played lights out as she helped the Rebels take a 2-1 lead late in the
first half, then iced the match with a second assist in the 67th minute.  Her lone
goal against Arkansas came in 2001 when she put Ole Miss on the scoreboard with
a score in the seventh minute in Fayetteville.
Not just an outstanding player at Mississippi, Sanders was also a three-time
member of the SEC Academic Honor Roll and was the only student-athlete at Ole
Miss on the University’s Committee for Intercollegiate Athletics.
Following her soccer career and bachelor’s degree in the winter of 2002, Sand-
ers took an internship at FITSO, a gym in Tulsa, Okla., where she was a personal
trainer and fitness instructor.  During that time she also coached at Cascia Prepara-
tory, before returning to her alma mater to pursue her master’s degree in exercise
science.
During the summer of 2004, Sanders took an internship with the Auburn University strength and conditioning
department before accepting the assistant coach position at Arkansas.
Sanders is the daughter of Tom and Barbara Sanders.
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Soccer Support Staff
Sean Collins - Assistant Athletic Trainer, A.T., C.
Sean Collins joined the Lady Razorbacks in 1999 and begins his seventh season as an assistant
athletic trainer in the Women’s Athletics Department.
In charge of the soccer team for the past seven years, Collins took on the traveling duties with the
club prior to the 2004 season as he also worked with the perennial championship contender Lady
Razorback cross country/track and field squad.
Collins joined the Lady’Backs from Carroll College, a private Catholic college in Montana where
he served as the head athletic trainer.  While at Carroll, Collins worked with six varsity sports and
approximately 150 male and female athletes.  His duties encompassed all areas of the training room including sport
and game coverage, injury rehabilitation, insurance and budgeting duties as well as conditioning program duties.  In
addition to his training room duties, Collins was also a guest lecturer in several athletic training classes as well as
serving as a CPR instructor.
Prior to his work at Carroll College, Collins attended the University of Montana as a graduate assistant working
primarily with men’s and women’s track.
In addition to his athletic training certification, Collins is a certified strength and conditioning specialist and
holds his private pilot’s license.
Collins graduated from the University of Montana in 1995 with a bachelor’s degree in athletic training and
completed his master’s degree in sports psychology at Montana in 1997.  He was married in the summer of 2005 to the
former Nolynn Sutherland.
Philip Pierce - Assistant Communications Director
Philip Pierce joined the Women’s Communications Office in January of 1998 after serving a year
and a half as an intern for the Arkansas Men’s Sports Information Office.  Since joining the Lady
Razorbacks, Pierce has worked with five of Arkansas’ 11 sports and is currently teamed with the
Lady’Back soccer, cross country and track and field teams.  Over the past five seasons, Pierce served as
the Media Coordinator for the NCAA Men’s and Women’s Indoor Track and Field Championships in
Fayetteville, Ark.
While working as an intern for the Arkansas men, Pierce was the contact for the national cham-
pionship cross-country/track and field program as well as golf.  The Razorbacks won six SEC and four
NCAA titles in cross country/track while Pierce worked with the program.  Pierce also worked with Associate Athletic
Director Bill Smith on the creation of the Arkansas men’s athletics web site, HOGWIRED.com.
A 1996 graduate of Baldwin-Wallace (Ohio), Pierce received a bachelor’s degree in sports management and busi-
ness administration.  While at Baldwin-Wallace he worked in the sports information office for three years working on
all of the Yellow Jackets’ 20 varsity sports.  A native of Darien, Conn., Pierce is the son of Norman and Cynthia Pierce.
Kevin Jones - Facilities Supervisor
Kevin Jones begins his 11th year with Women’s Athletics, and is in charge of the upkeep of the
Lady’Backs’ home facilities.  Jones has several accomplishments to his credit since joining the
Lady’Backs.  He has earned several awards for his turf work, including national recognition in 1998,
2000, 2002 and 2003 from the National Fastpitch Coaches Association/Turface Grounds Crew Field
Maintenance of the Year award.  Jones is also a member of the Sports Turf Managers Association
(STMA).
J.C. Moreau - Strength and Conditioning Coach
Joining the Lady Razorback staff in the summer of 2004, J.C. Moreau begins his second season
with the Lady Razorbacks.  Formerly at the University of Memphis, Moreau is in charge of the strength
and conditioning for all 11 Lady Razorback teams.
While an assistant at Memphis, Moreau was placed in charge of the Tigers’ soccer, cross country
and volleyball teams and as well as the men’s sprinters.  He also assisted with Memphis’ football and
baseball programs.
Moreau began his career at Colgate University in 1999 before making stops at Lafayette (Pa.)
College and Memphis.  A certified sports performance coach, he graduated from Colgate with a





It was an up and down season for
the Lady Razorbacks in 2004 under
first-year head coach Gordon
Henderson, as the team began to learn
the intricacies of a new philosophy
and game plan.  The Lady Razorbacks
improved throughout the season, clos-
ing out the schedule with a modest
record and several notable accom-
plishments including their best-ever
start in Southeastern Conference play,
three school records and one of their
best non-conference records in 19
years.
Taking their show on the road to
open the 2004 campaign, Arkansas
faced a scrappy Southeast Missouri
team in Cape Girardeau, Mo., to be-
gin the Henderson era of Lady Razor-
back soccer.  Falling behind, Arkansas
came back twice in the contest, even-
tually falling on the Astroturf pitch,
3-2.  Frustrated, but not discouraged,
Arkansas would return home two days
later, and end a 10-year winless streak
against the University of Tulsa on Aug.
29 with a 1-0 victory thanks to Megan
McCool’s game winner, scored just
over one minute into the contest.
After a disappointing 1-0 loss at
Oral Roberts in early September, the
Lady’Backs continued a four-match
stretch on the road with a pair of
games in Huntsville, Ala.  Perhaps it
was the hot weather or a return to the
team philosophy, but the Lady’Backs
were unstoppable as they downed
Grambling and Southern by a com-
bined margin of 15-0 to improve to
4-3 overall.  Arkansas’ match with
Southern set three Lady Razorback
records including margin of victory
and goals in a game, while sophomore
Katie Hamilton notched three assists
to tie another record.  Nine Lady Ra-
zorbacks scored on the weekend, and
for her accomplishments, freshman
Sarah Gwisdala was named the SEC’s
Offensive Player of the Week as she
netted four goals.
Arkansas concluded its non-con-
ference schedule the following week
in Virginia against Old Dominion, fall-
ing to the Monarchs, 3-1, entering SEC
play at 4-4.
It was a special night under the
lights on Sept. 24 when Vanderbilt
came to Fayetteville to open SEC play.
The Lady Razorbacks also welcomed
the crew from SEC-TV who broad-
casted a match from Lady’Back Field
for the first time since its renovation.
The combination of excitement and
anticipation led the Lady Razorbacks
to a 2-1 win over the Commodores for
Arkansas’ third straight win over their
conference foe.  The victory was just
the fifth time that the Lady Razorbacks
opened SEC play with a win in 11
years.
The Lady Razorbacks faced Ken-
tucky on Sunday afternoon, and de-
spite a poor track record against the
Wildcats, made an early Gwisdala goal
stand up over 110 minutes to earn a
1-1 tie.  The results moved the
Lady’Backs to 1-0-1 on the season to
keep the fledgling squad undefeated
in conference action.
In what was perhaps the most ex-
citing game of the 2004 season, Ar-
kansas traveled to Starkville, Miss., to
face the Bulldogs of Mississippi State.
Hoping to keep their unblemished
conference record intact, the
Lady’Backs scored in the 13th minute
when Brashear knocked in a rebound
off a junior Katie Taylor shot for the
game’s first score.  Ten minutes later,
the Bulldogs would counter with a
through ball that led to an easy score.
A 1-1 game throughout the rest of
regulation, the contest moved into
extra time where Brashear tracked
down a ball along the right touchline
and sent a cross soaring to the far post.
Making a splendid run, Hamilton
dove at the ball and knocked in a div-
ing header golden goal at 92:44 to end
the contest and move the Lady Razor-
backs to 2-0-1 in SEC play, their best
start ever.
Arkansas’ season continued on the
road before the Lady Razorbacks re-
turned home to face #19 Auburn at
Lady’Back Field. Once again the Lady
Razorbacks played a stellar game de-
fensively, but couldn’t find their scor-
ing touch, falling to their ranked op-
ponent 1-0 on a 25-yard shot in the
89th minute.  The emotions left on
the field after the disappointing loss
haunted the Lady’Backs on Sunday af-
ternoon as they allowed Alabama to
score three times in the first eight min-
utes of play.  Down but not out, Ar-
kansas outplayed its opponent for the
Jenni Brashear ended her Lady’Back
career with four goals including a
game winner and a game-winning
assist as a senior.
Freshman Sarah Gwisdala became just the
third Lady Razorback to earn an SEC
Player of the Week honor.
Katie Hamilton had a breakout
season in 2004 including a school
record for assists in a game.
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2004 Box Scores
@ SE Missouri  8/27
1 2 F
Arkansas 1 1 2
SE Missouri 1 2 3
Shots: ...... UA 11, SEMO 8
Corners: .. UA 3, SEMO 1
Saves: ....... UA 3, SEMO 3
Fouls: ....... UA 15, SEMO 18
Offside: .... UA 1, SEMO 2
Giving up the game’s first goal
in the 23rd minute did not deter
Arkansas from storming back to tie
the game at the half on Allison
Harris’ first career goal.  Falling
behind again early in the second,
Arkansas knotted the score at two
thanks to a Christina Burger tally.
Moments later, SEMO capitalized
again, this time not allowing the
Lady’Backs back into the contest
despite several great opportunities.
Tulsa  8/29
1 2 F
Tulsa 0 0 0
Arkansas 1 0 1
Shots: ...... TU 7, UA 8
Corners: .. TU 3, UA 8
Saves: ....... TU 4, UA 3
Fouls: ....... TU 7, UA 10
Offside: .... TU 1, UA 2
Megan McCool started her
first game of the season and made
it count, scoring the eventual game
winner just 1:19 into the contest.
In front of a season-opening record
crowd of 639, the Lady Razorbacks
were aggressive in every facet of the
game.  Carrie Dillsaver picked up
her fourth career shutout and her
seventh career win.  The victory by
the Lady Razorbacks was the first
time in 10 years that Arkansas de-
feated the Golden Hurricane.
SW Missouri  9/3
1 2 F
SW Missouri 0 0 0
Arkansas 0 1 1
Shots: ...... SMS 10, UA 10
Corners: .. SMS 5, UA 8
Saves: ....... SMS 3, UA 4
Fouls: ....... SMS 4, UA 8
Offside: .... SMS 2, UA 2
Senior Jenni Brashear netted
her first goal of the season on a
header in the 47th minute to give
Arkansas all the offense it needed
against Southwest Missouri State.
An even battle throughout, Arkan-
sas’ lone goal came off one of its
eight corner kicks. Junior Meredith
Thompson provided the winning
corner to Brashear.  Carrie Dillsaver
recorded her second consecutive




Oklahoma 0 2 2
Arkansas 0 1 1
Shots: ...... OU 12, UA 13
Corners: .. OU 5, UA 2
Saves: ....... OU 6, UA 8
Fouls: ....... OU 6, UA 11
Offside: .... OU 0, UA 2
For the second consecutive
game, the Lady Razorbacks had a
clean sheet through the half, but
against Oklahoma Arkansas didn’t
have the best of luck.  After falling
behind 1-0, Arkansas tallied a goal
off the foot of Katie Stauffer, the
first of her career, to knot the score.
Unfortunately, OU took advantage
of a momentary lapse in Arkansas’
game to give them a 2-1 lead.
@ Oral Roberts  9/7
1 2 F
Arkansas 0 0 0
Oral Roberts 1 0 1
Shots: ...... UA 19, ORU 9
Corners: .. UA 0, ORU 2
Saves: ....... UA 4, ORU 9
Fouls: ....... UA 5, ORU 4
Offside: .... UA 1, ORU 1
Despite a dominating second-
half performance, the Lady Razor-
backs could not solve Oral Roberts’
scheme that placed 10 Golden
Eagles behind the ball.  A late first-
half goal by the home side proved
to be the only score of the contest
as Oral Roberts beat Arkansas for
just the second time in eight ca-
reer meetings.
vs. Grambling  9/10
Bulldog Classic
1 2 F
Arkansas 2 2 4
Grambling 0 0 0
Shots: ...... UA 25, GSU 4
Corners: .. UA 6, GSU 0
Saves: ....... UA 3, GSU 5
Fouls: ....... UA 2, GSU 14
Offside: .... UA 7, GSU 0
Freshman Sarah Gwisdala
scored her first and second career
goals to lead the Lady Razorbacks
to a 4-0 vicotry over Grambling
State in Huntsville, Ala.  Powered
by crisp ball movement, the
Lady’Backs took 25 shots on the
Grambling net.  Other goal scor-
ers included Christina Burger and
Carmen Davis as Burger, Allison
Harris, Carrie Dillsaver and Kristie
Holman each recorded assists.
vs. Southern  9/12
Bulldog Classic
1 2 F
Southern 0 0 0
Arkansas 6 5 11
Shots: ...... SU 3, UA 40
Corners: .. SU 0, UA 2
Saves: ....... SU 10, UA 2
Fouls: ....... SU 1, UA 1
Offside: .... SU 0, UA 3
The Lady Razorbacks domi-
nated Southern from the opening
kickoff, scoring three goals in the
first five minutes of play.  Morgan
McCord nailed the game winner in
the second minute to pace the
Lady’Backs to their largest scoring
output in their 19-year history.
Sophomore Katie Hamilton con-
tributed a goal and three assists to
tie Arkansas’ all-time record for
assists in a game.  Nine different
Lady Razorbacks scored goals in
the contest.
@ Old Dominion  9/19
1 2 F
Arkansas 0 1 1
ODU 2 1 3
Shots: ...... UA 6, ODU 13
Corners: .. UA 1, ODU 2
Saves: ....... UA 4, ODU 3
Fouls: ....... UA 10, ODU 10
Offside: .... UA 2, ODU 2
A statistically even match,
Old Dominion took a 3-1 victory
at home despite the best efforts of
Arkansas goalkeeper Carrie
Dillsaver who made several out-
standing saves.  Sophomore Chris-
tina Burger netted her fourth goal
of the season for Arkansas late to
make it interesting, but the clock
worked against the Lady’Backs.
next 82 minutes, but the
damage had been done and
the Lady’Backs fell 3-1.
Another defensive
struggle ensued against
South Carolina in Arkansas’
next match, but it was the
Lady Razorbacks’ lack of of-
fense that allowed the
Gamecocks a 1-0 victory at
Lady’Back Field.  Traveling
to 25th-ranked Florida, Ar-
kansas hoped to knock off
its first ranked foe.  Score-
less at the half, the Gators
notched a goal in the 51st
minute, then another in the
75th to take a 2-0 lead.
Freshman Alison Harter
scored in the 77th minute
to bring the Lady’Backs
within one of extra time,
but could not find the right
combination to force over-
time, dropping their fourth
consecutive decision, 2-1.
Arkansas wrapped up its
2004 campaign with a road
match against division rival
LSU in Baton Rouge, La.
Looking a step off through-
out the contest, Arkansas
was unable to recover from
the first score of the contest
and eventually lost the
match 3-0 to end its season.
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2004 Box Scores
@ Mississippi State  10/1
1 2 OT F
Arkansas 1 0 1 2
Miss. St. 1 0 0 1
Shots: ...... UA 9, MSU 14
Corners: .. UA 0, MSU 2
Saves: ....... UA 6, MSU 5
Fouls: ....... UA 10, MSU 6
Offside: .... UA 1, MSU 0
It was the senior leadership of
Jenni Brashear that led the Lady
Razorbacks to their best-ever start
in SEC play as Arkansas beat Miss.
St. 2-1 in overtime.  Brashear
scored Arkansas’ first goal then as-
sisted on the game winner in ex-
tra time to keep the Lady Razor-
backs undefeated in conference
action.  Katie Hamilton notched
the game winner on a diving
header 2:44 into overtime.
@ Mississippi  10/3
1 2 F
Arkansas 0 0 0
Mississippi 3 0 3
Shots: ...... UA 3, UM 22
Corners: .. UA 0, UM 7
Saves: ....... UA 8, UM 2
Fouls: ....... UA 1, UM 5
Offside: .... UA 0, UM 0
The Lady Razorbacks fell be-
hind early and failed to get back
into the match as Ole Miss used a
barage of pressure from all 10 of
its field players to disrupt Arkan-
sas’ momentum.  Carrie Dillsaver
made eight saves in the loss which
was Arkansas’ eighth straight to
the Lady Rebels.  The shutout by
Ole Miss is the first by either squad
in 10 career meetings.
@ #7 Tennessee  10/8
1 2 F
Arkansas 0 1 1
Tennessee 2 1 3
Shots: ...... UA 3, UT 14
Corners: .. UA 0, UT 7
Saves: ....... UA 8, UT 1
Fouls: ....... UA 5, UT 10
Offside: .... UA 0, UT 1
Entering the match as severe
underdogs to the seventh-ranked
Lady Vols, Arkansas came out
fighting and took the ball right at
Tennessee.  An even battle for the
opening minutes, Tennessee
scored midway through the period.
In the second half, Arkansas con-
tinued to fight and scored a lone
goal on Christina Burger’s rifle
from 18 yards, assisted by Megan
McCool and Morgan McCord.
@ Georgia  10/10
1 2 OT OT F
Arkansas 0 0 0 0 0
Georgia 0 0 0 0 0
Shots: ...... UA 5, UGA 17
Corners: .. UA 1, UGA 5
Saves: ....... UA 8, UGA 2
Fouls: ....... UA 19, UGA 21
Offside: .... UA 0, UGA 3
The Lady Razorbacks picked
up their first-ever result in Athens
when they tied the Bulldogs 0-0
and notched their fifth shutout in
the process.  Arkansas looked very
strong on defense and Carrie
Dillsaver picked up eight saves in
the effort which gave the
Lady’Backs their eighth point of
the season.  Offensively, Arkansas
had few very solid scoring chances
highlighted by a Morgan McCord
corner kick that just missed a
streaking Jenni Brashear.
#19 Auburn  10/15
1 2 F
Auburn 0 1 1
Arkansas 0 0 0
Shots: ...... AU 21, UA 4
Corners: .. AU 10, UA 0
Saves: ....... AU 3, UA 8
Fouls: ....... AU 12, UA 10
Offside: .... AU 1, UA 1
The Lady Razorbacks played
the 19th-ranked Auburn Univer-
sity Tigers tight throughout the
match, but a foul call led to a free
kick that curved into the goal in
the 89th minute to give the visi-
tors the win.  Arkansas had a
golden opportunity in the 86th
minute when Ali Harter found her
self one-on-one with the Auburn




Alabama 3 0 3
Arkansas 1 0 1
Shots: ...... Ala. 9, UA 16
Corners: .. Ala. 2, UA 7
Saves: ....... Ala. 6, UA 5
Fouls: ....... Ala. 24, UA 12
Offside: .... Ala. 0, UA 0
 Arkansas found itself on the
back side of a 3-0 deficit after eight
minutes of action with the Ala-
bama Crimson Tide.  Battling back,
Arkansas made it 3-1 when Katie
Taylor headed in the first goal of
her career on a corner kick by Katie
Hamilton.  Christina Burger also
had a great chance to score 30 sec-
onds into the second half, but her
shot sailed just wide of the goal.
S. Carolina  10/22
1 2 F
S. Carolina 1 0 1
Arkansas 0 0 0
Shots: ...... USC 12, UA 9
Corners: .. USC 3, UA 0
Saves: ....... USC 5, UA 6
Fouls: ....... USC 7, UA 9
Offside: .... USC 1, UA 2
Looking to defend their home
field on senior night, the Lady Ra-
zorbacks battled valiantly against
the South Carolina Gamecocks,
but could not overcome a first-half
goal, falling, 1-0.  Arkansas was
certainly not without its chances
as it placed five shots on the South
Carolina net, but each Lady’Back
attempt was thwarted by the
Gamecock keeper.
@ #25 Florida  10/24
1 2 F
Arkansas 0 1 1
Florida 0 2 2
Shots: ...... UA 3, UF 17
Corners: .. UA 0, UF 8
Saves: ....... UA 10, UF 0
Fouls: ....... UA 12, UF 20
Offside: .... UA 4, UF 1
The Lady Razorbacks gave the
Florida Gators fits in the offensive
zone by not allowing any shots
from inside the penalty area.  The
tactic worked to perfection as
Florida’s first goal came from out-
side the box on a rifle hit to the
short side of the goal.  Arkansas
picked up a goal to make the con-
test 2-1 late in the game when Ali
Harter got behind the Florida de-
fense and neatly placed a shot into
the corner of the goal for her sec-
ond career score.
@ LSU  10/29
1 2 F
Arkansas 0 0 0
LSU 0 3 3
Shots: ...... UA 6, LSU 21
Corners: .. UA 1, LSU 5
Saves: ....... UA 8, LSU 2
Fouls: ....... UA 11, LSU 14
Offside: .... UA 1, LSU 2
Needing a win and help to
make the SEC Tournament, Arkan-
sas went to Baton Rouge and
battled for 84 minutes before a
score off a corner dashed its hopes
of a postseason.  Arkansas got the
help, but was unable to take care
of its own business.  Senior Jenni
Brashear looked good in her final
game, and freshman Sarah
Gwisdala continued to showcase
herself as a rising star.
Vanderbilt  9/24
1 2 F
Vanderbilt 1 0 1
Arkansas 1 1 2
Shots: ...... VU 13, UA 5
Corners: .. VU 7, UA 0
Saves: ....... VU 2, UA 6
Fouls: ....... VU 9, UA 8
Offside: .... VU 2, UA 1
The Lady Razorbacks benefit-
ted from an early own goal, then
let Sarah Gwisdala work her magic
in the closing moments to open
SEC play with a victory over
Vanderbilt.  Gwisdala connected
on a 14-yard shot after a through
ball from Megan McCool in the
84th minute.  Carrie Dillsaver
made four saves including one to
keep the game tied as she punched
a ball over the crossbar, and got
help from Andrea Sparks who
made a goal line save off a corner
kick.
Kentucky  9/26
1 2 OT OT F
Kentucky 0 1 0 0 1
Arkansas 0 1 0 0 1
Shots: ...... UK 12, UA 13
Corners: .. UK 5, UA 2
Saves: ....... UK 6, UA 8
Fouls: ....... UK 6, UA 11
Offside: .... UK 0, UA 2
Once again Sarah Gwisdala
scored the goal, but it was a late
shot off a corner by Kentucky that
forced overtime as Arkansas
opened confernce play undefeated
for the first time since 1995.  The
tie snapped a six-match winning
streak for Kentucky against Arkan-
sas.  Gwisdala’s goal came in the
72nd minute when she dribbled
around a trio of Kentucky players
and hit a left-footed shot over the




Overall: 6-11-2 Conf: 2-7-2 Home: 3-4-1 Away: 1-7-1 Neut: 2-0-0
## Name GP-GS Min G A Pts Sh Shot% SOG SOG% YC-RC GW PK-ATT FG OT HAT GTG
4 Sarah Gwisdala 18-16 1284 6 0 12 27 .222 15 .556 0-0 2 0-0 2 0 0 0
6 Christina Burger 19-18 1455 5 2 12 41 .122 17 .415 1-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 1
10 Jenni Brashear 19-18 1309 4 1 9 36 .111 21 .583 1-0 1 0-0 2 0 0 0
11 Katie Hamilton 19-19 1484 2 4 8 15 .133 8 .533 0-0 1 0-0 0 1 0 0
23 Carmen Davis 19-3 992 2 2 6 12 .167 7 .583 1-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
7 Megan McCool 16-16 1382 1 3 5 11 .091 7 .636 2-0 1 0-0 1 0 0 0
12 Katie Stauffer 15-2 476 2 0 4 11 .182 7 .636 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 1
9 Ali Harter 15-1 439 2 0 4 11 .182 5 .455 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
16 Allison Harris 19-19 1669 1 2 4 12 .083 3 .250 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 1
13 Morgan McCord 19-19 1191 1 2 4 10 .100 4 .400 0-0 1 0-0 1 0 0 0
20 Katie Taylor 19-19 1687 1 2 4 8 .125 4 .500 3-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
19 Meredith Thompson 11-1 248 1 2 4 5 .200 3 .600 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
8 Kristie Holman 8-2 236 0 1 1 11 .000 4 .364 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
3 Becca Davis 4-0 124 0 1 1 1 .000 0 .000 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
1 Carrie Dillsaver 19-20 1753 0 1 1 0 .000 0 .000 1-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
2 Devon Burger 19-19 1622 0 0 0 1 .000 0 .000 1-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
21 Andrea Sparks 18-18 1525 0 0 0 0 .000 0 .000 1-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
17 Holly Rosen 4-0 85 0 0 0 0 .000 0 .000 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
15 Jessica Ingram 3-0 112 0 0 0 0 .000 0 .000 0-0 0 0-0 0 0 0 0
Total............... 19 - 29 23 81 212 .137 106 .500 11-0 6 0-0 7 1 0 3
Opponents........... 19 - 28 29 85 237 .118 136 .574 7-0 11 0-0 11 0 0 1
## Name GP-GS Minutes GA Avg Saves Pct W L T Sho Faced
1 Carrie Dillsaver 19-19 1752:44 28 1.44 104 .788 6 11 2 5 234
TM TEAM 0:00 0 0.00 4 1.000 0 0 0 0 0
Total............... 19 1752:44 28 1.44 108 .794 6 11 2 5 234
Opponents........... 19 1752:44 29 1.49 77 .726 11 6 2 6 213
Arkansas Game-by-Game Starters
SE Missouri D. Burger, C. Davis, Dillsaver, Gwisdala, Hamilton, Harris, Harter, Holman, McCord, Sparks, Taylor
Tulsa Brashear, C. Burger, D. Burger, Dillsaver, Hamilton, Harris, Holman, McCool, McCord, Taylor, Thompson
SW Missouri Brashear, C. Burger, D. Burger, C. Davis, Dillsaver, Hamilton, Harris, McCool, McCord, Sparks, Taylor
Oklahoma Brashear, C. Burger, D. Burger, Dillsaver, Gwisdala, Hamilton, Harris, McCool, McCord, Sparks, Taylor
Oral Roberts Brashear, C. Burger, D. Burger, Dillsaver, Gwisdala, Hamilton, Harris, McCool, McCord, Sparks, Taylor
Grambling Brashear, C. Burger, D. Burger, Dillsaver, Gwisdala, Hamilton, Harris, McCord, Sparks, Stauffer, Taylor
Southern Brashear, C. Burger, D. Burger, Dillsaver, Gwisdala, Hamilton, Harris, McCord, Sparks, Stauffer, Taylor
Old Dominion Brashear, C. Burger, D. Burger, Dillsaver, Gwisdala, Hamilton, Harris, McCool, McCord, Sparks, Taylor
Vanderbilt Brashear, C. Burger, D. Burger, Dillsaver, Gwisdala, Hamilton, Harris, McCool, McCord, Sparks, Taylor
Kentucky Brashear, C. Burger, D. Burger, Dillsaver, Gwisdala, Hamilton, Harris, McCool, McCord, Sparks, Taylor
Miss. State Brashear, C. Burger, D. Burger, Dillsaver, Gwisdala, Hamilton, Harris, McCool, McCord, Sparks, Taylor
Mississippi Brashear, C. Burger, D. Burger, Dillsaver, Gwisdala, Hamilton, Harris, McCool, McCord, Sparks, Taylor
Tennessee Brashear, C. Burger, D. Burger, Dillsaver, Gwisdala, Hamilton, Harris, McCool, McCord, Sparks, Taylor
Georgia Brashear, C. Burger, D. Burger, Dillsaver, Gwisdala, Hamilton, Harris, McCool, McCord, Sparks, Taylor
Auburn Brashear, C. Burger, D. Burger, C. Davis, Dillsaver, Hamilton, Harris, McCool, McCord, Sparks, Taylor
Alabama Brashear, C. Burger, D. Burger, Dillsaver, Gwisdala, Hamilton, Harris, McCool, McCord, Sparks, Taylor
S. Carolina Brashear, C. Burger, D. Burger, Dillsaver, Gwisdala, Hamilton, Harris, McCool, McCord, Sparks, Taylor
Florida Brashear, C. Burger, D. Burger, Dillsaver, Gwisdala, Hamilton, Harris, McCool, McCord, Sparks, Taylor
LSU Brashear, C. Burger, D. Burger, Dillsaver, Gwisdala, Hamilton, Harris, McCool, McCord, Sparks, Taylor
Date Opponent Score Goals (Assists) SH (UA-Opp) CK(UA-Opp)
8/27 @ SE Missouri L, 2-3 Harris, C. Burger 11-8 3-1
8/29 Tulsa W, 1-0 McCool 8-7 8-3
9/3 SW Missouri W, 1-0 Brashear (Thompson) 10-10 8-5
9/5 Oklahoma L, 1-2 Stauffer (Harris) 13-12 2-5
9/7 @ Oral Roberts L, 0-1 — 19-9 0-2
9/10 vs. Grambling W, 4-0 Gwisdala (C. Burger), C. Burger (Harris), C. Davis (Dillsaver), Gwisdala (Holman) 25-4 6-0
9/12 vs. Southern W, 11-0 McCord (Hamilton), Gwisdala (C. Burger), Gwisdala (Hamilton), Hamilton, 40-3 2-0
Stauffer (Hamilton), Harter (Taylor), Thompson (C. Davis), Brashear
(Thompson, C. Davis), Brashear, C. Burger (B. Davis)
9/19 @ Old Dominion L, 1-3 C. Burger (McCool) 6-13 1-2
9/24 Vanderbilt W, 2-1 Own goal, Gwisdala (McCool) 5-13 0-7
9/26 Kentucky T, 1-1 2OT Gwisdala 18-10 3-4
10/1 @ Miss. St. W, 2-1 OT Brashear (Taylor), Hamilton (Brashear) 9-14 0-2
10/3 @ Mississippi L, 0-3 — 3-22 0-7
10/8 @ #7 Tennessee L, 1-3 C. Burger (McCool, McCord) 3-14 0-7
10/10 @ Georgia T, 0-0 2OT — 5-17 1-5
10/15 #19 Auburn L, 0-1 — 4-21 0-10
10/17 Alabama L, 1-3 Taylor (Hamilton) 16-9 7-2
10/22 S. Carolina L, 0-1 — 9-12 0-3
10/24 @ #25 Florida L, 1-2 Harter 3-17 0-8
10/29 @ LSU L, 0-3 — 6-21 1-5
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Lady Razorback History
The University of Arkansas has been a pioneer for
women’s sports throughout the past 30 years, and the Lady
Razorback soccer team is no exception.  One of the first
women’s soccer teams in the country, Arkansas began var-
sity play in 1986, and since that time has earned the re-
spect of the nation as one of the toughest places to play.
Over the course of the past 20 years, there have been many
significant plays, wins, losses and firsts: the first victory
on September 21, 1986, at Texas A&M University; the
Southeastern Conference’s first Player of the Year; and the
construction of Lady’Back Field to its current state.  But
all pale in comparison to the personalities of the more
than 150 women who have made Arkansas women’s soc-
cer what it is today.
Beginning in the fall of 1986, the Lady Razorbacks
played a  12-game schedule under its first head coach,
Curtis Sergeant, going 3-9-0 against regional opponents
from Texas and Missouri.
The Lady Razorbacks turned things around in their
second year of competition.  Improving by leaps and
bounds, the team went 10-8 for its first winning season
while posting six shutouts.  The 1987 schedule also al-
lowed the Lady’Backs to not only play regional opponents,
but also to travel as the team took its first significant
roadtrip to the Sunshine State for a pair of matches in
Boca Raton, Fla.
After two seasons of varsity play, the Lady Razorbacks
turned the program over to Kathy Ludwig prior to the
1988 season.  An all-American during her playing days,
Ludwig brought experience at the Division I level to Ar-
kansas’ program.  Working with a large group of young
players, Ludwig’s first Lady Razorback team struggled at
the beginning of the 1988 season, but came back strong
during the second half.
One of the things for which
Ludwig will long be remembered was
the recruitment of Ruthie Miller
from Broken Arrow, Okla., and Molly
Myers of Colorado Springs, Colo.
The pair was instrumental in Arkan-
sas’ five-year run of non-losing sea-
sons, which began in 1989, and is a
major part of Arkansas’ career record
books.
Miller took over the career lead in
scoring during her senior season and
held the mark until 2003, while
Myers was the first of many out-
standing goalkeepers at Arkansas,
but none have been able to over-
come her eight Arkansas records.
Prior to the 1990 season, Marcia McDermott became
the Lady Razorbacks third head coach, and her three-year
stint is one of the most productive of Arkansas’ history.
During her time, the Lady Razorbacks won 26 matches
and set a school record for wins in a season with 11 in
1991.
During McDermott’s tenure, Arkansas made another
commitment to the soccer program when it constructed
Lady’Back Field at its current position on the corner of
California and Sixth Street.  At the time of its construc-
tion, Lady’Back Field was the first collegiate soccer field
used solely by a women’s team, and to this day remains
one of only a handful of such fields.
The off-season between the 1992 and 1993 seasons
was a busy one for the Lady Razorbacks.  Former North
Carolina standout Janet Rayfield was hired as the fourth
coach of the Arkansas soccer program, and the University
announced that it was joining the Southeastern Confer-
ence.  Both incidents made waves throughout the nation,
and Arkansas did not disappoint.  The Lady Razorbacks
went 10-10 in Rayfield’s first season, and then crushed
Auburn on way to the SEC Tournament finals where they
lost in overtime to Vanderbilt.
The 1993 campaign was not just significant in what
Arkansas was able to do against the SEC, but also in that
saw the construction of a field house at Lady’Back Field.
The ‘93 team also produced the
most prolific scoring output in Ar-
kansas soccer history.  Led by the
tandem of Honey Marsh and Amy
Van Laecke, Arkansas tallied 57
goals over its 20 games while con-
ceding just 36.  Marsh’s play
throughout the season allowed her
to be named the SEC’s first Player
of the Year and first tournament
MVP.
The 1994 season saw the Lady
Razorbacks’ play their first regular-
season conference matches, then
host the second SEC Championship
Tournament.  Once again the Lady Razorbacks were strong
in the postseason, advancing to the tournament semifi-
nals before falling a second time to the Vanderbilt Com-
modores.
The SEC had a boom in 1995 as six teams were added
to the league to compete for supremacy, and Arkansas re-
mained in the thick of the action.
The Lady Razorbacks earned their
first SEC win in a 2-1 overtime
victory over Mississippi State on
Sept. 8, 1995, and saw goalkeeper
Holly Smith emerge as the next
standout player on Arkansas’ ros-
ter.  As the SEC continued to push
women’s sports into the lime-
light, Arkansas did its part by wel-
coming the first televised match
of SEC women’s soccer at
Lady’Back Field.
Arkansas’ 1996 season was
one of the best seasons in the
Lady Razorbacks’ history as it
Ruthie Miller set
Arkansas’ scoring
records high in the
early years.
Honey Marsh was
the SEC’s first Player
of the Year and
Tournament MVP.
Holly Smith’s amazing 1996
season between the posts led




won 11 matches and took
the SEC’s Western Divi-
sion crown.  Beginning
the year 1-3-0, Arkansas
rallied to win eight of its
next 10 games to put
themselves in the catbird’s
seat.  At the SEC Tourna-
ment, the Lady’Backs de-
feated Vanderbilt for the
first time since joining the
conference, then knocked
off Georgia 3-1 before falling to Florida in the champion-
ship game, 3-2, in double overtime.
The firsts continued to come in 1997 when Arkansas
added lights to Lady’Back Field, allowing the Lady Razor-
backs to host their first
night game on their home
pitch on Aug. 30, 1997.
Following the resigna-
tion of Rayfield after the
1998 season, Arkansas
hired Alan Kirkup to take
the reigns of the program.
One of the winningest
women’s collegiate soccer
coaches of all-time, Kirkup
brought a keen knowledge
of the game to the Lady
Razorbacks which showed
in his first year as coach.
One of Kirkup’s first duties
included the recruitment
of Pam Pesnell, the first Fayetteville, Ark., native to the
Lady Razorback soccer team, and then he focused on his
team which ended the 1999 season in a tie for first in the
SEC West.
Getting the most out of his players, Kirkup took a group
of unknown players and made them into a force, espe-
cially at tournament time.  In his first SEC Champion-
ships, Kirkup started six freshmen against the defending
national champion, Florida Gators,
and held a 2-0 lead on his opponent
after 10 minutes of action.
Kirkup’s tutelage also led to the fall
of nearly every Arkansas offensive
record.  Midfielder Holly Collins
broke the Lady Razorbacks’ assist
record in 2000 when she notched
her 18th, then destroyed it as a se-
nior in 2001 by raising the mark to
26.  Another Kirkup recruit, Julie
Williford, broke Miller’s records for
goals and points in a career, and be-
came the first Lady Razorback to
eclipse the 100-point mark for her
career.
Arkansas’ first game under the







The University of Arkansas Lady Razorback soccer
team has embraced its 20th Anniversary celebration and
has already conducted events in appreciation.  This past
April Arkansas hosted its sixth consecutive Alumni Week-
end that included several social gatherings and culmi-
nated with a match on Lady’Back Field between the vet-
erans and the current team members.  While Arkansas’
current squad won to preserve
its perfect record, the game
was hard fought and became
even more interesting when
the alumni fielded a team of
20 against 11 Lady Razorbacks.
While the Alumni Week-
end is much anticipated, Ar-
kansas’ coaches are imple-
menting a new program this
fall to honor all the Lady Razorback alumni for perpetu-
ity.  Soon the sidewalks of Lady’Back
Field will mirror those of the Uni-
versity when all graduating seniors
will have their names etched into
the concrete leading up to the grand-
stands.
“I’m very excited about the side-
walks,” Arkansas head coach Gor-
don Henderson said.  “We really
want to build the tradition of Lady
Razorback soccer, and what better way to do that than to
honor those stu-
d e n t - a t h l e t e s
that came
through this pro-
gram and made it





The first televised SEC soccer match
occured at Lady’Back Field and
blossomed into a yearly package for SEC
women’s soccer.
In 2001 Lady’Back Field added
stadium seating for 1,500 as well
as press facilities to reach its cur-
rent configuration.
The Gordon Henderson era of
Lady Razorback soccer began in the
spring of 2004 and continues with
a return to grass roots.
Henderson’s philosophy focuses
on the team and community de-
velopment which translated to





Top 10 Statistics - Career
Games Played
1. 80 ...... Kellie Bedient (2000-03)
80 ...... Julie Williford (2000-03)
3. 79 ...... Holly Collins (1997-01)
Mary Langston (1999-02)
78 ...... Alexis Hyrup (1992-96)
6. 77 ...... Jenni Brashear (2001-04)
7. 76 ...... Honey Marsh (1991-94)
Clare McKenna (1994-97)
76 ...... Pam Pesnell (1999-03)
10. 75 ...... Brittany Burns (1995-98)
Kathy Krupa (1992-95)
Games Started *
1. 79 ...... Holly Collins (1997-01)
2. 76 ...... Honey Marsh (1991-94)
3. 75 ...... Kellie Bedient (2000-03)
4. 72 ...... Mary Langston (1999-02)
5. 71 ...... Alexis Hyrup (1992-96)
Clare McKenna (1994-97)
7. 70 ...... Kit Carson (1990-93)
8. 68 ...... Stephanie Lyman (1998-01)
Julie Williford (2000-03)
10. 64 ...... Brittany Burns (1995-98)
Shots on Goal
1. 232 .... Ruthie Miller (1989-92)
2. 147 .... Julie Williford (2000-03)
3. 133 .... Honey Marsh (1991-94)
4. 131 .... Brittany Burns (1995-98)
5. 124 .... Alexis Hyrup (1992-96)
6. 122 .... Kit Carson (1990-93)
7. 110 .... Betsy Coverdale (1991-94)
8 106 .... Heather Cato (1996-1999)
9. 100 .... Holly Collins (1997-01)
10. 97 ...... Mary Howard (1987-90)
Goals
1. 44 ...... Julie Williford (2000-03)
2. 38 ...... Ruthie Miller (1989-92)
3. 35 ...... Mary Howard (1987-90)
4. 25 ...... Brittany Burns (1995-98)
5. 24 ...... Heather Cato (1996-99)
6. 20 ...... Jessica Fraser (1997-98)
7. 19 ...... Alexis Hyrup (1992-96)
8. 17 ...... Honey Marsh (1991-94)
9. 16 ...... Denise Brown (1992-94)
10. 15 ...... Angie Rigsby (1995-97)
Points
1. 103 .... Julie Williford (2000-03)
2. 92 ...... Ruthie Miller (1989-92)
3. 81 ...... Mary Howard (1987-90)
4. 66 ...... Brittany Burns (1995-98)
5. 55 ...... Alexis Hyrup (1992-96)
6. 54 ...... Heather Cato (1996-99)
Honey Marsh (1991-94)
8. 50 ...... Holly Collins (1997-01)
9. 49 ...... Jessica Fraser (1997-98)
10. 40 ...... Angie Rigsby (1995-97)
Game-Winning Goals
1. 12 ...... Julie Williford (2000-03)
2. 9 ........ Mary Howard (1987-90)
3. 8 ........ Ruthie Miller (1989-92)
4. 5 ........ Denise Brown (1992-94)
Betsy Coverdale (1991-94)
6. 4 ........ Brittany Burns (1995-98)
Jessica Fraser (1997-98)
Angie Rigsby (1995-97)
9. 3 ........ Nine tied
Game-Tying Goals
1. 7 ........ Ruthie Miller (1989-92)
2. 5 ........ Brittany Burns (1995-98)
Julie Williford (2000-03)
4. 4 ........ Jessica Fraser (1997-98)
Honey Marsh (1991-94)
6. .......... Heather Cato (1996-99)
Holly Collins (1997-01)
Crystal Test (2000-2002)
Amy Van Laecke (1993)
10. 2 ........ 10 tied
* Stat not kept between 1986-88
GOALKEEPING
Games Played
1. 63 ...... Molly Myers (1989-92)
2. 49 ...... Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
3. 47 ...... Kerri Reifel (1991-94)
Holly Smith (19943-96)
5. 41 ...... Adrin Pedigo (1987-90)
6. 38 ...... Megan Bals (1998-02)
7. 36 ...... Carrie Dillsaver (2003-pres.)
8. 20 ...... Jennifer Traw (1998-99)
9. 17 ...... Jessica Shoffner (1997)
10. 8 ........ Kati Adams (1997)
Games Started
1. 61 ...... Molly Myers (1989-92)
2. 45 ...... Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
3. 42 ...... Holly Smith (1993-96)
4. 36 ...... Carris Dillsaver (2003-pres.)
Adrin Pedigo (1987-90)
Kerri Reifel (1991-94)
7. 35 ...... Megan Bals (1998-02)
8. 18 ...... Jennifer Traw (1998-99)
9. 15 ...... Jessica Shoffner (1997)
10. 4 ........ Kati Adams (1997)
Wins
1. 24 ...... Molly Myers (1989-92)
Kerri Reifel (1991-94)
3. 17 ...... Holly Smith (1993-86)
4. 16 ...... Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
5. 12 ...... Megan Bals (1998-02)
Carrie Dillsaver (2003-pres.)
Adrin Pedigo (1987-90)
8. 6 ........ Jennifer Traw (1999-99)
9. 5 ........ Jessica Shoffner (1997)
10. 1 ........ Katie Adams (1997)
Minutes
1. 5334 .. Molly Myers (1989-92)
2. 4317 .. Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
3. 4139 .. Holly Smith (1993-96)
4. 3615 .. Kerri Reifel (1991-94)
5. 3301 .. Carrie Dillsaver (2003-pres.)
6. 3096 .. Megan Bals (1998-02)
7. 1501 .. Jennifer Traw (1998-99)
8. 1235 .. Jessica Shoffner (1997)
9. 567* ... Adrin Pedigo (1987-90)
10. 500 .... Kati Adams (1997)
Shots Faced
1. 798 .... Molly Myers (1989-92)
2. 651 .... Kerri Reifel (1991-94)
3. 619 .... Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
4. 556 .... Holly Smith (1993-96)
5. 465 .... Megan Bals (1998-02)
6. 420 .... Carrie Dillsaver (2003-pres.)
7. 236 .... Jennifer Traw (1998-99)
8. 198 .... Jessica Shoffner (1997)
9. 128* ... Adrin Pedigo (1987-90)
10. 73 ...... Kati Adams (1997)
Saves
1. 403 .... Molly Myers (1989-92)
2. 360 .... Kerri Reifel (1991-94)
3. 302 .... Holly Smith (1993-96)
4. 256 .... Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
5. 191 .... Megan Bals (1998-02)
6. 173 .... Carrie Dillsaver (2003-pres.)
7. 90 ...... Jessica Shoffner (1997)
8. 78 ...... Jennifer Traw (1998-99)
9. 58* ..... Adrin Pedigo (1987-90)
10. 44 ...... Kati Adams (1997)
Goals Against Average
1. 1.33 ... Molly Myers (1989-92)
2. 1.66 ... Carrie Dillsaver (2003-pres.)
3. 1.68 ... Holly Smith (1993-96)
4. 1.76 ... Kerri Reifel (1991-94)
5. 2.13 ... Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
6. 2.21 ... Megan Bals (1998-02)
7. 2.39 ... Adrin Pedigo (1987-90)
8. 2.58 ... Jennifer Traw (1998-99)
9. 3.43 ... Jessica Shoffner (1997)
Assists
1. 26 ...... Holly Collins (1997-01)
2. 17 ...... Alexis Hyrup (1992-96)
3. 16 ...... Brittany Burns (1995-98)
4. 16 ...... Kit Carson (1990-93)
Honey Marsh (1991-94)
Ruthie Miller (1989-92)
7. 15 ...... Julie Williford (2000-03)
8. 14 ...... Andie Hickman (1993-96)
9. 13 ...... Nicole Bynum (1996-99)
10. 12 ...... Amy Van Laecke (1993)
Lindsey Waxler (1995-98)
Shutouts
1. 17.5 ... Molly Myers (1989-92)
2. 12.0 ... Holly Smith (1993-96)
3. 9.0 ..... Kerri Reifel (1991-94)
4. 8.0 ..... Carrie Dillsaver (2003-pres.)
5. 7.0 ..... Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
6. 6.0 ..... Adrin Pedigo (1987-90)
7. 5.5 ..... Megan Bals (1998-02)
8. 2.5 ..... Jennifer Traw (1998-99)
9. 1.0 ..... Jessica Shoffner (1997)
Sarah Webb (1996)
* Stat not kept between 1986-88
Molly Myers’ three
years between the








Top 10 Statistics - Season
Games Started







1. 78 ...... Amy Van Laecke (1993)
2. 72 ...... Ruthie Miller (1989)
3. 64 ...... Honey Marsh (1994)
4. 62 ...... Ruthie Miller (1992)
5. 54 ...... Mary Howard (1989)
Ruthie Miller (1991)
7. 52 ...... Kelly Mackey (1989)
8. 51 ...... Heather Cato (1997)
9. 48 ...... Jessica Fraser (1997)
10. 47 ...... Honey Marsh (1993)
Goals
1. 17 ...... Mary Howard (1987)
2. 15 ...... Julie Williford (2001)
3. 14 ...... Ruthie  Miller (1991)
4. 13 ...... Honey Marsh (1993)
Julie Williford (2003)
6. 12 ...... Brittany Burns (1996)
Jessica Fraser (1997)
Amy Van Laecke (1993)
Julie Williford (2002)
10. 10 ...... Angie Rigsby (1996)
Assists
1. 12 ...... Andie Hickman (1996)
Amy Van Laecke (1993)
3. 9 ........ Holly Collins (1999)
Holly Collins (2000)
5. 8 ........ Brittany Burns (1996)
Honey Marsh (1994)







1. 39 ...... Mary Howard (1987)
2. 36 ...... Amy Van Laecke (1993)
3. 32 ...... Brittany Burns (1996)
Ruthie Miller (1991)
5. 31 ...... Julie Williford (2001)
6. 30 ...... Julie Williford (2003)
7. 29 ...... Honey Marsh (1993)
Julie Williford (2002)
9. 28 ...... Jessica Fraser (1997)
10. 26 ...... Angie Rigsby (1996)
Game-Winning Goals
1. 5 ........ Mary Howard (1987)
2. 4 ........ Ruthie Miller (1991)
Julie Williford (2002)
Julie Williford (2003)







1. 4 ........ Jessica Fraser (1997)
2. 3 ........ Honey Marsh (1993)
Ruthie Miller (1991)
Crystal Test (2001)
Amy Van Laecke (1993)
6. 2 ........ 10 tied
GOALKEEPING
Games Played
1. 21 ...... Holly Smith (1996)




6. 18 ...... Lindsay Haywood (2000)
Kerri Reifel (1994)
Kerri Reifel (1993)





1. 21 ...... Holly Smith (1996)
2. 19 ...... Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
Molly Myers (1991)
Holly Smith (1995)
5. 18 ...... Megan Bals (1999)
Kerri Reifel (1994)
Kerri Reifel (1993)




1. 11 ...... Molly Myers (1991)
Holly Smith (1996)
3. 10 ...... Kerri Reifel (1993)
4. 8 ........ Adrin Pedigo (1987)
Kerri Refiel (1992)
6. 7 ........ Megan Bals (1999)
Molly Myers (1990)






1. 2094 .. Holly Smith (1996)
2. 1761 .. Holly Smith (1995)
3. 1753 .. Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
4. 1707 .. Kerri Reifel (1993)
5. 1589 .. Kerri Reifel (1994)
6. 1549 .. Carrie Dillsaver (2003)
7. 1545 .. Molly Myers (1991)
8. 1542 .. Lindsay Haywood (2000)
9. 1541 .. Megan Bals (1999)
10. 1466 .. Molly Myers (1992)
Shots Faced
1. 317 .... Kerri Reifel (1994)
2. 291 .... Kerri Reifel (1993)
3. 288 .... Holly Smith (1995)
4. 235 .... Megan Bals (1999)
5. 234 .... Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
6. 228 .... Lindsay Haywood (2000)
Molly Myers (1990)
8. 219 .... Jennifer Traw (1998)
9. 210 .... Molly Myers (1992)
10. 209 .... Lindsay Haywood (2001)
Saves
1. 172 .... Kerri Reifel (1994)
2. 170 .... Holly Smith (1996)
3. 159 .... Kerri Reifel (1993)
4. 114 .... Molly Myers (1991)
5. 112 .... Holly Smith (1995)
6. 110 .... Molly Myers (1990)
7. 106 .... Megan Bals (1999)
8. 104 .... Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
9. 102 .... Molly Myers (1992)
10. 96 ...... Lindsay Haywood (2000)
Goals Against ^
1. 12 ...... Molly Myers (1989)
2. 20 ...... Lindsay Haywood (2002)
Molly Myers (1991)
Molly Myers (1992)
5. 27 ...... Molly Myers (1990)
6. 28 ...... Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
7. 30 ...... Megan Bals (1999)
8. 31 ...... Holly Smith (1996)
9. 33 ...... Carrie Dillsaver (2003)
33 ...... Kerri Reifel (1994)
Goals Against Average ^
1. 1.00 ... Molly Myers (1989)
2. 1.05 ... Molly Myers (1991)
3. 1.14 ... Adrin Pedigo (1989)
4. 1.23 ... Molly Myers (1992)
5. 1.33 ... Holly Smith (1996)
6. 1.44 ... Kerri Reifel (1992)
Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
8. 1.48 ... Lindsay Haywood (2002)
9. 1.63 ... Holly Smith (1994)
10. 1.73 ... Kerri Reifel (1994)
Shutouts
1. 7.0 ..... Holly Smith (1996)
2. 6.5 ..... Molly Myers (1991)
3. 5.0 ..... Molly Myers (1992)
Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
5. 4.5 ..... Megan Bals (1999)
Molly Myers (1989)
7. 4.0 ..... Kerri Reifel (1993)
Adrin Pedigo (1987)
9. 3.0 ..... Carrie Dillsaver (2003)
Lindsay Haywood (2000)
Lindsay Haywood (2002)
^ Minimum of 50% of minutes played
Mary Howard’s 1987 season is
still one of the all-time bests by
a Lady Razorback striker.
Holly Smith’s 1996 run in goal
is the one that subsequent goal
keepers strive to match.
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Lady Razorback Top Five in SEC Competition (all games)
Career
Game-Winning Goals
1. 3 ........ Jessica Fraser (1997-98)
Lindsay Waxler (1995-98)
Julie Williford (2000-03)
3. 2 ........ Jennifer Brashear (2001-04)
Angie Rigsby (1995-97)
Game-Tying Goals
1. 3 ........ Brittany Burns (1995-98)
Julie Williford (2000-03)
3. 2 ........ Megan McCool (2002-pres.)
Crystal Test (2000-02)
5. 1 ........ 12 tied
GOALKEEPING
Games Played
1. 28 ...... Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
2. 18 ...... Carrie Dillsaver (2003-pres.)
3. 16 ...... Holly Smith (1995-96)
4. 12 ...... Megan Bals (1999-02)
5. 10 ...... Jen Traw (1998-99)
Jessica Shoffner (1997)
Games Started
1. 26 ...... Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
2. 18 ...... Carrie Dillsaver (2003-pres.)
3. 16 ...... Holly Smith (1995-96)
4. 11 ...... Megan Bals (1999-02)
5. 8 ........ Jen Traw (1998-99)
Wins
1. 7 ........ Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
Holly Smith (1995-96)
3. 6 ........ Megan Bals (1999-02)
4. 4 ........ Carrie Dillsaver (2003-pres.)
5. 2 ........ Jessica Shoffner (1997)
Jen Traw (1998-99)
Minutes
1. 2,509 . Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
2. 1,641 . Carrie Dillsaver (2003-pres.)
3. 1,548 . Holly Smith (1995-96)
4. 905 .... Megan Bals (1999-02)
5. 753 .... Jen Traw (1998-99)
Shots Faced
1. 396 .... Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
2. 243 .... Carrie Dillsaver (2003-pres.)
3. 201 .... Holly Smith (1995-96)
4. 144 .... Jen Traw (1998-99)
5. 126 .... Megan Bals (1999-02)
Saves
1. 167 .... Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
2. 91 ...... Holly Smith (1995-96)
3. 90 ...... Carrie Dillsaver (2003-pres.)
4. 54 ...... Megan Bals (1999-02)
5. 51 ...... Jen Traw (1998-99)
Goals Against Average
1. 1.79 ... Megan Bals (1999-02)
2. 1.80 ... Holly Smith (1995-96)
3. 2.03 ... Carrie Dillsaver (2003-pres.)
4. 2.08 ... Kerri Reifel (1994)
5. 2.44 ... Lindsay Haywood (2000-03)
Shutouts
1. 3 ........ Megan Bals (1999-02)
2. 2 ........ Holly Smith (1995-96)
Carrie Dillsaver (2003-pres.)




1. 38 ...... Jenni Brashear (2001-04)
2. 36 ...... Mary Langston (1999-02)
3. 35 ...... Holly Collins (1997-01)




1. 35 ...... Holly Collins (1997-01)
2. 32 ...... Mary Langston (1999-02)
3. 31 ...... Stephanie Lyman (1998-01)
4. 30 ...... Jenni Brashear (2001-04)
Shannon Clancy (1998-01)
Goals
1. 17 ...... Julie Williford (2000-03)
2. 13 ...... Heather Cato (1996-99)
3. 8 ........ Jessica Fraser (1997-98)
4. 7 ........ Brittany Burns (1995-98)
Angie Rigsby (1995-97)
Assists
1. 14 ...... Holly Collins (1997-01)
2. 6 ........ Brittany Burns (1995-98)
Julie Williford (2000-03)
4. 5 ........ Andie Hickman (1994-96)
Kathy Krupa (1994-95)
Points
1. 40 ...... Julie Williford (2000-03)
2. 28 ...... Heather Cato (1996-99)
3. 26 ...... Holly Collins (1997-01)
4. 20 ...... Brittany Burns (1995-98)




1. 6 ........ Julie Williford (2001 & 2003)
3. 5 ........ Heather Cato (1999)
Jessica Fraser (1997)





1. 5 ........ Holly Collins (1999 & 2000)
Andie Hickman (1996)
Kathy Krupa (1995)






1. 14 ...... Julie Williford (2003)
2. 12 ...... Jessica Fraser (1997)
Julie Williford (2001)
4. 10 ...... Heather Cato (1999)






1. 3 ........ Lindsay Waxler (1996)
2. 2 ........ Jennifer Brashear (2001)
Jessica Fraser (1997)
4. 1 ........ 19 tied 21 times
GOALKEEPING
Games Played
1. 11 ...... Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
2. 9 ........ Megan Bals (1999)
Lindsay Haywood (2001)
4. 8 ........ Lindsay Haywood (2000 & 2002)
Holly Smith (1995 & 1996)
Jen Traw (1998)
Games Started
1. 11 ...... Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
2. 9 ........ Megan Bals (1999)
Lindsay Haywood (2001)
4. 8 ........ Lindsay Haywood (2002)
Holly Smith (1995 & 1996)
Jen Traw (1998)
Wins
1. 4 ........ Megan Bals (1999)
Holly Smith (1996)
3. 3 ........ Holly Smith (1995)
4. 2 ........ Carrie Dillsaver (2003 & 2004)




1. 1033 .. Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
2. 838 .... Lindsay Haywood (2001)
3. 806 .... Holly Smith (1996)
4. 764 .... Lindsay Haywood (2002)
5. 742 .... Holly Smith (1995)
Shots Faced
1. 168 .... Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
2. 134 .... Lindsay Haywood (2001)
3. 132 .... Jen Traw (1998)
4. 117 .... Lindsay Haywood (2002)
5. 116 .... Lindsay Haywood (2000)
Saves
1. 73 ...... Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
2. 56 ...... Lindsay Haywood (2002)
3. 55 ...... Holly Smith (1996)
4. 54 ...... Lindsay Haywood (2001)
5. 50 ...... Lindsay Haywood (2000)
Goals Against
1. 9 ........ Kerri Reifel (1994) *
2. 12 ...... Megan Bals (1999)
3. 14 ...... Lindsay Haywood (2002)
4. 15 ...... Holly Smith (1996)
5. 16 ...... Jessica Shoffner (1997)
Holly Smith (1995)
* - Only played four conference games in 1994
Goals Against Average
1. 1.59 ... Megan Bals (1999)
2. 1.65 ... Lindsay Haywood (2002)
3. 1.66 ... Carrie Dillsaver (2004)
4. 1.67 ... Holly Smith (1996)
5. 1.94 ... Holly Smith (1995)
Shutouts
1. 2 ........ Megan Bals (1999)
Holly Smith (1996)
3. 1 ........ Megan Bals (2000)






2004 Sarah Gwisdala .......................... 6
2003 Julie Williford .......................... 13
2002 Julie Williford .......................... 12
2001 Julie Williford .......................... 15
2000 Michal-Lynn O’Kelley ................ 8
1999 Heather Cato ............................. 7
1998 Jessica Fraser .............................. 8
1997 Jessica Fraser ............................ 12
1996 Brittany Burns.......................... 12
1995 Alexis Hyrup .............................. 5
1994 Denise Brown ............................ 8
1993 Honey Marsh ........................... 13
1992 Ruthie Miller .............................. 9
1991 Ruthie Miller ............................ 14
1990 Ruthie Miller .............................. 8
1989 Ruthie Miller .............................. 7
1988 Mary Howard ............................. 9
1987 Mary Howard ........................... 17
Assists
2004 Katie Hamilton .......................... 4
2003 Megan McCool, Julie Williford .. 4
2002 Julie Williford ............................ 5
2001 Holly Collins, Mandy Komar .... 7
2000 Holly Collins ............................. 9
1999 Holly Collins ............................. 9
1998 Nicole Bynum, Jessica Fraser ..... 5
1997 Brittany Burns............................ 5
1996 Andie Hickman ........................ 12
1995 Kathy Krupa ............................... 7
1994 Honey Marsh ............................. 8
1993 Amy Van Laecke ...................... 12
1992 Alexis Hyrup, Ruthie Miller ....... 7
1991 Kit Carson, Ruthie Miller ........... 4
1990 Dana Dudley .............................. 5
1989 Mary Howard ............................. 3
1988 Kim Mackey, Angie Nance ......... 2
1987 Mary Howard ............................. 5
Points
2004 Sarah Gwisdala ........................ 12
2003 Julie Williford .......................... 30
2002 Julie Williford .......................... 29
2001 Julie Williford .......................... 31
2000 Holly Collins, ............................ 17
Michal-Lynn O’Kelley
1999 Heather Cato ........................... 14
1998 Jessica Fraser ............................ 21
1997 Jessica Fraser ............................ 28
1996 Brittany Burns.......................... 32
1995 Alexis Hyrup ............................ 12
1994 Denise Brown .......................... 17
1993 Amy Van Laecke ...................... 36
1992 Ruthie Miller ............................ 25
1991 Ruthie Miller ............................ 32
1990 Ruthie Miller ............................ 20
1989 Ruthie Miller ............................ 15
1988 Mary Howard ........................... 19
1987 Mary Howard ........................... 39
Annual Leaders
Game-Winning Goals
2004 Sarah Gwisdala ........................... 2
2003 Julie Williford ............................. 4
2002 Julie Williford ............................. 4
2001 Jenni Brashear, Julie Williford .... 2
2000 Michal-Lynn O’Kelley ................. 2
1999 Heather Cato .............................. 2
1998 Jessica Fraser ............................... 2
1997 Jessica Fraser ............................... 2
1996 Angie Rigsby, Lindsay Waxler ..... 3
1995 Heather Blanton ......................... 2
1994 Denise Brown ............................. 3
1993 Anne Marx .................................. 4
1992 Betsy Coverdale .......................... 3
1991 Ruthie Miller ............................... 4
1990 Kim Stewart ................................ 3
1989 Carrie Cox, Dana Dudley, ........... 1
Mary Howard, Kim Mackey,
Ruthie Miller, Sharon Smith,
Ashley Stone
1988 Mary Howard .............................. 2
1987 Mary Howard .............................. 5
GOALKEEPING
Wins
2004 Carrie Dillsaver ........................... 6
2003 Carrie Dillsaver ........................... 6
2002 Lindsay Haywood ....................... 5
2001 Lindsay Haywood ....................... 4
2000 Lindsay Haywood ....................... 6
1999 Megan Bals ................................. 7
1998 Jen Traw ...................................... 6
1997 Jessica Shoffner ........................... 5
1996 Holly Smith .............................. 11
1995 Holly Smith ................................ 5
1994 Kerri Reifel .................................. 6
1993 Kerri Reifel ................................ 10
Minutes
2004 Carrie Dillsaver ................ 1752:44
2003 Carrie Dillsaver ................ 1548:27
2002 Lindsay Haywood ............ 1213:36
2001 Lindsay Haywood ............ 1357:34
2000 Lindsay Haywood ............ 1542:21
1999 Megan Bals ........................... 1541
1998 Jen Traw ................................ 1376
1997 Jessica Shoffner ..................... 1236
1996 Holly Smith .......................... 2094
1995 Holly Smith .......................... 1762
1994 Kerri Reifel ............................ 1609
1993 Kerri Reifel ............................ 1866
1992 Molly Myers .......................... 1466
1991 Molly Myers .......................... 1545
1990 Molly Myers .......................... 1220
1989 Molly Myers .......................... 1103
Shots Faced
2004 Carrie Dillsaver ....................... 234
2003 Carrie Dillsaver ....................... 186
2002 Lindsay Haywood ................... 153
2001 Lindsay Haywood ................... 209
2000 Lindsay Haywood ................... 228
1999 Megan Bals ............................. 236
1998 Jen Traw .................................. 221
1997 Jessica Shoffner ....................... 218
1996 Holly Smith ............................ 307
1995 Holly Smith ............................ 282
1994 Kerri Reifel .............................. 327
1993 Kerri Reifel .............................. 316
Saves
2004 Carrie Dillsaver ...................... 104
2003 Carrie Dillsaver ........................ 69
2002 Lindsay Haywood .................... 71
2001 Lindsay Haywood .................... 82
2000 Lindsay Haywood .................... 96
1999 Megan Bals ............................. 106
1998 Jen Traw ................................... 72
1997 Jessica Shoffner ........................ 83
1996 Holly Smith ........................... 156
1995 Holly Smith ........................... 112
1994 Kerri Reifel ............................. 174
1993 Kerri Reifel ............................. 174
1992 Molly Myers ........................... 102
1991 Molly Myers ........................... 114
1990 Molly Myers ........................... 110
1989 Molly Myers ............................. 77
Goals Against
2004 Carrie Dillsaver ........................ 28
2003 Carrie Dillsaver ........................ 33
2002 Lindsay Haywood .................... 20
2001 Lindsay Haywood .................... 39
2000 Lindsay Haywood .................... 34
1999 Megan Bals ............................... 30
1998 Jen Traw ................................... 40
1997 Jessica Shoffner ........................ 44
1996 Holly Smith ............................. 31
1995 Holly Smith ............................. 46
1994 Kerri Reifel ............................... 35
1993 Kerri Reifel ............................... 36
1992 Molly Myers ............................. 20
1991 Molly Myers ............................. 20
1990 Molly Myers ............................. 27
1989 Molly Myers ............................. 12
1988 Adrin Pedigo ............................ 44
1987 Adrin Pedigo ............................ 35
Goals Against Average ^
2004 Carrie Dillsaver ..................... 1.44
2003 Carrie Dillsaver ..................... 1.92
2002 Lindsay Haywood ................. 1.48
2001 Lindsay Haywood ................. 2.59
2000 Lindsay Haywood ................. 1.98
1999 Megan Bals ............................ 1.75
1998 Jen Traw ................................ 2.62
1997 Jessica Shoffner ..................... 3.20
1996 Holly Smith .......................... 1.33
1995 Holly Smith .......................... 2.35
1994 Kerri Reifel ............................ 1.96
1993 Kerri Reifel ............................ 1.74
1992 Molly Myers .......................... 1.23
1991 Molly Myers .......................... 1.05
1990 Molly Myers .......................... 1.99
1989 Molly Myers .......................... 1.00
1988 Adrin Pedigo ......................... 2.90
1987 Adrin Pedigo ......................... 2.30
* - Some records from the 80’s and early




Points: ..................................... 36, Amy VanLaecke, 1993
16, Heather Cato, 1996
15, Ruthie Miller, 1989
Goals: ...................................... 12, Amy VanLaecke, 1993
7, Heather Cato, 1996
7, Ruthie Miller, 1989
Assists: ..................................... 12, Amy VanLaecke, 1993
7, Alexis Hyrup, 1992
5, Julie Williford, 2000
Game-Winning Goals: ..................... 3, Kim Stewart, 1990
Game-Tying Goals: .................. 3, Amy Van Laecke, 1993
Goalkeepers
Minutes: ............................ 1,549, Carrie Dillsaver, 2003
Wins: .............................................. 8, Adrin Pedigo, 1987
Shots Faced: .................................. 235, Megan Bals, 1999
Saves: ............................................ 106, Megan Bals, 1999
Goals Allowed: .............................. 12, Molly Myers, 1989
Goals Against Average: .............. 1.00, Molly Myers, 1989
Shutouts: ........................................ 4.5, Megan Bals, 1999
Games Started: ................................ 18, Megan Bals, 1999
Sophomore Records
Points: ........................................ 32, Brittany Burns, 1996
31, Julie Williford, 2001
26, Angie Rigsby, 1996
Goals: ......................................... 15, Julie Williford, 2001
12, Brittany Burns, 1996
10, Angie Rigsby, 1996
Assists: ............................................ 9, Holly Collins, 1999
8, Brittany Burns, 1996
7, Mandy Komar, 2001; Lindsay Waxler, 1996
Game-Winning Goals: ...................... 4, Anne Marx, 1993
Game-Tying Goals: 3, Brittany Burns, 1996; Crystal Test, 2001
Goalkeepers
Minutes: ............................ 1,753, Carrie Dillsaver, 2004
Wins: ............................................... 7, Molly Myers, 1990
Shots Faced: ......................... 234, Carrie Dillsaver, 2004
Saves: .......................................... 110, Molly Myers, 1990
Goals Allowed: .............................. 27, Molly Myers, 1990
Goals Against Average: ....... 1.44, Carrie Dillsaver, 2004
Shutouts: ............................... 5.0, Carrie Dillsaver, 2004
Games Started: ....................... 19, Carrie Dillsaver, 2004
Junior Records
Points: .......................................... 32, Ruthie Miller, 1991
29, Honey Marsh, 1993
29, Julie Williford, 2002
Goals: ......................................... 15, Julie Williford, 2002
14, Ruthie Miller, 1991
13, Honey Marsh, 1993
Assists: ............................................ 9, Holly Collins, 2000
5, Brittany Burns, 1997
5, Nicole Bynum, 1998; 5, Julie Williford, 2002
Game-Winning Goals: ................... 4, Ruthie Miller, 1991
4, Julie Williford, 2002
Game-Tying Goals: ......................... 4, Jessica Fraser, 1997
Goalkeepers
Minutes: ....................................1,761, Holly Smith, 1995
Wins: ............................................. 11, Molly Myers, 1991
Shots Faced: .................................. 291, Kerri Reifel, 1993
Saves: ............................................ 159, Kerri Reifel, 1993
Goals Allowed: .. 20, Molly Myers, 1991; Lindsay Haywood, 2002
Goals Against Average: .............. 1.05, Molly Myers, 1991
Shutouts: ...................................... 6.5, Molly Myers, 1991
Games Started: ....19, Molly Myers, 1991; Holly Smith, 1995
Senior Records
Points: ........................................ 30, Julie Williford, 2003
25, Ruthie Miller, 1992
21, Jessica Fraser, 1998
Goals: ......................................... 13, Julie Williford, 2003
9, Ruthie Miller, 1992
8, Jessica Fraser, 1998; Michal-Lynn O’Kelley, 2000
Assists: ...................................... 12, Andie Hickman, 1996
8, Honey Marsh, 1994
7, Ruthie Miller, 1992; Kathy Krupa, 1995; Holly Collins, 2001
Game-Winning Goals: ................. 4, Julie Williford, 2003
Game-Tying Goals: ........................ 3, Ruthie Miller, 1992
Goalkeepers
Minutes: ....................................2,094, Holly Smith, 1996
Wins: ..............................................11, Holly Smith, 1996
Shots Faced: .................................. 317, Kerri Reifel, 1994
Saves: ............................................ 172, Kerri Reifel, 1994
Goals Allowed: .............................. 20, Molly Myers, 1992
Goals Against Average: .............. 1.23, Molly Myers, 1992
Shutouts: .......................................7.0, Holly Smith, 1996
Games Started: ...............................21, Holly Smith, 1996
Holly Collins
Ruthie Miller
Julie WillifordAmy Van Laecke
Megan Bals Carrie Dillsaver




1. Julie Williford ...................... 9
(Texas Tech, Sept. 2, 2001,
4 goals, 1 assist)
2. Mary Howard ....................... 8
(Houston Baptist, Oct. 24, 1987,
4 goals)
Julie Williford ...................... 8
(LSU, Nov. 2, 2001, 4 goals)
4. Danielle Brajkovich ............. 7
(Miss. State, Sept. 12, 1999,
3 goals, 1 assist)
Jessica Fraser ........................ 7
(LSU, Oct. 26, 1997,
3 goals, 1 assist)
Ruthie Miller ........................ 7
(Creighton, Oct. 30, 1992,
2 goals, 3 assists)
Angie Rigsby ........................ 7
(Stephen F. Austin, Oct. 6, 1996,
3 goals, 1 assist)
Amy Van Laecke .................. 7
(Evansville, Sept. 26, 1993,
2 goals, 3 assists)
Most Goals
1. Mary Howard ....................... 4
(Houston Baptist, Oct. 24, 1987)
Julie Williford ...................... 4
(LSU, Nov. 02, 2001)
(Texas Tech, Sept. 02, 2001)
4. 10 tied, 11 times .................. 3
Most Assists
1. Nicole Bynum ...................... 3
(Wisc.-Green Bay, Oct. 1, 1999)
Katie Hamilton .................... 3
(Southern, Sept. 12, 2004)
Kathy Krupa ......................... 3
(South Carolina, Sept. 24, 1995)
Honey Marsh ....................... 3
(Oral Roberts, Oct. 18, 1994)
Ruthie Miller ........................ 3
(Creighton, Oct. 30, 1992)
Amy Van Laecke .................. 3
(Evansville, Sept. 26, 1993)
Lindsey Waxler .................... 3
(Stephen F. Austin, Oct. 6,1996)
6. 2 .................. 19 tied, 29 times
Most Shots
1. Ruthie Miller ...................... 13
(Centenary, Nov. 1, 1992)
2. Katy Schneider ................... 11
(Alabama, Sept. 25, 1994)
3. Betsy Coverdale ................. 10
(Missouri Valley, Sept. 11, 1993)
Heather Cato ..................... 10
(LSU, Oct. 26,1997)
Honey Marsh ..................... 10
(Alabama, Sept. 25, 1994)
Julie Williford .................... 10
(Auburn, Oct. 18, 2002)
(Drury, Sept. 25, 2001)
Most Saves
1. Holly Smith ....................... 23
(Florida, Nov. 10, 1996)
2. Kerri Reifel ......................... 20
(Vanderbilt, Nov. 6, 1994)
3. Kerri Reifel ......................... 19
(Texas A&M, Sept. 6, 1993)
4. Kerri Reifel ......................... 18
(Colorado College, Oct. 2, 1994)
Kerri Reifel ......................... 18
(North Carolina, Sept. 18, 1994)
Megan Bals ......................... 18
(Florida, Nov. 4, 1999)
SEC Game Records
Most Shots
1. Katy Schneider ................... 11
(Alabama, Sept. 25, 1994)
2. Heather Cato ..................... 10
(LSU, Oct. 26,1997)
Honey Marsh ..................... 10
(Alabama, Sept. 25, 1994)
Julie Williford .................... 10
(Auburn, Oct. 18, 2002)
5. Betsy Coverdale ................... 9
(Alabama, Sept. 25, 1994)
Heather Cato ....................... 9
(Miss. State, Sept. 12,1999)
Most Saves
1. Holly Smith ....................... 15
(Vanderbilt, Oct. 27, 1996)
2. Lindsay Haywood .............. 13
(Auburn, Oct. 18, 2002)
3. Megan Bals ......................... 12
(South Carolina, Sept. 24, 1999)
4. Holly Smith ....................... 11
(Auburn, Oct. 15, 1995)
Lindsay Haywood .............. 11
(Georgia, Oct. 8, 2000)
Career Hat Tricks
Mary Howard .................... 4 goals
(Houston Baptist, Oct. 24, 1987)
Julie Williford ................... 4 goals
(LSU, Nov. 2, 2001)
(Texas Tech, Sept. 2, 2001)
Danielle Brajkovich .......... 3 goals
(Miss. State, Sept. 12, 1999)
Denise Brown ................... 3 goals
(Oral Roberts, Oct. 18, 1994)
Brittany Burns ................... 3 goals
(Texas-El Paso, Sept. 17, 1996)
Jessica Fraser ..................... 3 goals
(LSU, Oct. 26, 1997)
Mary Howard .................... 3 goals
(SW Mo. St., Sept. 19, 1987)
(Missouri-Rolla, Oct. 14, 1990)
Ruthie Miller ..................... 3 goals
(Missouri-Rolla, Sept. 15,1991)
Michal-Lynn O’Kelley ...... 3 goals
(Auburn, Oct. 13, 2000)
Angie Rigsby ..................... 3 goals
(Stephen F. Austin, Oct. 6, 1996)
Amy Treace ....................... 3 goals
(Rockhurst, Sept. 12, 1987)
Julie Williford ................... 3 goals
(SW Mo. St., Oct. 24, 2001)
Streaks





Unbeaten Streak ........................ 6
(9/29/96-10/26/96)
Losing Streak ........................... 10
(10/1/95-9/6/96)
Non-Win Streak ....................... 10
(10/1/95-9/6/96)
Home Wins ................................ 7
(10/10/00-10/7/01)
Home Unbeaten ........................ 8
(10/8/00-10/7/01)
Away Wins ................................. 4
(9/29/96-11/3/96)
SEC Wins ................................... 3
(10/10/99-10/21/99)





SEC Losses .................................. 7
(10/7/01-11/2/01)
SEC East Losses ........................ 19
(9/15/96-10/11/02)
SEC West Losses ......................... 4
(10/3/04-10/29/04)
(10/14/95-9/27/96)
Home SEC Wins ........................ 3
(10/13/00-10/7/01)
Away SEC Wins ......................... 2
(10/13/00 & 10/15/00)
Shutouts By ................................ 4
(10/3/87-10/11/87)
Shutout Minutes ............... 361:20
(11/3/91-9/20/92)
Shutouts Against ....................... 4
(9/17/99-10/1/99)
(10/5/92-10/17/92)
Scoreless Minutes .................. 501
(9/30/92-10/17/92)




1. Julie Williford ...................... 8
(LSU, Nov. 2, 2001)
2. Danielle Brajkovich ............. 7
(Miss. State, Sept. 12,1999)
Jessica Fraser ........................ 7
(LSU, Oct. 26,1997)
4. Michal-Lynn O’Kelley ......... 6
(Auburn, Oct. 13, 2000)
5. 14 tied, 18 times .................. 4
Most Goals
1. Julie Williford ...................... 4
(LSU, Nov. 2, 2001)
2. Danielle Brajkovich ............. 3
(Miss. State, Sept. 12,1999)
Jessica Fraser ........................ 3
(LSU, Oct. 26,1997)
Michal-Lynn O’Kelley ......... 3
(Auburn, Oct. 13, 2000)
5. 12 tied, 16 times .................. 2
Most Assists
1. Kathy Krupa ......................... 3
(South Carolina, Sept. 24, 1995)
2. 7 tied, 11 times .................... 2
Holly Smith set Arkansas
and SEC records when she
made 23 saves against
Florida at the SEC
Tournament in 1996.
Former standout Mary
Howard was the first
Lady’Back to score four




1. 150 (57g 36a) ............... 1993
2. 149 (48g 53a) ............... 1996
3. 116 (44g 28a) ............... 1997
4. 105 (37g 31a) ............... 2000
5. 104 (36g 32a) ............... 2002
6. 100 (41g 18a) ............... 1987
7. 96 (35g 26a) ................. 2001
8. 94 (35g 24a) ................. 1999
9. 93 (33g 27a) ................. 1990
10. 90 (32g 26a) ................. 1992
90 (35g 20a) ................. 1991
12. 87 (30g 27a) ................. 2003
13. 83 (29g 25a) ................. 1994
14. 81 (29g 23a) ................. 2004
15. 77 (28g 21a) ................. 1998
16. 66 (21g 24a) ................. 1995
17. 53 (21g 11a) ................. 1989
18. 38 (15g 8a) ................... 1988
Goals
1. 57 ................................. 1993
2. 48 ................................. 1996
3. 44 ................................. 1997
4. 41 ................................. 1987
5. 37 ................................. 2000
6. 36 ................................. 2002
7. 35 ................................. 2001
35 ................................. 1999
35 ................................. 1991
10. 33 ................................. 1990
11. 32 ................................. 1992
12. 30 ................................. 2003
13. 29 ................................. 2004
29 ................................. 1994
15. 28 ................................. 1998
16. 21 ................................. 1995
21 ................................. 1989
18. 15 ................................. 1988
Assists
1. 53 ................................. 1996
2. 36 ................................. 1993
3. 32 ................................. 2002
4. 31 ................................. 2000
5. 28 ................................. 1997
6. 27 ................................. 2003
27 ................................. 1990
8. 26 ................................. 2001
26 ................................. 1992
10. 25 ................................. 1994
11. 24 ................................. 1995
24 ................................. 1999
13. 23 ................................. 2004
14. 21 ................................. 1998
15. 20 ................................. 1991
16. 18 ................................. 1987
17. 11 ................................. 1989
18. 8 ................................... 1988
Points per game
1. 7.50 (20 games) ............ 1993
2. 7.10 (21 games) ............ 1996
3. 6.67 (15 games) ............ 1987
4. 6.20 (15 games) ............ 1990
5. 6.11 (19 games) ............ 1997
6. 5.29 (17 games) ............ 1992
7. 5.20 (20 games) ............ 2002
8. 5.00 (21 games) ............ 2000
9. 4.95 (19 games) ............ 1999
10. 4.80 (20 games) ............ 2001
11. 4.74 (19 games) ............ 1991
12. 4.58 (19 games) ............ 2003
13. 4.53 (17 games) ............ 1998
14. 4.26 (19 games) ............ 2004
15. 4.15 (20 games) ............ 1994
16. 3.47 (19 games) ............ 1995
17. 3.31 (16 games) ............ 1989
18. 2.53 (15 games) ............ 1988
Goals per game
1. 2.85 (20 games) ............ 1993
2. 2.73 (15 games) ............ 1987
3. 2.32 (19 games) ............ 1997
4. 2.29 (21 games) ............ 1996
5. 2.20 (15 games) ............ 1990
6. 1.88 (17 games) ............ 1992
7. 1.84 (19 games) ............ 1999
8. 1.84 (19 games) ............ 1991
9. 1.80 (20 games) ............ 2002
10. 1.76 (21 games) ............ 2000
11. 1.75 (20 games) ............ 2001
12. 1.65 (17 games) ............ 1998
13. 1.58 (19 games) ............ 2003
14. 1.53 (19 games) ............ 2004
15. 1.45 (20 games) ............ 1994
16. 1.31 (16 games) ............ 1989
17. 1.11 (19 games) ............ 1995
18. 1.0 (15 games) .............. 1988
Assists per game
1. 2.52 (21 games) ............ 1996
2. 1.80 (20 games) ............ 1993
1.80 (15 games) ............ 1990
4. 1.60 (20 games) ............ 2002
5. 1.53 (17 games) ............ 1992
6. 1.48 (21 games) ............ 2000
7. 1.47 (19 games) ............ 1997
8. 1.42 (19 games) ............ 2003
9. 1.30 (20 games) ............ 2001
10. 1.26 (19 games) ............ 1995
1.26 (19 games) ............ 1999
12. 1.25 (20 games) ............ 1994
13. 1.24 (17 games) ............ 1998
14. 1.21 (19 games) ............ 2004
15. 1.20 (15 games) ............ 1987
16. 1.05 (19 games) ............ 1991
17. 0.69 (16 games) ............ 1989
18. 0.53 (15 games) ............ 1988
GOALKEEPING
Saves
1. 193 (39 GA) .................. 1994
2. 177 (36 GA) .................. 1993
3. 157 (32 GA) .................. 1996
4. 130 (20 GA) .................. 1989
5. 128 (20 GA) .................. 1991
6. 126 (45 GA) .................. 2000
7. 125 (61 GA) .................. 1997
8. 121 (37 GA) .................. 1999
9. 117 (23 GA) .................. 1992
10. 115 (28 GA) .................. 1990
11. 113 (46 GA) .................. 1995
113 (54 GA) .................. 2001
13. 108 (28 GA) .................. 2004
14. 103 (40 GA) .................. 2002
15. 83 (43 GA) .................... 1998
16. 79 (42 GA) .................... 2003
Saves per game
1. 9.65 (20 games) ............ 1994
2. 8.85 (20 games) ............ 1993
3. 8.13 (16 games) ............ 1989
4. 7.67 (15 games) ............ 1990
5. 7.48 (21 games) ............ 1996
6. 6.88 (17 games) ............ 1992
7. 6.58 (19 games) ............ 1997
8. 6.37 (19 games) ............ 1999
9. 6.00 (21 games) ............ 2000
10. 5.95 (19 games) ............ 1995
11. 5.74 (19 games) ............ 1991
12. 5.68 (19 games) ............ 2004
13. 5.65 (20 games) ............ 2001
14. 5.15 (20 games) ............ 2002
15. 4.88 (17 games) ............ 1998
16. 4.16 (19 games) ............ 2003
Goals against avg
1. 1.05 (20 GA, 1670 min) 1991
2. 1.14 (20 GA, 1580 min) 1989
3. 1.25 (23 GA, 1660 min) 1992
4. 1.36 (32 GA, 2115 min) 1996
5. 1.44 (28 GA, 1753 min) 2004
6. 1.66 (36 GA, 1950 min) 1993
7. 1.92 (39 GA, 1830 min) 1994
1.92 (37 GA, 1736 min) 1999
9. 1.94 (28 GA, 1300 min) 1990
10. 1.95 (40 GA, 1844 min) 2002
11. 2.03 (45 GA, 1998 min) 2000
12. 2.16 (42 GA, 1752 min) 2003
13. 2.30 (35 GA) ................. 1987
14. 2.34 (46 GA, 1770 min) 1995
15. 2.50 (43 GA, 1550 min) 1998
16. 2.66 (54 GA, 1827 min) 2001
17. 2.90 (44 GA) ................. 1988
18. 3.16 (61 GA, 1740 min) 1997
Most wins
1. 11 (11-7-3) .................... 1996
11 (11-8-0) .................... 1991
3. 10 (10-10-0) .................. 1993
10 (10-8-0) .................... 1987
5. 8 (8-8-1) ....................... 1992
6. 7 (7-10-2) ...................... 2003
7 (7-12-1) ...................... 2002
7 (7-11-3) ...................... 2000
7 (7-12-0) ...................... 1999
7 (7-11-2) ...................... 1994
7 (7-7-1) ....................... 1990
7 (7-7-2) ....................... 1989
13. 6 (6-11-2) ...................... 2004
6 (6-14-0) ...................... 2001
6 (6-11-0) ...................... 1998
6 (6-12-1) ...................... 1997
17. 5 (5-13-1) ...................... 1995
18. 3 (3-10-2) ...................... 1988
Most ties
1. 3 (7-11-3) ...................... 2000
3 (11-7-3) ...................... 1996
3. 2 (6-11-2) ...................... 2004
2 (7-10-2) ...................... 2003
2 (7-11-2) ...................... 1994
2 (7-7-2) ....................... 1989
2 (3-10-2) ...................... 1988





Arkansas’ 1993 team was its most
prolific on the field setting UA
records for points and goals.
The Lady Razorback 1996 squad
was Arkansas’ most unselfish
with a school record for assists.
They also hold the record for
wins in a season.
* - Some records from the early part of Lady





Most Goals: ........................................... 9
9-0 v. Oral Roberts, 1993;
9-0 v. Stephen F. Austin, 1996;
9-3 v. LSU, 1997
Most Goals Allowed: ............................. 7
7-1 vs. Florida, 1997;
7-2 vs. Georgia, 2003
Largest Margin Victory: ........................ 9
9-0 v. ORU, 1993;
9-0 vs. SFA, 1996
Largest Margin Defeat: .......................... 6
7-1 v. Florida, 1997
Most OT Goals: ..................................... 2
3-1 v. Centenary, 1992;
4-3 v. Oregon St., 1993
Most Opp. OT Goals: ............................ 2
Georgia, 1996
Most Shots: ......................................... 42
v. Alabama, 1994
Fewest Shots: ......................................... 1
v. Arizona, 1997
Most Shots Allowed: ........................... 35
v. Florida, 1997
Fewest Shots Allowed: ........................... 2
v. LSU, 1999
SEASON
Most Wins: ................................  6 (1992)
Most Losses: ............................... 6 (2002)
Most OT Matches: ...................... 4 (1996)
Best Win Pct.: ........................ .750 (1992)
Worst Win Pct.: ..................... .400 (2002)
Longest Win Streak: ..... 4 (1992, ’99, ’00)
Longest Losing Streak: ............... 4 (1995)
Most Goals: .............................. 34 (1993)
Most Goals Allowed: ................ 20 (1997)
Fewest Goals: ............................. 7 (2004)
Fewest Goals Allowed: ............... 7 (1992)
Most Goals Avg.: ................... 3.78 (1993)
Most Goals Allowed Avg.: ..... 2.50 (1997)
Fewest Goals Avg.: ................ .875 (2004)
Fewest Goals Allowed Avg.: .. 0.87 (1992)
Most Shutouts: .................... 4 (1992, ’93)
Consecutive Shutouts: ... 2 (1993,’95,’96,
’99, ’04)
Opponent Shutouts: .................. 4 (1995)
Consecutive Opp. Shutouts: 2 (1995,’99)
Individual Records
GAME
Most Goals: ........................................... 4
Julie Williford v. Texas Tech, 2001;
Julie Williford v. LSU, 2001
Most Assists: .......................................... 3
Ruthie Miller v. Creighton, 1992;
Amy Van Laecke v. Evansville, 1993;
Lindsay Waxler v. SFA, 1996;
Nicole Bynum v. Wisc.-Green Bay, 1999
Most Points: .......................................... 9
Julie Williford v. Texas Tech, 2001
SEASON
Most Goals: ..... 14 (Julie Williford, 2001)
Most Assists: ... 9 (Andie Hickman, 1996)
Most Points: .... 29 (Julie Williford, 2001)
Most Shots: . 53 (Amy Van Laecke, 1993)
CAREER
Most Goals: . 32 (Julie Williford, 2002-03)
Most Assists: . 19 (Holly Collins, 1997-01)
Most Points: ..  74 (Julie Williford, 2002-03)
Most Shots: .. 154 (Julie Williford, 2002-03)
Goalkeeper Records
GAME
Most Saves: ......................................... 20
Kerri Reifel v. Vanderbilt, 1994
Most Shots Faced: ............................... 35
Holly Smith v. Florida, 1997
SEASON
Most Wins: .......... 6 (Molly Myers, 1992)
Most Losses: ......... 5 (Holly Smith, 1995)
Most Saves: .......... 92 (Kerri Reifel, 1992)
Most Shutouts: .... 3 (Holly Smith, 1995);
(Holly Smith 1996);
(Kerri Reifel, 1993)
Most Minutes: .. 919 (Holly Smith, 1996)
Most Goals Against:18 (Holly Smith, ’96)
Least Goals Against 7 (Molly Myers, ’92)
CAREER
Most Wins: .......................................... 13
(Lindsay Haywood, 2000-03)
Most Saves: ... 158 (Kerri Reifel, 1992-94)
Most Shutouts: .. 6.5 (Kerri Reifel, 1992-94)
Most Minutes: ........................... 2,240:04
(Lindsay Haywood, 2000-03)
Top 10 Lady Razorback Crowds
1,709 ..... 10/12/01, South Carolina, S.C. 0-2
1,374 ........... 10/13/00, Auburn, Ark. 3-2
938 ............. 10/22/99, Kentucky, Ky. 1-4
742 ............. 10/15/04, Auburn, Aub. 0-1
737 ............. 10/17/04, Alabama, Ala. 1-3
702 .................... 10/10/99, LSU, Ark. 3-0
685 ........... 10/24/99, Vanderbilt, VU 0-1
656 .... 9/17/95, Central Florida, Tied 1-1
653 .. 10/22/04, South Carolina, S.C. 0-1
















The Last Time It Happened at
Lady’Back Field
For Arkansas
Hat Trick: ................................... 11/2/01
Julie Williford v. LSU
Three Consecutive Games with a Goal:
Julie Williford, 2003
More than 20 Shots: .................. 9/30/03
24, Drury
More than 10 Shots on Goal: .. 10/10/03
11, Mississippi State
More than 15 Saves: .................. 9/22/96
16, Holly Smith v. Missouri
Opponent Less than 10 Shots: . 10/17/04
9, Alabama
More than 500 Fans: ................ 10/22/04
653, South Carolina
More than 750 Fans: ................ 10/12/01
1,709, South Carolina
More than 1,000 Fans: ................. 10/12/01
1,709, South Carolina
For Opponents
Hat Trick: .......................................... Never
Holly Collins ended
her career in 2001
holding the
Lady’Back Field
record for assists in
a career.
Julie Williford (top left) shattered Arkansas’ records for goals and
points in a season and a career, breaking the records of former
Lady’Back Brittany Burns (bottom left).
Lindsay Haywood (right)
picked up her 13th win at
Lady’Back Field in 2003,
completing her career with





8/27 @ SE Missouri L 2-3
8/29 Tulsa W 1-0
9/3 SW Missouri W 1-0
9/5 Oklahoma L 1-2
9/7 @ Oral Roberts L 0-1
9/10 vs. Grambling % W 4-0
9/12 vs. Southern % W 11-0
9/19 @ Old Dominion L 1-3
9/24 Vanderbilt W 2-1
9/26 Kentucky T 1-1 2OT
10/1 @ Mississippi St. W 2-1 OT
10/3 @ Ole Miss L 0-3
10/8 @ Tennessee L 1-3
10/10 @ Georgia T 0-0 2OT
10/15 Auburn L 0-1
10/17 Alabama L 1-3
10/22 South Carolina L 0-1
10/24 @ Florida L 1-2
10/29 @ LSU L 0-3
% Bulldog Classic (Huntsville, Ala.)
2003 (7-10-2/3-6-0 SEC)
8/29 @ Oklahoma L 1-3
8/31 @ Tulsa L 1-2
9/3 Oral Roberts W 3-1
9/5 vs. Arizona $ W 3-2
9/7 vs. Purdue $ L 0-4
9/12 William & Mary % T 1-1 2OT
9/14 Old Dominion % T 1-1 2OT
9/21 @ George Mason W 3-0
9/30 Drury W 2-0
10/3 @ Vanderbilt W 2-0
10/5 @ Kentucky L 2-3 OT
10/10 Mississippi State W 4-2
10/12 Ole Miss L 1-4
10/17 Tennessee L 0-4
10/19 Georgia L 2-7
10/24 @ Auburn L 0-2
10/26 @ Alabama L 1-3
10/31 LSU W 3-2
11/2 Oklahoma State L 0-1
$ Nike Missouri Tournament
% Fayetteville Athletic Club Classic
2002 (7-12-1/3-5-1 SEC)
8/30 @ Washington L 1-4
9/1 @ Portland State L 2-3
9/4 Tulsa L 1-2
9/6 SE Missouri W 2-1
9/8 Oklahoma L 0-3
9/13 Kansas L 2-3
9/15 Oklahoma State L 1-2
9/20 @ Old Dominion W 5-2
9/22 @ Navy L 0-3
9/25 @ Drury W 3-0
10/2 Louisiana-Monroe W 6-0
10/4 @ Miss. State L 0-3
10/6 @ Ole Miss L 1-2
10/11 @ South Carolina W 2-1 2OT
10/13 @ Florida L 1-2
10/18 Auburn L 1-2 2OT
10/20 Alabama W 2-0
10/25 Kentucky L 1-3
10/27 Vanderbilt W 4-3
11/3 @ LSU T 1-1 2OT
2001 (6-14-0/2-7-0 SEC)
9/2 Texas Tech W 6-1
9/7 @ San Diego L 0-2
9/9 @ Pepperdine L 1-4
9/18 @ Tulsa L 0-1
9/21 @ William & Mary! L 0-2
9/23 George Mason ! L 0-4
9/25 Drury W 3-1
9/28 @ Wisc.-Green Bay W 4-3
9/30 @ Wisc.-Milwaukee L 0-5
10/5 Mississippi State W 4-1
10/7 Ole Miss L 1-2 2OT
10/12 South Carolina L 0-2
10/14 Florida L 1-4
10/19 @ Auburn L 0-2
10/21 @ Alabama L 2-3
10/24 SW Missouri W 4-0
10/26 @ Tennessee L 1-3
10/28 @ Georgia L 1-6
11/2 LSU W 6-5 OT
11/4 @ Oklahoma L 1-3
! Tribe Invitational (Williamsburg, Va.)
2000 (7-11-3/3-5-1 SEC)
8/27 @ Colo. College L 1-4
9/1 @ Baylor T 1-1 OT
9/3 SMU ! L 0-4
9/7 Texas L 2-3 OT
9/9 TCU T 0-0 OT
9/15 @ Hawai’i W 1-0
9/16 Loyola Mary. * L 2-3 OT
9/20 SW Missouri W 3-2
9/24 @ LSU L 0-1
9/27 Tulsa L 2-3
9/29 @ Miss. State W 1-0
10/1 @ Ole Miss L 2-4
10/6 Tennessee L 1-3
10/8 Georgia T 2-2 OT
10/10 Drury W 3-1
10/13 Auburn W 3-2
10/15 Alabama W 5-2
10/20 @ Vanderbilt L 0-4
10/22 @ Kentucky L 1-2
10/27 Mercer W 6-0
11/2 Florida # L 1-4
! Waco, Texas * Honolulu, Hawai’i
# SEC Championship (Athens, Ga.)
1999 (7-12-0/4-5 SEC)
8/29 @ Tulsa L 1-4
9/3 @ Texas L 0-1
9/5 @ Texas Tech W 2-0
9/10 Ole Miss L 1-2
9/12 Miss. State W 8-0
9/17 @ San Francisco L 0-3
9/19 @ California L 0-2
9/24 @ South Carolina L 0-1
9/26 @ Florida L 0-5
10/1 Wisc.-Green Bay W 6-3
10/2 Colorado College W 3-0
10/8 @ SW Missouri L 1-2 OT
10/10 LSU W 3-0
10/15 @ Auburn W 3-0
10/17 @ Alabama W 3-2 OT
10/22 Kentucky L 1-4
10/24 Vanderbilt L 0-1
10/31 Oklahoma L 0-3
11/3 Florida # L 3-4
# SEC Championship (Nashville, Tenn.)
1998 (6-11-0/2-6 SEC)
9/1 @ Drury W 3-0
9/4 Oklahoma L 1-2
9/6 Oklahoma State L 1-2
9/11 @ Miss. State W 1-0 OT
9/13 @ Mississippi L 1-2
9/18 Mercer W 5-4 OT
9/25 @ Tennessee L 0-5
9/27 @ Georgia L 0-5
10/4 Purdue W 5-1
10/9 @ UMBC L 1-2
10/11 @ Navy L 1-3
10/16 Auburn W 3-1
10/18 Alabama L 1-2
10/23 Vanderbilt L 1-4
10/25 @ LSU L 0-4
10/28 Oral Roberts W 4-1
10/31 @ Ohio State L 1-5
1997 (6-12-1/2-6 SEC)
8/30 Arizona L 0-3
9/5 @ Texas Christian W 2-1
9/7 @ North Texas L 1-5
9/12 Ole Miss L 1-2
9/14 Miss. State W 4-0
9/19 @ Creighton L 2-3
9/21 @ Nebraska L 0-8
9/26 South Carolina L 1-2
9/28 Florida L 1-7
10/5 @ Oklahoma St. L 2-3
10/10 @ Kansas T 2-2 OT
10/12 @ Missouri W 3-1
10/17 @ Auburn L 1-2
10/19 @ Alabama L 3-5
10/24 @ Kentucky L 0-3
10/26 LSU W 9-3
10/31 Memphis W 4-2
11/2 SW Missouri W 5-1
11/6 Vanderbilt# L 3-8
# SEC Championship (Gainesville, Fla.)
1996 (11-7-3/4-3-1 SEC)
9/2 @ SMU L 1-3
9/6 @ Wyoming W 1-0
9/8 @ Colo. College L 1-2
9/13 Georgia L 2-4 OT
9/15 @ Tennessee W 1-0
9/17 Texas-El Paso W 3-0
9/20 Kansas W 4-0
9/22 Missouri L 1-2 OT
9/27 @ Miss. State L 0-1 OT
9/29 @ Ole Miss W 3-2
10/6 Stephen F. Austin W 9-0
10/12 @ Memphis W 3-2
10/15 @ Oral Roberts W 1-0
10/18 Alabama T 3-3 OT
10/20 Auburn W 4-1
10/27 Vanderbilt L 1-5
10/29 @ LSU W 2-0
11/3 Tulsa T 3-3 OT
11/7 Vanderbilt# T 0-0
11/9 Georgia# W 3-1
11/10 Florida^ L 2-3 OT
# SEC Championship (Lexington, Ky.)




9/2 @ Texas L 0-3
9/4 Texas A&M! L 3-8
9/8 Mississippi St. W 2-1 OT
9/10 Ole Miss W 2-1
9/16 Wyoming# W 2-0
9/17 Central Florida#$ T 1-1
9/22 Florida L 0-2
9/24 South Carolina W 5-0
9/26 @ Tulsa L 0-1
9/30 Memphis W 2-0
10/1 Nebraska L 0-3
10/7 Stanford* L 0-6
10/9 Oregon State* L 0-2
10/14 @ Alabama L 1-4
10/15 @ Auburn L 1-4
10/20 @ LSU L 1-2
10/22 @ Kentucky L 0-2
10/24 Oral Roberts L 1-2
10/28 SMU L 0-4
! at Plano, TX #Ark. Adidas Classic
$ UCF won on PKs, 5-4* at Corvalis, OR
1994 (7-11-2/0-3-1 SEC)
9/3 New Mexico* W 3-1
9/4 Centenary* L 0-1
9/9 Mercer W 1-0
9/17 Duke! L 1-3
9/18 @ North Carolina L 0-9
9/21 @ Tulsa L 0-1
9/24 Auburn T 2-2
9/25 Alabama L 0-2
9/30 Texas T 1-1 OT
10/2 Colorado College W 2-1
10/7 FIUl# W 4-1
10/9 @ Central Florida L 1-2 OT
10/18 @ Oral Roberts W 4-0
10/21 @ Vanderbilt L 2-3
10/23 @ Kentucky L 1-2
10/26 Tulsa W 2-0
10/28 @ SMU L 0-2
10/30 @Texas A&M L 1-3
11/5 Kentucky% W 4-2
11/6 Vanderbilt% L 0-3
* at Plano, TX ! at Chapel Hill, NC
# at Orlando, FL
% SEC Championship (Fayetteville, Ark.)
1993 (10-10)
9/4 Washington State* L 3-2 OT
9/6 Texas A&M* W 2-1 OT
9/11 Missouri Valley W 4-0
9/15 @ Tulsa W 1-0
9/19 SMU W 2-0
9/25 Stanford L 0-3
9/26 Evansville W 6-0
10/1 Washington$ W 3-2 OT
10/3 Cal-Berkeley$ L 1-2
10/6 Tulsa L 3-4
10/9 @ NC-Greensboro L 1-3
10/11 @ Maryland L 2-3
10/16 Oral Roberts W 9-0
10/17 Oregon State W 4-3 OT
10/22 @ Mercer L 0-2
10/23 NC State# W 4-2
10/30 Creighton L 3-2
10/31 FIU L 1-2 OT
11/5 Auburn% W 8-0
11/6 Vanderbilt% L 2-3 OT
* at Plano, TX $ at Washington St.
# at Mercer
% SEC Championship (Nashville, Tenn.)
1992 (8-8-1)
9/7 Texas A&M* W 4-0
9/12 Kentucky# W 2-0
9/13 @ SIU-Edwardsville T 0-0 OT
9/19 William Woods W 8-0
9/20 Virginia L 1-3
9/26 Vanderbilt W 1-0
9/30 @ SMU L 1-3
10/5 @ Tulsa L 0-3
10/10 Central Florida$ L 0-1 OT
10/11 @ FIU L 0-1 OT
10/14 Tulsa L 0-1
10/17 Missouri Valley W 2-0
10/19 UNC-Greensboro W 3-2 OT
10/23 @ North Carolina L 1-7
10/25 @ NC State L 0-1
10/30 Creighton W 6-0
11/1 Centenary W 3-1 OT
* at Plano, TX # at SIU-Edwardsville
$ at Fla. International
1991 (11-8)
9/8 SIU-Edwardsville W 2-0
9/12 @ Tulsa L 0-2
9/14 Missouri-St. Louis W 2-0
9/15 Missouri-Rolla W 8-0
9/21 SMU L 0-2
9/22 Louisville W 3-0
9/28 @ Colo. College L 0-2
9/29 Wash. State* W 3-2
10/6 @ NC-Greensboro W 1-0
10/7 Davidson# W 2-1
10/8 @ Virginia L 0-1 OT
10/12 Missouri Valley W 1-0
10/13 William Woods W 5-0
10/16 Tulsa W 2-0
10/20 @ Vanderbilt W 2-1
10/25 @ Creighton L 0-1
10/26 Metro State! L 2-3
11/2 @ Xavier L 1-3
11/3 @ Dayton L 1-2
# at Greensboro, NC ! at Omaha, NE
* at Colorado Springs, CO
1990 (7-7-1)
9/8 Vanderbilt W 2-1
9/12 @ Tulsa L 2-3 OT
9/15 Denver! L 2-3
9/16 Wright State W 3-2
9/22 Regis$ W 4-1
9/23 @ Colo. College L 1-6
9/28 SMU# L 0-4
9/30 @ Texas Christian T 1-1 OT
10/13 @ Missouri Valley L 2-3 OT
10/14 @ Missouri-Rolla W 9-0
10/21 Texas A&M W 3-1 OT
10/24 Tulsa L 0-1
10/27 Southern Illinois% W 2-1
10/28 @ Missouri-SL% W 2-0
11/4 Creighton L 0-1
! at Omaha, NE % UMSL Tournament
$ at Boulder, CO # at Forth Worth, TX
1989 (7-7-2)
9/8 Regis* W 2-1
9/10 @ NE Missouri St. L 0-2
9/11 Quincy* L 0-2
9/13 @ Tulsa L 2-5 OT
9/16 @ Creighton W 2-1
9/17 Neb. Wesleyan! W 1-0
9/24 Southern Illinois L 1-2 OT
10/7 @ Louisville W 4-1
10/8 @ Vanderbilt L 0-1 OT
10/15 Missouri-Rolla W 2-0
10/18 Tulsa W 1-0
10/23 Missouri Valley T 1-1 OT
10/27 @ SW Texas L 1-2
10/28 @ Texas A&M T 0-0 OT
11/4 Texas Christian L 0-2
11/5 Creighton W 4-0
* at Kirksville, MO ! at Omaha, NE
1988 (3-10-2)
9/10 @ Missouri-Rolla T 2-2
9/11 Texas A&M L 0-3
9/14 @ Tulsa L 0-8
9/23 @ Alabama L 0-3
9/24 @ Huntington W 3-1
9/25 Boca Raton* L 0-4
9/30 @ NE Missouri St. L 0-4
10/2 @ Missouri Valley L 0-2
10/8 Missouri Baptist T 2-2
10/12 Tulsa L 0-2
10/15 Vanderbilt L 1-4
10/18 Oral Roberts W 4-0
10/22 @ Southern Illinois W 2-1
10/29 @ SMU L 0-6
10/30 @ Texas Christian L 1-2
*at Kirksville, MO
1987 (10-8)
9/12 @ Rockhurst W 5-2
9/19 @ SW Missouri St. W 7-1
9/20 @ Maryville Col. L 0-3
9/26 Houston Baptist W 4-0
9/27 Houston Baptist W 2-0
9/29 Texas Christian L 0-2
10/3 Rhodes College W 3-0
10/3 Trinity W 4-0
10/4 Trinity W 5-0
10/10 Rockhurst W 3-0
10/11 SMU L 0-4
10/17 Tulsa L 0-2
10/24 @ Houston Baptist W 7-1
10/25 @ Houston Baptist W 3-2
10/29 @ Barry University L 1-6
10/30 @ Boca Raton L 1-7
11/1 Columbia* L 2-5
11/8 @ Vanderbilt L 1-2
*at Miami, FL
1986 (3-9)
9/14 Texas Christian L 0-10
9/17 Missouri Valley L 0-8
9/18 Missouri Valley L 0-8
9/21 @ Texas A&M W 1-0*
9/27 Baylor L 2-5
9/28 Rockhurst W 1-0*
10/11 @ Texas Christian L 1-4
10/12 @ Baylor L 1-5
10/18 SW Missouri St. W 4-0
10/25 @ SMU L 0-7
10/26 @ North Texas L 1-7




1988 L 0-3 Tuscaloosa, Ala.
1994 L 0-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1995 L 1-4 Tuscaloosa, Ala.
1996 T 3-3 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
1997 L 3-5 Tuscaloosa, Ala.
1998 L 1-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1999 W 3-2 OT Tuscaloosa, Ala.
2000 W 5-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
2001 L 2-3 Tuscaloosa, Ala.
2002 W 2-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
2003 L 1-3 Tuscaloosa, Ala.
2004 L 1-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
ARIZONA (0-1-0)
1997 L 0-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
2003 W 3-2 Columbia, Mo.
AUBURN (5-6-1)
1993 W 8-0 Nashville, Tenn.
1994 T 2-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1995 L 1-4 Auburn, Ala.
1996 W 4-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
1997 L 1-2 Auburn, Ala.
1998 W 3-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
1999 W 3-0 Auburn, Ala.
2000 W 3-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
2001 L 0-2 Auburn, Ala.
2002 L 1-2 2OT Fayetteville, Ark.
2003 L 0-2 Auburn, Ala.
2004 L 0-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
BARRY (0-1-0)
1987 L 1-6 Miami Shores, Fla.
BAYLOR (0-2-1)
1986 L 2-5 Fayetteville, Ark.
1986 L 1-5 Waco, Texas
2000 T 0-0 Waco, Texas
BOCA RATON (0-2-0)
1987 L 1-7 Boca Raton, Fla.
1988 L 0-4 Kirksville, Mo.
CALIFORNIA-BERKELEY (0-2-0)
1993 L 1-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1999 L 0-2 Berkeley, Calif.
CENTENARY (1-1-0)
1992 W 3-1 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
1994 L 0-1 Plano, Texas
CENTRAL FLORIDA (0-2-1)
1992 L 0-1 OT Miami, Fla.
1994 L 1-2 OT Orlando, Fla.
1995 T 1-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
COLORADO COLLEGE (2-4-0)
1990 L 1-6 Colo. Springs, Colo.
1991 L 0-2 Colo. Springs, Colo.
1994 W 2-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
1996 L 1-2 Colo. Springs, Colo.
1999 W 3-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
2000 L 0-4 Colo. Springs, Colo.
COLUMBIA (0-1-0)
1987 L 2-5 Miami, Fla.
CREIGHTON (3-4-0)
1989 W 2-1 Omaha, Neb.
1989 W 4-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1990 L 0-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
1991 L 0-1 Omaha, Neb.
1992 W 6-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1993 L 2-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
1997 L 2-3 Omaha, Neb.
DAVIDSON (1-0-0)
1991 W 2-1 Greensboro, N.C.
DAYTON (0-1-0)
1991 L 1-2 Dayton, Ohio
DENVER (0-1-0)
1990 L 2-3 Omaha, Neb.
DRURY (5-0-0)
1998 W 3-0 Springfield, Mo.
2000 W 3-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2001 W 3-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2002 W 3-0 Springfield, Mo.
2003 W 2-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
DUKE (0-1-0)
1994 L 1-3 Chapel Hill, N.C.
EVANSVILLE (1-0-0)
1993 W 6-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
FLORIDA (0-9-0)
1995 L 0-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1996 L 2-3 OT Lexington, Ky.
1997 L 1-7 Fayetteville, Ark.
1999 L 0-5 Gainesville, Fla.
1999 L 3-4 Nashville, Tenn.
2000 L 1-4 Athens, Ga.
2001 L 1-4 Fayetteville, Ark.
2002 L 1-2 Gainesville, Fla.
2004 L 1-2 Gainesville, Fla.
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL (1-2-0)
1992 L 0-1 Miami, Fla.
1993 L 1-2 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
1993 W 4-1 Orlando, Fla.
GEORGE MASON (1-1-0)
2001 L 0-4 Williamsburg, Va.
2003 W 3-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
GEORGIA (1-4-2)
1996 L 2-4 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
1996 W 3-1 Lexington, Ky.
1998 L 0-5 Athens, Ga.
2000 T 2-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
2001 L 1-6 Athens, Ga.
2003 L 2-7 Fayetteville, Ark.
2004 T 0-0 Athens, Ga.
GRAMBLING (1-0-0)
2004 W 4-0 Huntsville, Ala.
HAWAI’I (1-0-0)
2000 W 1-0 Honolulu, Hawai’i
HOUSTON BAPTIST (4-0-0)
1987 W 4-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1987 W 2-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1987 W 7-1 Houston, Texas
1987 W 3-2 Houston, Texas
HUNTINGTON (1-0-0)
1988 W 3-1 Huntington, Ind.
KANSAS (1-1-1)
1996 W 4-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1997 T 2-2 OT Lawrence, Kan.
2002 L 2-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
KENTUCKY (2-7-1)
1992 W 2-0 Edwardsville, Ill.
1994 L 1-2 Lexington, Ky.
1994 W 4-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1995 L 0-2 Lexington, Ky.
1997 L 0-3 Lexington, Ky.
1999 L 1-4 Fayetteville, Ark.
2000 L 1-2 Lexington, Ky.
2002 L 1-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
2003 L 2-3 OT Lexington, Ky.
2004 T 1-1 2OT Fayetteville, Ark.
LOUISIANA-MONROE (1-0-0)
2002 W 6-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
LOUISIANA STATE (5-4-1)
1995 L 1-2 Baton Rouge, La.
1996 W 2-0 Baton Rouge, La.
1997 W 9-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
1998 L 0-4 Baton Rouge, La.
1999 W 3-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
2000 L 0-1 Baton Rouge, La.
2001 W 6-5 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
2002 T 1-1 2OT Baton Rouge, La.
2003 W 3-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
2004 L 0-3 Baton Rouge, La.
LOUISVILLE (2-0-0)
1989 W 4-1 Louisville, Ky.
1991 W 3-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
LOYOLA MARYMOUNT (0-1-0)
2000 L 2-3 OT Honolulu, Hawai’i
MARYLAND (0-1-0)
1993 L 2-3 College Park, Md.
MD - BALTIMORE COUNTY (0-1-0)
1998 L 1-2 Baltimore, Md.
MARYVILLE (0-1-0)
1987 L 0-3 St. Louis, Mo.
MEMPHIS (3-0-0)
1995 W 2-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1996 W 3-2 Memphis, Tenn.
1997 W 4-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
MERCER (3-1-0)
1993 L 0-2 Macon, Ga.
1994 W 1-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1998 W 5-4 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
2000 W 6-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
METRO STATE (0-1-0)
1991 L 2-3 Omaha, Neb.
MISSISSIPPI (2-8-0)
1995 W 2-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
1996 W 3-2 Oxford, Miss.
1997 L 1-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1998 L 1-2 Oxford, Miss.
1999 L 1-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
2000 L 2-4 Oxford, Miss.
2001 L 1-2 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
2002 L 1-2 Oxford, Miss.
2003 L 1-4 Fayetteville, Ark.
2004 L 0-3 Oxford, Miss.
MISSISSIPPI STATE (8-2-0)
1995 W 2-1 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
1996 L 0-1 OT Starkville, Miss.
1997 W 4-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1998 W 1-0 OT Starkville, Miss.
1999 W 8-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
2000 W 1-0 Starkville, Miss.
2001 W 4-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2002 L 0-3 Starkville, Miss.
2003 W 4-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
2004 W 2-1 OT Starkville, Miss.
MISSOURI (1-1-0)
1996 L 1-2 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
1997 W 3-1 Columbia, Mo.
MISSOURI BAPTIST (0-0-1)
1988 T 2-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
MISSOURI - ROLLA (3-1-1)
1986 L 1-16 Rolla, Mo.
1988 T 2-2 Rolla, Mo.
1989 W 2-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1990 W 9-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1991 W 8-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
MISSOURI - ST. LOUIS (2-0-0)
1990 W 2-0 St. Louis, Mo.
1991 W 2-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
MISSOURI VALLEY (3-4-1)
1986 L 0-8 Fayetteville, Ark.
1986 L 0-8 Fayetteville, Ark.
1988 L 0-2 Marshall, Mo.
1989 T 1-1 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
1990 L 2-3 OT Marshall, Mo.
1991 W 1-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1992 W 2-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1993 W 4-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
NAVY (0-2-0)
1998 L 0-3 Annapolis, Md.
2002 L 0-3 Annapolis, Md.
NEBRASKA (0-2-0)
1995 L 0-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
1997 L 0-8 Lincoln, Neb.
NEBRASKA WESLEYAN (1-0-0)
1989 W 1-0 Omaha, Neb.
NEW MEXICO (1-0-0)
1994 W 3-1 Plano, Texas
NORTH CAROLINA (0-2-0)
1992 L 1-7 Chapel Hill, N.C.
1994 L 0-9 Chapel Hill, N.C.
UNC - GREENSBORO (2-1-0)
1991 W 1-0 Greensboro, N.C.
1992 W 3-2 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
1993 L 1-3 Greensboro, N.C.
NORTH CAROLINA STATE (1-1-0)
1992 L 0-1 Raleigh, N.C.
1993 W 4-2 Macon, Ga.
NORTH TEXAS (0-2-0)
1986 L 1-7 Denton, Texas
1997 L 1-5 Denton, Texas
NE MISSOURI STATE (0-2-0)
1988 L 0-4 Maryville, Mo.




1998 L 1-5 Columbus, Ohio
OKLAHOMA (0-6-0)
1998 L 1-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1999 L 0-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
2001 L 1-3 Norman, Okla.
2002 L 0-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
2003 L 1-3 Norman, Okla.
2004 L 1-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
OKLAHOMA STATE (0-4-0)
1997 L 2-3 Stillwater, Okla.
1998 L 1-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
2002 L 1-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
2003 L 0-1 Stillwater, Okla.
OLD DOMINION (1-1-1)
2002 W 5-2 Norfolk, Va.
2003 T 1-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2004 L 1-3 Norfolk, Va.
ORAL ROBERTS (6-2-0)
1988 W 4-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1993 W 9-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1994 W 4-0 Tulsa, Okla.
1995 L 1-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1996 W 1-0 Tulsa, Okla.
1998 W 4-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2003 W 3-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2004 L 0-1 Tulsa, Okla.
OREGON STATE (1-1-0)
1993 W 4-3 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
1995 L 0-2 Corvallis, Ore.
PEPPERDINE (0-1-0)
2001 L 1-4 Malibu, Calif.
PORTLAND STATE (0-1-0)
2002 L 2-3 Beaverton, Ore.
PURDUE (1-0-0)
1998 W 5-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2003 L 0-4 Columbia, Mo.
QUINCY (0-1-0)
1989 L 0-2 Kirksville, Mo.
REGIS (2-0-0)
1989 W 2-1 Kirksville, Mo.
1990 W 4-1 Boulder, Colo.
RHODES (1-0-0)
1987 W 3-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
ROCKHURST (3-0-0)
1986 W 1-0 F
1987 W 5-2 Kansas City, Mo.
1987 W 3-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
SAN DIEGO (0-1-0)
2001 L 0-2 San Diego, Calif.
SAN FRANCISCO (0-1-0)
1999 L 0-3 San Francisco, Calif.
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS (2-1-0)
1988 W 2-1 Carbondale, Ill.
1989 L 1-2 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
1990 W 2-1 Carbondale, Ill.
SIU - EDWARDSVILLE (1-0-1)
1991 W 2-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1992 T 0-0 OT Edwardsville, Ill.
SOUTH CAROLINA (2-4-0)
1995 W 5-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1997 L 1-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1999 L 0-1 Columbia, S.C.
2001 L 0-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
2002 W 2-1 2OT Columbia, S.C.
2004 L 0-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI (1-1-0)
2002 W 2-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2004 L 2-3 Cape Girardeau, Mo.
SOUTHERN (1-0-0)
2004 W 11-0 Huntsville, Ala.
SOUTHERN METHODIST (1-10-0)
1986 L 0-7 Dallas, Texas
1987 L 0-4 Fayetteville, Ark.
1988 L 0-6 Dallas, Texas
1990 L 0-4 Ft. Worth, Texas
1991 L 0-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1992 L 1-3 Dallas, Texas
1993 W 2-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1994 L 0-2 Dallas, Texas
1995 L 0-4 Fayetteville, Ark.
1996 L 1-3 Dallas, Texas
2000 L 0-4 Waco, Texas
SOUTHWEST MISSOURI (6-1-0)
1986 W 4-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1987 W 7-1 Springfield, Mo.
1997 W 5-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
1999 L 1-2 OT Springfield, Mo.
2000 W 3-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
2001 W 4-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
2004 W 1-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
STANFORD (0-2-0)
1993 L 0-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
1995 L 0-6 Corvallis, Ore.
STEPHEN F. AUSTIN (1-0-0)
1996 W 9-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
TENNESSEE (1-5-0)
1996 W 1-0 Knoxville, Tenn.
1998 L 0-5 Knoxville, Tenn.
2000 L 1-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
2001 L 1-3 Knoxville, Tenn.
2003 L 0-4 Fayetteville, Ark.
2004 L 1-3 Knoxville, Tenn.
TEXAS (0-3-1)
1994 T 1-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
1995 L 0-3 Austin, Texas
1999 L 0-1 Austin, Texas
2000 L 2-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
TEXAS - EL PASO (1-0-0)
1997 W 3-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
TEXAS A&M (4-3-1)
1986 W 1-0 F
1988 L 0-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
1989 T 0-0 OT College St., Texas
1990 W 3-1 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
1992 W 4-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1993 W 2-1 OT Plano, Texas
1994 L 1-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
1995 L 3-8 Plano, Texas
TEXAS CHRISTIAN (1-5-2)
1986 L 0-10 Fayetteville, Ark.
1986 L 1-4 Fort Worth, Texas
1987 L 0-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1988 L 1-2 Fort Worth, Texas
1989 L 0-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1990 T 1-1 OT Fort Worth, Texas
1997 W 2-1 Fort Worth, Texas
2000 T 0-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
TEXAS STATE (0-1-0)
1989 L 1-2 San Marcos, Texas
TEXAS TECH (2-0-0)
1999 W 2-0 Lubbock, Texas
2001 W 6-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
TRINITY (2-0-0)
1987 W 4-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1987 W 5-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
TULSA (5-17-1)
1987 L 0-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1988 L 0-8 Tulsa, Okla.
1988 L 0-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
1989 L 2-5 OT Tulsa, Okla.
1989 W 1-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1990 L 2-3 OT Tulsa, Okla.
1990 L 0-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
1991 L 0-2 Tulsa, Okla.
1991 W 2-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1992 L 0-3 Tulsa, Okla.
1992 L 0-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
1993 W 1-0 Tulsa, Okla.
1991 L 3-4 Fayetteville, Ark.
1994 L 0-1 Tulsa, Okla.
1994 W 2-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1995 L 0-1 Tulsa, Okla.
1996 T 3-3 OT Fayetteville, Ark.
1999 L 0-4 Tulsa, Okla.
2000 L 2-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
2001 L 0-1 Tulsa, Okla.
2002 L 1-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
2003 L 1-2 Tulsa, Okla.
2004 W 1-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
VANDERBILT (4-10-1)
1987 L 1-2 Nashville, Tenn.
1989 L 0-1 OT Nashville, Tenn.
1990 W 2-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
1991 W 2-1 Nashville, Tenn.
1992 W 1-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1993 L 2-3 OT Nashville, Tenn.
1994 L 2-3 Nashville, Tenn.
1994 L 0-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
1996 L 1-5 Fayetteville, Ark.
1996 T 0-0 * Lexington, Ky.
1997 L 3-8 Fayetteville, Ark.
1998 L 1-4 Fayetteville, Ark.
1999 L 0-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
2000 L 0-4 Nashville, Tenn.
2002 W 4-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
2003 W 2-0 Nashville, Tenn.
2004 W 2-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
* Arkansas Wins in Penalty Kicks 4-3
VIRGINIA (0-2-0)
1991 L 0-1 OT Charlottesville, Va.
1992 L 1-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
WASHINGTON (1-1-0)
1993 W 3-2 Pullman, Wash.
2002 L 1-4 Seattle, Wash.
WASHINGTON STATE (1-1-0)
1991 W 3-2 Colo. Springs, Colo.
1993 L 2-3 OT Plano, Texas
WILLIAM WOODS (2-0-0)
1991 W 5-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1992 W 8-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
WILLIAM & MARY (0-1-1)
2001 L 0-4 Williamsburg, Va.
2003 T 1-1 Fayetteville, Ark.
WISCONSIN-GREEN BAY (2-0-0)
1999 W 6-3 Fayetteville, Ark.
2001 W 4-3 Green Bay, Wisc.
WISCONSIN-MILWAUKEE (0-1-0)
2001 L 0-5 Milwaukee, Wisc.
WRIGHT STATE (1-0-0)
1990 W 3-2 Fayetteville, Ark.
WYOMING (2-0-0)
1995 W 2-0 Fayetteville, Ark.
1996 W 1-0 Laramie, Wyo.
XAVIER (0-1-0)
1991 L 1-3 Cincinnati, Ohio





















Lady Razorback Honors and Awards
SEC Player of the Year
Honey Marsh (1993)
National Soccer Coaches




























#6 Central Region (1997)
#4 Central Region (1999)
#1 Central Region (2000)
#15 National (1999)
Top 20 National (2000)
Top 10 Central Region (2002)
Best Media Guide
#8 Central Region (1999)
#7 Central Region (2000)



































Angie Armstrong (S’93,F’93, ’94)
Natalie Balash (S’96)
Megan Bals (S’99, F’00, S’02)
Hanna Bjorklund (F’96, S’97, F’97, S’98)
Devon Burger (S’04)
Holly Collins (S’01)
Allison Harris (F’03, S’04, F’04)
Lindsay Haywood (F’00, S’01)
Allie Hennis (F’95, F’96, F’97, S’98)
Kristie Holman (S’04)
Chrysti Jordan (F’93, S’95)
Mary Langston (S’01)
Kelly Mackey (F’89, S’90)
Kim Mackey (S’90)
Honey Marsh (S’93, F’94, S’95)
Anne Marx (S’97)
Beth McLaughlin (S’90)
Kimberly Mourton (F’96, S’97, S’99, F’99, S’00)
Hilary Petersen (F’93, F’94)
Reagan Rodriguez (S’04)
Andrea Sparks (F’04)
Amy VanLaecke (F’93, S’94)
Kimberly Mourton was the






made her a prime choice for
the SEC Good Works Team
in 2001.
Julie Williford’s 13 goal,
30-point effort her senior
season earned her first-
team all-SEC honors.
Honey Marsh was the
SEC’s first-ever Player
of the Year in 1993.














Amy Van Laecke (1993)
SEC Athlete of the Week
Brittany Burns (9/24/96)
Sarah Gwisdala (9/28/04)
Julie Williford (9/3/01), (9/15/03)





Lady Razorback Honors and Awards





Megan Bals (F’98, F’99, S’00)
Devon Burger (F’03, F’04)
Megan Burke (S’01)
Holly Collins (S’98, F’00, F’01, S’02)
Christy Comstock (F’91)
Kendall Cox (S’02)






Lindsay Haywood (F’01, S’02, S’04)
Allie Hennis (S’95, S’96, S’97)
Mindy Hollingshead (S’01, F’01)
Kristie Holman (F’03, F’04)
Chrysti Jordan (S’93)
Kathy Krupa (S’94, F’94, S’95, F’95, S’96)
Christina Lachut (F’04)
Mary Langston (S’00, F’00, F’01, S’02)
Jackie Lemons (F’03)
Kelly Mackey (F’90, S’91)
Kim Mackey (F’89)
Honey Marsh (F’91, F’93, S’94)
Anne Marx (S’93,F’93,S’94,F’94,F’95,S’96,F’96)
Megan McCool (F-04)
Morgan McCord (F’03, S’04)
Debbie McGoldrick (S’99)
Beth McLaughlin (S’91)
Blair Miller (F’03, S’04)
Kim Mourton (S’98, F’98)
Molly Myers (F’90, S’91)
Angie Nance (S’92)
Katie Nawrocki (S’99)
Courtney Neal (F’00, S’01)
Kris Norton (F’95)
Michal-Lynn O’Kelley (S’01)
Lisa Owen (F’90, F’91)
Adrin Pedigo (S’90, F’90)









Katie Stauffer (S’04, F’04)
Kim Stewart (F’90)
Ashley Stone (S’91, S’92)
Meredith Thompson (F’01)
Laura Vaughn (F’01, S’02)
Lauren Vogl (S’04)
Sarah Webb (S’96, S’97)
Julie Williford(F’00, F’01, S’02, F’03)
Women’s Athletics Honor Roll
(3.0-3.49 semester GPA)
Kati Adams; Megan Bals; Kellie
Bedient; Heather Blanton; Denise
Brown; Christina Burger; Megan
Burke; Brittany Burns; Nicole Bynum;
Bethany Campbell; Kit Carson;
Heather Cato; Shannon Clancy; Holly
Collins; Christy Comstock; Betsy
Coverdale; Carrie Cox; Jennifer Creel;
Becca Davis; Dana Dudley; Sheffield
Duke; Jessica Fraser; Jenn Goaziou;
Katie Grigar; Angie Gunter; Katie
Hamilton; Alison Harter; Lindsay
Haywood; Mindy Hollingshead; Mary
Howard; Allie Hyrup; Chrysti Jordan;
Sharon Kelly; Mia Kiistala; Carrie
Klein; Mandy Komar; Kathy Krupa;
Mary Langston; Jackie Lemons; Erica
Lewis; Stephanie Lyman; Michelle
Marchese; Honey Marsh; Anne Marx;
Megan McCool; Debbie McGoldrick;
Beth McLaughlin; Liz Metcalf; Ruthie
Miller; Molly Myers; Angie Nance;
Katie Nawrocki; Courtney Neal;
Michal-Lynn O’Kelley; Lisa Owen;
Adrin Pedigo; Pam Pesnell; Kerri Reifel;
Katy Schneider; Stacey Schoemehl;
Courtney Shaub; Julie Sill; Nikki
Sinclair; Holly Smith; Sharon Smith;
Andrea Sparks; Katie Stauffer; Kim
Stewart; Ashley Stone; Katie Taylor;
Crystal Test; Jen Traw; Lindsay Waxler;
Sarah Webb; Tracy Westfall; Kerri Wil-
liams; Julie Williford.
The University of Arkansas has been very
proud of its student-athletes over the years
and the soccer team is no exception.  To
honor those that have excelled both on the
field of play and in the classroom, the
Women’s Athletics Department created
awards reflecting that academic
achievement.  The Southeastern Conference
also honors student-athletes for their
contributions in the classroom.  Each of
the academic lists requires that a student
maintain a 3.0 grade point average
minimum.
















































SEC Freshman Academic Honor
Roll
2004 - Christina Burger, Devon Burger,
Katie Hamilton, Allison Harris, Kristie
Holman, Katie Stauffer




















Lady’Backs by Uniform Number
0 - Dillsaver, Norton, Shoffner, Stewart,
Turner
00 - Creel, Myers, Webb
1 - Adams, Dillsaver, Haywood,
Pedigo, Pitsaros, Reifel, Traw
01 - Myers, Reifel, Smith
2 - Brajkovich, D. Burger, Fraser,
Hickman, Miller, Test
3 - Bynum, Carson, B. Davis,
Dziubinski, Hyrup, McLaughlin
4 - Bjorklund, Collins, Gwisdala,
Lemons, Liebrum, Nance, Petersen,
Sampson, Van Putten
5 - Clancy, Dudley, Jones, Lewis,
Nawrocki
6 - Armento, C. Burger, Hartley, Lyons,
Sampson, Westfall
7 - Gunter, Lyman, Malinowski,
McCool, McKenna, Redmond,
Van Laecke
8 - Benatar, Bjorklund, Goaziou,
Holman, O’Kelley, Parsons, Vaughn
9 - Harter, Livingston, Marsh, Ricci,
Rigsby, Williford
10 - Brashear, Jordan, Kelly,
McGoldrick, Owen, Smith
11 - Coverdale, Hamilton, Howard,
Langston, Waxler
12 - Comstock, Kiistala, Komar, Krupa,
Mackey, McCool,Meaders, Metcalf,
Stauffer
13 - Collins, Cox, McCord, Neal,
Williams
14 - Armstrong, Balash, Bynum,
Hollingshead, Ireland, Mackey,
Petersen, Rodriguez
15 - Brandon, Burns, Ingram, Pesnell,
Sill
16 - Bals, Blanton, Harris, Sinclair,
Stone, Theofiledes
17 - Burke, Jordan, Marchese, Mourton,
Rosen, Schneider, Thompson
18 - Bedient, Brown, Campbell, Stewart
19 - Cato, Cox, Ducey, Hunter, McGee,
Shaub, Thompson
20 - Bedient, Doig, Munn, Taylor
21 - Carson, Driver, Hennis, Klein, Sill,
Sparks
22 - Blanton, Brajkovich, Grigar, Lachut,
Miller, Schoemehl
23 - C. Davis, Lewis, Marx
24 - Carlton, Krupa, Vogl















































































































































































in any sport to





The Southeastern Conference has continued its rise as one of the top con-
ferences in women’s soccer.
The 2004 women’s soccer season reaffirmed the SEC’s prominence in the
country.  Three teams from the SEC were invited to the NCAA tournament.
Auburn, Florida and Tennessee made the 64-team field. The three teams com-
bined for a record of 3-3 with the Lady Vols advancing to the Third Round
before falling at Ohio State. The SEC now has a 33-34-3 (.493) NCAA Tourna-
ment record in 31 appearances.
SEC women’s soccer will begin its 13th season in the year of 2005 deeply
rooted in the national scene of collegiate soccer. Since the SEC initiated women’s
soccer as a varsity sport in 1993, the sport’s popularity has grown through the
country and especially in the Southeast. A definitive point in the SEC’s women’s
soccer success came in 1995 when FOX Sports South broadcasted the SEC Tour-
nament Championship match between Alabama and Kentucky on a tape-de-
layed basis, signifying the first appearance of an SEC women’s soccer match on
television. Southeastern Conference women’s soccer continued to grow over
the next couple of years as the conference made a name for itself nationally. In
1998, the SEC had its breakout season with Florida winning the conference’s
first NCAA title in women’s soccer in just the program’s fourth year of exist-
ence. The league led the nation with six NCAA Tournament teams that year, an
accomplishment which firmly inserted the SEC as one the major conferences
in women’s soccer. The SEC also made bigger strides in its television coverage
with three regular season matches and the SEC Tournament championship match
shown live on the SECTV package. In 2004, SEC-TV’s women’s soccer coverage was
four regular-season matches, in addition to the SEC Tournament championship match.
That incremental growth combined with
increasing exposure on the national and regional scene has SEC women’s soccer look-















Commissioner ............... Mike Slive




2004 SEC Women’s Soccer Standings
Eastern Division Western Division
SEC Pts. All Pct. SEC Pts. All Pct.
Tennessee#* 10-1-0 30 17-5-2 .750 Auburn* 9-0-2 29 15-4-2 .762
Florida! 7-2-2 23 16-4-3 .761 Miss. State 5-5-1 16 9-9-3 .500
Vanderbilt 5-2-4 19 7-7-5 .500 Alabama 5-6-0 15 10-11-0 .476
Kentucky 3-7-1 10 6-12-1 .342 Ole Miss 4-5-2 14 9-10-2 .476
Georgia 2-6-3 9 4-9-5 .361 Arkansas 2-7-2 8 6-11-2 .368
South Carolina 2-7-2 8 8-10-2 .425 LSU 2-8-1 7 8-11-1 .425
# - SEC Champion; ! - SEC Tournament Champion; * - Division Champion
2005 SEC Women’s Soccer Tournament











2004 SEC Players of the Week
Week 1 Chrissy Culver, Auburn; Keeley Dowling, Tenn.
Week 2 Ashley Kellgren, Fla.; Jenn Walters, Auburn
Week 3 Stephanie Freeman, Fla.; Vanessa Phillips-Bosshart, Tenn.
Week 4 Elisabeth Jones, Ky.; Sarah Lentz, S.C.
Week 5 Sarah Gwisdala, Ark.; Megan Rivera, Auburn
Week 6 Kayla Lockaby, Tenn.; Valerie Vogler, LSU
Week 7 Genna Gorman, Tenn.; Ashley Lindley, Georgia
Week 8 Gillian Kilburn, Ala.; Keeley Dowling, Tenn.
Week 9 Kylie Boyd, Ala.; Keeley Dowling, Tenn.
Week 10 Sara Power, Auburn; Emily Meyers, Miss. St.
Coach of the Year: Angela Kelly, Tenn.
Player of the Year: Stephanie Freeman, Fla.
Defensive Player of the Year: Keeley Dowling, Tenn.
69
2005 Opponents
University of Alabama Crimson Tide
Location: ................... Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Colors: ...................... Crimson & White
Conference: ............... Southeastern
Enrollment: ................ 20,969
Starters R/L: ............. 8/3
Head Coach: .............. Don Staley
2004 Record: ............ 10-11-0
Conf. Record/Finish: .. 5-6-0/3rd west
Home Field: ............... Alabama Soccer Complex
Newcomers: .............. 11




Press Box: ................. 205-348-5078
Web Page: ................. www.rolltide.com
Auburn University Tigers
Location: ................... Auburn, Ala.
Colors: ...................... Orange & Blue
Conference: ............... Southeastern
Enrollment: ................ 23,152
Starters R/L: ............. 7/4
Head Coach: .............. Karen Hoppa
2004 Record: ............ 15-4-2
Conf. Record/Finish: .. 9-0-2/1st west






Press Box: ................. 334-844-9334
Web Page: ................. www.auburntigers.com
University of Florida Gators
Location: ................... Gainesville, Fla.
Colors: ...................... Orange & Blue
Conference: ............... Southeastern
Enrollment: ................ 48,500
Starters R/L: ............. 7/4
Head Coach: .............. Becky Burleigh
2004 Record: ............ 16-4-3
Conf. Record/Finish: .. 7-2-2/2nd east
Home Field: ............... James G. Pressly Stad.
Newcomers: .............. 9




Press Box: ................. 352-375-4683x4661
Web Page: ................. www.gatorzone.com
George Mason University Patriots
Location: ................... Fairfax, Va.
Colors: ...................... Green & Gold
Conference: ............... Colonial Athletic Assoc.
Enrollment: ................ 28,874
Starters R/L: ............. 9/3
Head Coach: .............. Diane Drake
2004 Record: ............ 10-7-3
Conf. Record/Finish: .. 5-2-2/T3rd
Home Field: ............... George Mason Stad.
Newcomers: .............. 8




Press Box: ................. 703-993-3033
Web Page: ................. www.GoMason.com
University of Georgia Bulldogs
Location: ................... Athens, Ga.
Colors: ...................... Red & Black
Conference: ............... Southeastern
Enrollment: ................ 33,405
Starters R/L: ............. 7/4
Head Coach: .............. Patrick Baker
2004 Record: ............ 4-9-5
Conf. Record/Finish: .. 2-6-3/5th east
Home Field: ............... Georgia Soccer Stad.
Newcomers: .............. 3




Press Box: ................. 706-227-5378
Web Page: ................. www.georgiadogs.com
University of Kansas Jayhawks
Location: ................... Lawrence, Kan.
Colors: ...................... Crimson & Blue
Conference: ............... Big 12
Enrollment: ................ 28,849
Starters R/L: ............. 5/6
Head Coach: .............. Mark Francis
2004 Record: ............ 18-5-0
Conf. Record/Finish: .. 8-2-0/1st
Home Field: ............... Jayhawk Soccer Complex
Newcomers: .............. 7




Press Box: ................. N/A
Web Page: ................. www.kuathletics.com
University of Kentucky Wildcats
Location: ................... Lexington, Ky.
Colors: ...................... Blue & White
Conference: ............... Southeastern
Enrollment: ................ 26,900
Starters R/L: ............. 9/2
Head Coach: .............. Warren Lipka
2004 Record: ............ 6-12-1
Conf. Record/Finish: .. 3-7-1/4th east
Home Field: ............... UK Soccer Complex
Newcomers: .............. 15





Web Page: ................. www.ukathletics.com
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Liberty University Lady Flames
Location: ................... Lynchburg, Va.
Colors: ...................... Red, White & Blue
Conference: ............... Big South
Enrollment: ................ 17,200
Starters R/L: ............. 6/5
Head Coach: .............. James Price
2004 Record: ............ 5-10-2
Conf. Record/Finish: .. 4-2-2/4th
Home Field: ............... Liberty Soccer Field
Newcomers: .............. 5




Press Box: ................. N/A
Web Page: ................. www.LibertyFlames.com
Louisiana State University Tigers
Location: ................... Baton Rouge, La.
Colors: ...................... Purple & Gold
Conference: ............... Southeastern
Enrollment: ................ 31,582
Starters R/L: ............. 6/5
Head Coach: .............. Brian Lee
2004 Record: ............ 8-11-1
Conf. Record/Finish: .. 2-8-1/6th west
Home Field: ............... LSU Soccer Complex
Newcomers: .............. 8




Press Box: ................. 225-578-0636
Web Page: ................. www.LSUsports.net
University of Mississippi Rebels
Location: ................... Oxford, Miss.
Colors: ...................... Red & Navy
Conference: ............... Southeastern
Enrollment: ................ 16,498
Starters R/L: ............. 8/3
Head Coach: .............. Steve Holman
2004 Record: ............ 9-10-2
Conf. Record/Finish: .. 4-5-2/4th west
Home Field: ............... Ole Miss Soccer Stad.
Newcomers: .............. 9




Press Box: ................. 662-915-7851
Web Page: ................. www.OleMissSports.com
Mississippi State University Bulldogs
Location: ................... Starkville, Miss.
Colors: ...................... Maroon & White
Conference: ............... Southeastern
Enrollment: ................ 15,934
Starters R/L: ............. 6/5
Head Coach: .............. Neil MacDonald
2004 Record: ............ 9-9-3
Conf. Record/Finish: .. 5-5-1/2nd West
Home Field: ............... MSU Soccer Field
Newcomers: .............. 8




Press Box: ................. 662-325-0905
Web Page: ................. www.MStateAthletics.com
Mississippi Valley State Delta Devils
Location: ................... Itta Bena, Miss.
Colors: ...................... Green & White
Conference: ............... Southwestern Athletic
Enrollment: ................ 4,000
Starters R/L: ............. 9/2
Head Coach: .............. Dean Joseph
2004 Record: ............ 10-8-0
Conf. Record/Finish: .. 5-2-0/3rd






Press Box: ................. N/A
Web Page: ................. www.mvsu.edu
University of Oklahoma Sooners
Location: ................... Norman, Okla.
Colors: ...................... Crimson & Cream
Conference: ............... Big 12
Enrollment: ................ 31,400
Starters R/L: ............. 9/3
Head Coach: .............. Randy Evans
2004 Record: ............ 7-8-3
Conf. Record/Finish: .. 3-7-0/10th
Home Field: ............... OU Soccer Complex
Newcomers: .............. 6




Press Box: ................. N/A
Web Page: ................. www.SoonerSports.com
Oral Roberts University Golden Eagles
Location: ................... Tulsa, Okla.
Colors: ...................... Blue, Gold & White
Conference: ............... Mid-Continent
Enrollment: ................ 5,389
Starters R/L: ............. 6/5
Head Coach: .............. Kyle Cussen
2004 Record: ............ 14-6-1
Conf. Record/Finish: .. 5-1-0/1st
Home Field: ............... ORU Soccer Complex
Newcomers: .............. 12




Press Box: ................. N/A
Web Page: ................. www.orugoldeneagles.com
2005 Opponents
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University of South Carolina Gamecocks
Location: ................... Columbia, S.C.
Colors: ...................... Garnet & Black
Conference: ............... Southeastern
Enrollment: ................ 23,772
Starters R/L: ............. 10/1
Head Coach: .............. Shelley Smith
2004 Record: ............ 8-10-2
Conf. Record/Finish: .. 2-7-2/6th east
Home Field: ............... Eugene Stone III Stad.
Newcomers: .............. 6




Press Box: ................. 803-777-8722
Web Page: ................. www.uscsports.com
University of Southeast Louisiana Lady Lions
Location: ................... Hammond, La.
Colors: ...................... Green & Gold
Conference: ............... Southland
Enrollment: ................ 15,472
Starters R/L: ............. 7/4
Head Coach: .............. Blake Hornbuckle
2004 Record: ............ 11-9-0
Conf. Record/Finish: .. 7-5-0/5th
Home Field: ............... Southeastern Soccer Comp.
Newcomers: .............. 7




Press Box: ................. N/A
Web Page: ................. www.LionSports.net
University of Tennessee Lady Vols
Location: ................... Knoxville, Tenn.
Colors: ...................... Orange & White
Conference: ............... Southeastern
Enrollment: ................ 25,058
Starters R/L: ............. 6/5
Head Coach: .............. Angela Kelly
2004 Record: ............ 17-5-2
Conf. Record/Finish: .. 10-1/1st east
Home Field: ............... UT Soccer Complex
Newcomers: .............. 13




Press Box: ................. 865-673-3788
Web Page: ................. www.utladyvols.com
University of Tulsa Golden Hurricane
Location: ................... Tulsa, Okla.
Colors: ...................... Gold, Blue & Crimson
Conference: ............... Conference USA
Enrollment: ................ 4,100
Starters R/L: ............. 8/3
Head Coach: .............. Rena Richardson
2004 Record: ............ 7-10-4
Conf. Record/Finish: .. 4-3-1/5th
Home Field: ............... Hurricane Soccer Stad.
Newcomers: .............. 6




Press Box: ................. 918-631-5440
Web Page: ................. www.tulsahurricane.com
Vanderbilt University Commodores
Location: ................... Nashville, Tenn.
Colors: ...................... Black & Gold
Conference: ............... Southeastern
Enrollment: ................ 6,221
Starters R/L: ............. 9/2
Head Coach: .............. Ronnie Coveleskie
2004 Record: ............ 7-7-5
Conf. Record/Finish: .. 5-2-4/3rd east
Home Field: ............... Vanderbilt Soccer Complex
Newcomers: .............. 6




Press Box: ................. 615-320-0436
Web Page: ................. www.vucommodores.com
Southeastern Conference Championship Tournament
Location: ................... Orange Beach, Ala.




2004 Champion: ........ Florida
2004 Runner-Up: ....... Tennessee




The University of Arkansas has always been pro-active when it comes to women’s athletics, and the lifespan of Lady’Back Field
is a tribute to that stance.  When it was constructed in 1992, Lady’Back Field was the first collegiate soccer field in the country that
was dedicated solely to the use of a women’s team.  To this day it remains one of a handful of such fields.
With improvements planned following its construction, a field house was built to house locker rooms for both participating
teams, and lights were erected to allow the Lady’Backs to practice and play at any time.
Arguably the best pitch in the Southeastern Conference, for facilities and playing surface, the field was the host for the 1994
SEC Championship Tournament and was the first field to televise a women’s soccer match in the SEC.
Completed for the 1999 season were several improvements including wrought-iron fencing around the field, a ticket booth
and permanent professional-style players’ benches.
Following the 1999 soccer campaign, construction of a new stadium to accommodate the growing fan base at Lady’Back Field
began.  The spring of 2001 saw the stadium seat 1,500 spectators, including chair-back seating for season-ticket holders as well as
fully functional press facilities, television and radio booths and a VIP hospitality area.
Lady’Back Field looks to undergo another facelift in the near future as the field house will be renovated to accommodate the










Field is completed with
locker rooms for both teams.
1994
Lady’Back Field
hosts the SEC Soccer
Championships.
1995
Lady’Back Field is the
site of the first televised
SEC soccer match.
Arkansas Quick Facts
Location: .............................. Fayetteville, Ark.
Founded: ................................ March 27, 1871
Enrollment: .......................................... 17,269
Colors: ............................ Cardinal and White
Nickname: ............................ Lady Razorbacks
Conference: ................................Southeastern
ISSA: ................................................... Central
Affiliation: ........................... NCAA Division I
Chancellor: ....................... Dr. John A. White
Athletic Director: ..............................Bev Lewis
Head Coach: ....................Gordon Henderson
Career Record: ............. 91-86-13 (10 years)
At Arkansas: .................................... 6-11-2
Assistant Coach: .......................... Steve Oliver
Assistant Coach: ...................... Anna Sanders
2004 Record: ....................... 6-11-2 (2-7-2 SEC)
Letterwinners Returning/Lost: .................. 16/3
Starters Returning/Lost: ........................... 10/1
Newcomers: ................................................... 9
1997
First night game played at
Lady’Back Field
1999
New fencing, ticket booth
and dugouts added to the
field in stage one of
renovations.
2001
Stadium construction completed with press
box, radio booths and VIP areas
